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Special Issue: 

New Trends  
in Contemporary Computer Science 

 

Guest Editor: 

William Steingartner 

Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics, Technical University of Košice, Slovakia 
 
The ever-changing scope and rapid development of computer science and technologies create 
new problems and questions, resulting in a real need for sharing brilliant ideas and stimulating 
good awareness of this important research field. It is therefore a great privilege and a pleasure 
for us to present this volume on New Trends in Contemporary Computer Science which 
contains ten extended and refereed papers written by authors of the most interesting and 
promising results presented during the 2022 IEEE 16th International Scientific Conference on 
Informatics. The conference was held in Poprad, Slovakia, November 23-25, 2022. The topics 
of the selected papers cover theoretical and practical results, along with methods for transferring 
these research results into real-life domains. This IPSI TIR issue is a result of our efforts to 
publish higher standards topics in various areas of computer science and related fields. 
  
The article Concept of Select Unlocking Optimization (by Kvet, Michal) aims to provide an 
additional layer treating the locks after the transaction end, without the necessity to reevaluate 
the locks associated with the row level granularity stored in the block, as well as the necessity 
to reclaim new transactions.  It also presents how to optimize the process of unlocking data 
before the data retrieval process using multiple strategies. 
 
The paper Elements of simulated annealing in Pareto front search (by Kvet, Marek and 
Janáček, Jaroslav) introduces a heuristic method based on simulated annealing principles, 
which should be able to produce a small set of solutions for further decision-making. The 
presented results of numerical experiments give an insight into the relations between the 
simulated annealing parameters and optimization process efficiency. 
 
The main objective of the article Natural Language Processing in Translation of Relational 
Languages (by Dudaš, Adam and Skrinarova, Jarmila) is to present the design, implementation, 
and experimental evaluation of software tools for the translation of languages used in the 
context of relational databases – relational algebra, relational calculus, and Structured Query 
Language. The focus of this tool was put towards low–code and no–code programming in the 
selected type of database systems. The possibility of translation from natural language brings 
the need to use artificial intelligence methods in the workflow of translation itself – for this 
purpose GPT3-based Codex – Davinci translation model is used.   
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The authors of the paper Monaco Support for an Improved Exception Specification in C++, 
Fulop, Endre; Gyen, Attila; and Pataki, Norbert aim to analyze the impact of disc storage on 
performance in an on-premise world, pointing to the data themselves, as well as indexes to split 
the workload into multiple disc-type environments. They show a methodology for dealing with 
various storage types and access routes. 
 

The paper Metamodel-based Language Definition with Python (by Chodarev, Sergej and 
Ilyas, Sharoon) introduces a new language definition tool called Pymco. In contrast to most of 
the existing parsing tools, it uses a metamodel specification, in the form of Python classes 
instead of grammar, as the basis of the language definition. The tool is demonstrated in a case 
study of a simple imperative programming language, and important design decisions are 
explained. 
  
The authors Šaloun, Petr; Kolarova, Michaela; Andrešič, David; Malčik, Martin; Klement, 
Milan; and Bartek, Kvetoslav of the paper Czech teens’ experiences with sexting on 
Instagram focus on dangerous phenomena in communication via online platforms. They 
analyze the issue of teenage sexting on a specific communication platform – Instagram. The 
authors are also interested in the topic of safety in social networks. The results of their survey 
show a greater need to promote information literacy, computational thinking, and safe behavior 
on social networks as well as safe use of ICT. 
 
In the article, Some Aspects about Visualization of Natural Semantics for a Selected 
Domain-Specific Language, the authors, Steingartner, William; Radakovic, Davorka; and 
Zsiga, Richard present their approach to semantic modeling of the selected domain-specific 
language based on innovative visualization of the semantic method, which helps the users to 
understand the process of applying the natural semantics to a simple language of a robot. 
  
The paper Collecting Code Coverage from UI Testing (by Gurbáľ, Filip and Porubän, 
Jaroslav) describes the challenges of UI tester and how coverage analysis of the UI source code 
can help with test selection and prioritization and prevent the design of redundant test cases. 
The authors prepared infrastructure to automatically collect code coverage data from UI testing 
for further analysis. 

In the article Creating computer games that are controlled by EEG helmets (by Voštinár, 
Patrik and Šrobár, Michal), the authors analyze the possibilities of using EEG and BCI 
technologies to control games using Emotiv helmets. They describe two created games that can 
be controlled using Emotiv devices: Insight, Epoc, and Flex. Finally, they describe games that 
were created using Unity, the development program with an implemented extension for 
communicating and capturing learned commands from the Emotiv BCI program. 
 
The paper named Visualization Tool for Structural Operational Semantics of Simple 
Imperative Language (by Tsimbolynets, Vitalii and Perháč, Ján) is focused on support of the 
teaching of formal methods: authors present their approach to educating on formal semantic 
methods for imperative languages and their interactive visualization which helps the users to 
understand the process of applying the operational semantics to a simple imperative language. 
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We would like to express our gratitude to the external reviewers, for providing extra help in the 
review process and guaranteeing the high and professional standard of the conference and this 
IPSI TIR volume. They have worked very hard in reviewing papers, providing their opinions 
and making valuable suggestions for the authors to improve their works. Furthermore, we are 
grateful to the authors for contributing their research results to the conference and this special 
issue. 
  
This volume presents articles focused on various current problems in the field of computer 
science, often resulting from the current situation that resulted from the previous period, when 
the life of the majority of the population changed markedly. The provided papers focus on 
problems of a theoretical and practical nature. We believe that these works will be of interest 
to experts in the field of informatics and related sciences, and their results will be inspiring for 
further research and solving other research questions. 
 
 
William Steingartner, doc. Ing., PhD., is an Associate professor at the Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering and Informatics of the Technical University of Košice, Slovakia. He is the author 
of more than 150 scientific articles and 10 books. His research is oriented to the formal 
semantics of programming languages, theoretical computer science, formal languages and 
compilers, and software engineering. He is a member of the board of the Slovak Society of 
Applied Cybernetics and Informatics (SSACI) and president of the branch of SSACI. 
Orcid ID: 0000-0002-2852-9403, 
Publons profile: https://publons.com/researcher/3317593/william-steingartner/ 
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Abstract—Ensuring data integrity stored in a database requires 

change encapsulation in a transaction. Transaction maintains 

consistency by shifting the database from one consistent state to 

another, protected by atomicity, isolation, and durability. This 

paper focuses on the isolation and parallelism allowing 

distributed access to the data tuple across multiple transactions. 

Access to the data tuple is marked by the locks applied on the 

row level. Locks can be shared expressing data retrieval process 

or exclusive intended to change the values of the columns. The 

general locking rule takes the lock before the operation and 

releases it just after the operation or at the end of the transaction. 

Oracle database, however, does not release the lock physically, 

whereas the data block access would be necessary to be reloaded 

during the transaction approval. Therefore, this paper aims in 

optimizing the process of unlocking data before the data retrieval 

process using multiple strategies.  

Keywords—database transaction; unlocking; performance; 

data retrieval 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main benefit of the relational paradigm and relational 

database processing is just the integrity, protected by 

transaction management. The transaction is an inseparable part 

of the data processing by shifting the database from one 

consistent state to another, which applies consistency, as well. 

It can consist of multiple operations inside, which are either 

completely accepted or the whole transaction is rejected [1] 

[2] [9].  

Transactions and overall database processing are commonly 

placed in a complex environment, forcing the system to 

provide access to the data tuples in parallel, to optimize the 

performance and limit any waiting operations. On the other 

hand, whereas integrity should be ensured, no data can be lost, 

no change can be hidden, or no change can be refused after 

approval. To establish a parallelism option in databases, 

access to the data tuple must be marked and associated with 

the particular transaction, invoking the operation. For those 

purposes, transaction data locks are applied [9] [14]. If the 

data manipulation operation is to be executed (Insert, Update, 

Delete or Select), locks are applied on the row level 

granularity, while any structural change takes the whole object 

lock [5]. In principle, shared and exclusive locks can be 

present, depending on the operation to be applied on the row – 

whether the data are only obtained for the data retrieval 

process and evaluation or if there is an attempt to change to 

the content of the stored data. Individual locks influence the 

ability to access the tuple in parallel, as well as techniques for 

building a consistent state.  

Among the transaction and individual operations, it is 

critical to set the proper rules for applying and releasing locks. 

Before any data touches, appropriate locks must be applied [3] 

[4] [6] [9]. However, what about releasing them? Either from 

a logical, but also a physical point of view? Well, releasing is 

not done later than at the end of the transaction. In principle, it 

must take all the blocks, which were operated in the 

transaction and wipe the used locks there. To do that 

physically, it would require taking the processed block set and 

proceed them sequentially. But there can be a significant 

performance issue [1] [8] [9] [10]. Namely, blocks do not need 

to be present in the memory due to the cache size demands 

and overcrowding [12] [20]. It, therefore, consequences in the 

necessity to load the block from the physical database storage 

once again for maintaining locks. It would naturally cause 

additional costs and I/O operations. In a reality, database 

systems use a different approach and postpone physical lock 

release to the next block access. It has, however, many 

negatives. Firstly, past information about the transaction's 

existence must be stored [11] [12]. Secondly, a transaction 

does not release a block at once, but it depends on the access 

[11] [12]. Thirdly, even after the instance restart, locks are still 

present in the database, consequencing their transfer across the 

exports, if they are done as a physical data file copy [15]. 

Fourthly, before attempting to obtain the lock on the data row, 

the system must evaluate, which locks should be applied as 

they reference active transactions and which ones are 

dummies referring to already-ended transactions [17]. It brings 

additional demands and costs. Moreover, in principle, 

irrelevant data are associated and stored inside the data blocks, 

aren´t they? It means that storage demands are not optimal. 

However, the main disadvantage of the entire lock 

management is based on transactions, which must be created 

dynamically as a result of lock processing and thus of data 

layer changes. Namely, when the block content is changed 

(lock is released), such a request must be recorded in the 

transaction logs. And thus trigger and invoke a new 

transaction, even if it is only about accessing data, without the 

need to change it. It requires proper categorization and 

normalization [18] [22] [23].  

This paper aims to provide an additional layer treating the 

locks after the transaction end, without the necessity to 

reevaluate the locks associated with the row level granularity 
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stored in the block, as well as the necessity to reclaim new 

transactions.  

This paper can be divided into three parts. The first part 

deals with the existing solutions, streams, and state-of-the-art. 

The second part provides the overview of the proposed 

solution, supervised by the additional extensions. The third 

part deals with the performance evaluation and optimization 

strategies limiting the data retrieval process in database 

transactions. Besides, the paper is structured into sections 

as follows: Section 2 deals with the transaction definition and 

ACID property aspect summary. Section 3 deals with the 

transaction log structure by emphasizing UNDO and REDO 

structures. They are critical in forming consistent data images 

during retrieval. Section 4 emphasizes the current approach of 

locking by pointing to the Shared and Exclusive locks, as well 

as limiting Shared locking in the Oracle database by spreading 

the wide ability of parallelism management [9] [21]. Finally, 

section 5 deals with the proposed solution and its 

enhancements, which are performance studies and evaluated 

in section 6.  

II. TRANSACTION DEFINITION, ACID 

A database transaction is formed by a set of statements 

encapsulated inside. It forms the core element of the database 

system processing by shifting the database to a new consistent 

state. The transaction is responsible for maintaining integrity 

by accepting all the constraints defined for the whole database, 

and table level, as well as applied for individual attributes or 

data groups. A transaction can be accepted and made durable 

only if all the constraints are passed, otherwise, the whole 

transaction is refused and changes rolled back.  

The transaction is defined by these four aspects (ACID) [7] 

[8] [9] – atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability. They 

are mainly protected by transaction log files. Atomicity is 

associated with the inability to process only part of the 

transaction. The whole transaction is either completely 

approved or rejected as a common unit. Consistency is related 

to applying integrity constraints and rules, not later than 

before transaction approval. If any rule violates, the whole 

transaction is refused, as stated in the atomicity option. 

Durability ensures the possibility of restoring the approved 

transaction after a crash. 

 Isolation is critical in terms of locking. Each performed 

operation in the database system must be time-referenced to 

the same moment. It is precise because of massive parallelism 

that data can change dynamically. In the analytical 

environment, the time reference is either the beginning of the 

operation itself or the entire transaction. Therefore, several 

situations can arise from the point of view of locking. Ideally, 

from the beginning of the operation, or the transaction, no 

changes on the relevant data blocks were performed, so the 

read operation provided as the data image is consistent and 

correct. Thus, it can be directly processed and included in the 

result set. In the second case, the lock is not applied over the 

record, but the data are not processed correctly in time and 

thus their status is more recent, compared to the required 

value. In that case, it is necessary to reconstruct the state as it 

existed at the defined time. However, such a state is not stored 

directly in the database, so it is necessary to access the change 

vectors of the transaction and use them to obtain the state in 

the past. For active transactions, this log definitely exists. If 

the transaction has already been terminated, the transaction log 

can be already overwritten and a Snapshot Too Old exception 

[9] [13] [16] occurs and the operation is canceled. In general, 

locks can be applied over the record. In that case, it is 

necessary to construct the historical state regardless of locks 

and active transactions on the object. 

Thus, to construct any data image, relevant data blocks 

must be identified, followed by building a consistent image 

using transaction logs. Section 3 deals with the log structure, 

UNDO and REDO logs.  

III. UNDO, REDO, AND FLASHBACK DATA ARCHIVE 

The key to multi-versioning and building consistent data 

images is the existence of the UNDO. Each change operation 

creates a change vector, which specifies the original data row 

content (if exists) stored in the UNDO tablespace and content 

after the operation represented by the REDO structure. UNDO 

is stored in the database storage and is part of the read 

consistency. Vice versa, REDO is primarily stored in the 

memory for the active transactions. It aims at the durability of 

the approved transactions by copying online redo log content 

from the memory to the database storage not later that at the 

end of the transaction [9] [10] [11] [14].  

UNDO information is applicable in two circumstances – 

multi-versioning support or transaction rollback. One way or 

another, it primarily focuses on reverse data operations. 

UNDO generation cannot be bypassed, as it protects the 

database, only direct-path data loading can navigate the 

processing for the physical storage by shifting the pointer to 

the last associated block - High Water Mark, if the loading is 

done successfully.  

To protect the database and make the ability to get 

consistent data images for a longer period, the archiving 

process has been introduced. Transaction logs are primarily 

overwritten if the transaction becomes inactive. However, for 

dynamic systems with huge amounts of small transactions, it 

would be infeasible to reconstruct the historical image, as 

there is high pressure for the online logs and soon after the 

transaction approval, particular log would be overwritten. To 

prevent log loss for the UNDO reconstruction opportunity, it 

is advisable to copy the content of the log into another – 

archive repository. The architecture of the archiving is shown 

in fig. 1.  

The algorithm for the tuple state reconstruction is 

summarized in the following steps:  

1. Getting current data images obtained from the data 

block (located in the database or memory).  

• If the block is not currently in the instance 

memory, a free memory block must be 

identified and the relevant block loaded 

into the memory from the database 

storage.  
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2. Applying online UNDO data to construct historical 

data images using AS-OF version query definition.  

3. Applying archive UNDO data if the previous step 

does not meet the time requirements referring to 

the start point of the operation or the whole 

transaction, based on the settings.  

If any of the above steps failed, the ORA-01555 Snapshot 

Too Old exception is raised.  

 

 
Figure 1. Log management  [9] 

 

Thus, to construct a consistent data image, all the required 

transaction log pieces must be present.  

In the environment of consistent data image construction 

and change management, two locks can be identified, differing 

in the access method and assumed data manipulation 

operation. Section 4 deals with transaction locking.  

IV. LOCKING 

Locks are mechanisms limiting and regulating access to 

shared resources. Database systems can use various precisions 

for the locking granularity, like SQL Server taking page-level 

locking, resulting in the inability to perform concurrent Insert 

statements, even if they are not blocking each other based on 

the unique constraints (primarily expressed by the primary 

key). Informix used a predefined number of locks, which 

could not be exceeded, later. The value was configured before 

starting the database as a static parameter. In the past, applied 

table-level locking was also intended, however, it would be 

impossible to access and table data in parallel. Oracle database 

uses row-level locking. The finest granularity is the column 

itself, however, this option would require too many locks. For 

example, if the table consists of 10 attributes, by invoking the 

Insert statement, at least 10 locks would be necessary to be 

placed, as well as stored physically. As a consequence, the 

data block would degrade to hugely manipulate the locks.  

Besides, various lock strategies are discussed, pointing to 

the lost updates [9], pessimistic [9] [15] and optimistic [9] [15] 

locking using version column [12] or checksum [16] [19].  

Based on the SQL norm, two lock types exist. A shared 

lock protects the tuple from executing change on that row. It is 

associated with data retrieval (Select statement). Several 

Shared locks can be applied for the same row allowing 

parallelism in the data access and querying. An exclusive lock 

is associated with the change operations limiting the parallel 

access to the data tuple. By using an Exclusive lock, only one 

transaction can operate the data in any manner (change and 

data retrieval). Fig. 2 shows the lock accessibility matrix.  

 
 Shared (S) Exclusive (X) 

Shared (S) Y N 

Exclusive (X) N N 
Figure 2. Locking type matrix 

 

In case of changing the structure of the table, an Exclusive 

table lock must be applied meaning, that other transactions on 

that table are prohibited. 

Oracle database does not use Shared lock, at all. The data 

image is protected by the UNDO transaction data by building 

a consistent image [9]. Thus, the version of the data tuple is 

checked during the retrieval and if necessary, UNDO change 

vectors are applied to get the state as existed at the beginning 

of the operation or the whole transaction. Thanks to that, the 

lock management is simplified and the parallelism options can 

be wider spread.  

There is, however, a huge performance issue related to the 

lock release.  

The performance issue is related to the lock release. After 

the processing, a particular lock can be released anytime, 

based on the applicable rules or business logic, but it cannot 

be released later than at the end of the transaction. Data lock is 

associated with the type (Exclusive (X) / Shared (S)) and 

transaction reference. Thus, from the logical point of view, 

releasing an object is reflected by making it available for 

consecutive processing and changes. There can be a list of 

transactions waiting for the object using the FIFO approach, 

thus the next transaction can operate the data, generally.  

The physical points and principles are, however, more 

complicated to ensure the consistency and the performance of 

the lock release management. Namely, to release the tuple, it 

is necessary to touch the relevant database block and vacuum 

the transaction lock reference. However, where is that block 

located? Ideally, it is placed in the memory Buffer cache, so 

the access is straightforward by identifying the block and 

changing its content (lock release). It, naturally, requires 

storing additional information in the transaction log, whereas 

the block content is changed. The more complicated situation, 

however, arises, if the particular block is not currently in the 

memory. In that case, it would be necessary to obtain the 

address of the row (ROWID), load the block into the memory, 

release the lock physically, record the change in the 

transaction log and finally, save the block physically into the 

database. As evident, such physical lock release could be too 

demanding requiring additional I/O operations and limiting the 

performance of the system – whereas the release is protected 

by the transaction UNDO and REDO structures, transaction 

approval can be done only if all the data are logged, as well as 

physical operations are successfully done. Therefore, database 

systems postpone the physical lock release to the next usage of 

the block meaning, that improper locks are still present in the 

database blocks. Moreover, when attempting to access the data 

tuple, it is necessary to apply the lock. Before that, however, 

expired row locks must be removed from the consideration 
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bringing additional demands. The data flow diagram is shown 

in fig. 3.  

 

 
Figure 3. Data flow diagram 

 

Section 5 provides a new approach to managing the data 

locks.  

V. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

The proposed solutions discussed in this paper aim to 

identify locks applied for the tuple or generally applied for any 

object inside the data block. Namely, we use the block 

grouping approach in this paper. Thus, if the tuple is to be 

evaluated by identifying and limiting expired locks, the whole 

block is reconsidered, whereas the finest processed granularity 

of the memory Buffer cache is the block itself, thus the whole 

block must always be fully loaded for the consideration and 

evaluation.  

To ensure the performance, the new structure needs to be 

introduced, dealing with the transaction reference list, which 

can be associated with the row tuple itself, or the block 

references can be used. It is named the Lock Tracker module 

and it consists of the object tuple identifier, transaction, and 

applied locks. Its internal data structure can vary, depending 

on the linear linked list or depending on the applied priority 

rules forming B+trees. Generally, random distribution in the 

dynamic array can be used, as well, however, if a massive 

number of transactions is present, identifying the ended 

transactions would require scanning the whole structure.  

The first solution (SOL_B+pure_tuple) is associated with 

the primary key or unique constraint, which identifies any data 

row, any tuple stored in the table. It uses the rule of the 

database, that each table of the relational database uses a 

primary key for object identification. If this were not the case, 

an artificial identifier would be introduced in the form of a 

sequence of records or physical addresses. One way or 

another, the B+tree index would be present, consisting of the 

key for traversing through it. The leaf layer stores the key 

value and 10-byte value addressing the position of the row in 

the physical database storage layer – data file, data block, and 

position of the row inside the block. Besides, in our proposed 

solution, we have added there a list of locks applied for the 

tuple. It takes the transaction reference list, pointing to the 

transaction log definition and applied lock type. Expired locks 

are marked by the boolean flag. The architecture of the 

solution is shown in fig. 4. Lock Tracker stores the tuple 

reference (ROWID) and transaction reference list. In this 

approach, it is shaped by the linear linked list, where each 

element stores the transaction identifier, lock type, expiration 

flag, and timestamp, when the lock was applied. Transaction 

start and approval timestamps are not present, whereas they 

can be obtained in the online transaction log segment.  

 
Figure 4. Solution architecture 

 

The enhancement of the solution (SOL_B+priority_tuple) 

introduces the priority in the transaction reference list. 

Namely, expired transactions are put in the first part of the 

transaction reference list. Thanks to that, the search starts with 

the first element and can be stopped by reaching the first 

active transaction in the list. A proprietary, transaction 

reference list is divided into two parts – expired and active 

transactions, however, inside the structures, data are randomly 

distributed.  

Among the solution specified above, two other 

enhancements have been evaluated and considered. They aim 

on using priority inside the transaction reference list to 

optimize and make easier transaction identification. For this 

perspective, two solutions were identified – the transaction 

reference list was B+tree oriented based on the transaction 

start timestamp (SOL_B+time_tuple), or the priority of the 

transaction was set based on the total number of applied locks 

(SOL_B+locknum_tuple). Namely, it is assumed, that 

expired transactions with a higher number of applied locks 

should be prioritized.  

Another development and research stream was associated 

with block management instead of the tuple. Whereas the 

finest processed granularity to be transferred between the 

database and memory is the block itself, it is useful to process 

the whole block instead of tuple management. Thus, by 

accessing the block, all expired transaction locks must be 

identified and removed. To do that, the Block extractor data 

structure has been introduced as an extension of the Lock 

Tracker reference. Three physical data structures and models 
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were applied for the Block extractor module. 

SOL_B+LL_block introduces a linear linked list for the tuple 

mapping to the data blocks. SOL_B+bitmap_block uses a 

bitmap index structure on the block level characterizing the x-

axis. The object identifier (primary key) is defined by the y-

axis. The content is a boolean value. Note, that there is only 

one block reference for each bitmap column. The last solution 

(SOL_B+stitching_block) does not introduce a separate 

storage structure for the data block and tuple association, 

instead stitching in the B+tree layer is used. Thus, instead of 

sorting the data based on the index key on the leaf layer, 

linking is done based on the block references.  

A. Lock vacuuming 

There are many circumstances when expired locks can be 

removed. The whole process aims to optimize I/O operations 

and minimize costs during the processing. Therefore, we have 

identified the following operations, which can be preceded by 

the lock reevaluation:  

• Block is to be saved by moving from the memory 

Buffer cache to the database using the Database 

Writer background process.  

• CheckPoint operation, which completely frees 

memory Buffer cache by saving dirty (changed) data 

blocks to the database.  

• Reloading from the database before evaluating in 

Buffer cache. 

• Existing data blocks are present in the memory, 

identified by the direct pointer from the Lock 

tracker.  

• Dynamic remapping – loading a small number of 

blocks into the memory on demand and vacuuming 

the locks (mostly operated during weak database 

workload). 

VI. PERFORMANCE AND DISCUSSION 

The environment used for the performance evaluation was 

characterized by the multi-tenant Real Application Cluster 

container database. The used database system was Oracle 

Database 21c Enterprise Edition (Release 21.0.0.0.0 – 

Production. The server parameters were delimited by the 

following values:  

• Processor: AMD Ryzen 5 Pro 5650 2.3GHz 

• Operating memory: 64 GB, DDR4 3200MHz, 

• Disc storage: 2TB PCIe Gen3 x4 NVMe v1.4,  

reading 3500 MB/s, writing 3300 MB/s. 

The air transport monitoring data set was used for the 

analysis, consisting of the planned and real routes of the 

airplanes, enhanced by the various parameters characterizing 

the flight conditions, like speed, height, or positional data. 

Besides, each airplane was monitored by assigning its position 

to a particular region – FIR (Flight Information Region). A 

temporal data model using synchronization groups [13] was 

used.  Validity was associated with the FIR entry and exit time 

with the second granularity precision, defined by the Oracle 

Data data type. The data snippet of the FIR assignment is 

shown in fig. 5.  

 
Figure 5. Evaluated data structure – Flight information region (FIR) temporal 

assignment 
 

European regions for the FIR definition are shown in fig. 6.  

 

 
 

Figure 6. Flight information region (FIR) map in Europe [24] 
 

The evaluation study was focused on the data loading 

operations – inserting new data object states to the database – 

data obtained from the airplanes separately or bulk collected 

within the data catcher and group module. Then, the Update 

operation was evaluated, pointing to the difference between 

the planned expected route and the real route. Additionally, an 

Update statement was made by using data corrections if the 

communication fails or the data transfer was delayed.  

The second evaluation stream was characterized by data 

retrieval, by which the processing was easier, whereas expired 

locks were not present, and it was no longer necessary to 

check the locks and identify active transactions during the data 

retrieval process. It must be also noted, that removing the lock 

requires physical data block change, which is always protected 

by raising new transaction by storing change vectors in the 

log.  

To reach the complexity of the processing, data 

maintenance operations are also evaluated, which are typically 

launched during a weak workload. The activities there are 

mostly related to the CheckPoint and Remapping.  

The results evaluated the processing time and costs of the 

processing. For declarative purposes, reached values are in 

percentage. Each evaluation study was performed 10 times 

and the results express the average values.  

Fig. 6 shows the results for the costs, which consider the 

server resources, processing time, data storage, CPU, I/O 

operations, and overall used sources. Costs are the internal 

indicator of server resource utilization. The reference for the 

evaluation is the original solution with no explicit lock release 

management and cleaning operation. For the Insert statement, 
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additional demands can be identified, ranging from 2% to 11% 

depending on the structure and priority management. Namely, 

recording and prioritizing transactions based on its start point 

requires an additional 7%. This indicator, however, does not 

provide sufficient power, whereas long-run transactions with 

low lock number can be present. Therefore, the more relevant 

solution is associated with recording the lock number applied 

for the data tuples by making that value a priority for the 

B+tree definition. Thus, the lock number is treated as a key of 

the B+tree and locator through the balancing. For the lock 

number recording, 11% can be identified for the direct 

separate management and 12% for the bulk management, 

which aggregates the locks and applies the change just after 

the bulk operation itself. By comparing the direct Insert 

statements and bulk operations, it can be concluded, that there 

is no significant difference on the performance. When dealing 

with the blocks, an additional 3 up to 5% can be identified, 

just expressing the management inside the block extraction 

module and grouping ROWIDs to the same block, reflecting 

the data migrations, as well, if the Update operation extends 

the storage demands and the original block can no longer 

serve the state due to its capacity. As evident from the results, 

for the Insert operation, an additional 19-20% of costs are 

present for the bitmap management of the block definition. By 

analyzing the costs and overall structures, it can be concluded, 

that it is caused by the bitmap, which must be reconstructed by 

adding a new extent (a set of blocks are newly associated with 

the table), requiring extending and recalculating the bitmap 

matrix content. The rest operations – Update (comparing 

expected and real route and management of data corrections) 

lower the demands up to 15% for the block management using 

stitching. Namely, Update statements benefit from the lock 

expiration management by lowering the demands for active 

transaction identification. Only pure B+tree brings slightly 

higher demands, whereas the transactions are randomly 

distributed across the list with no priority management and 

there is no specific differentiation between active and ended 

transactions, thus the list must be always fully scanned.  

As the title of the paper denotes, it primarily aims on 

optimizing the performance of the data retrieval process, 

represented by the Select statement. Looking at the reached 

results, by applying operations and collecting expired 

transactions by removing outdated locks, significant benefit 

can be identified, lowering the demands up to 45% for block 

management. Pure tuple management lowers the demands up 

to 50%. By introducing the priority, demands can be generally 

lowered up to 59%, and the start point of the transaction takes 

61%. The best solution was provided by the lock number 

management as a priority lowering the demands up to 61%. It 

can be concluded that the number of applied locks is the best 

indicator for marking the transaction. The more locks used in a 

transaction, the more prioritized it should be in the event of its 

termination.  

Finally, the data block maintenance has been also 

evaluated, and managed by the CheckPoint and Remapping 

operations. Although additional demands can be identified, 

ranging from 5% through 8% up to 12%, the operations are 

done during the low workload of the system, therefore, it does 

not make much sense to optimize and limit the additional 

costs, mainly due to the fact, that in the case of the Select 

statement operations, the performance has increased radically.  

Fig. 7 shows the costs additional costs in percentage by 

taking original lock release management as a reference.  

 

 
Figure 7. Results - costs 

 

The second evaluation stream was based on processing 

time. Fig. 8 shows the results, expressed in percentage, as 

well. These characteristics do not reflect the I/O operations, 

storage and resource demands, instead, the demands are just 

reflected by the total time required to complete the task.  

For the Update statements, the system benefits from 

extracting the block, instead of using data row granularity. The 

reason is based on the data migrations, where the original row 

is moved to another block. However, by using the index, both 

blocks are memory loaded, thus the expired locks are 

automatically identified and removed. The processing time 

demands are even more decreased, compared to the total costs. 

Namely, for the data retrieval process, the best solution was 

obtained using lock number management, lowering the 

demands using 65%. The start timepoint of the transaction 

does not need to express the right priority, mostly if there 

is complex analytics on the data, so the data source is not 

huge, the complexity is reached by the calculations and data 

processing.  

Inside the maintenance process, only 6% of demands are 

present for the block granularity processing, whereas there 

is direct access to the expired transactions list. Compared to 

tuple management, block references must be extracted, 

bringing an additional 1 to 2%.    

The significant performance degradation of the processing 

time can be, however, identified for the solution using 

bitmaps. Namely, the additional demands have risen to 29% 

for direct Insert statements and 34% for bulk loading. Well, 

the bitmap cannot be easily extended and requires structure 

reconstruction and rebuilding. Although the bitmap storage 
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demands are low, as shown in fig. 7, processing time requires 

significantly higher values (fig. 8).  

 

 
Figure 8. Results – processing time 

 

Processing time results in form of chart are present in fig. 9. 

 

 
Figure 9. Results – processing time – graphical representation 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

Efficiency in data processing is critical for the whole data 

management and is directly reflected by the performance of 

the whole information system. The massive parallelism for the 

data access is currently required, supervised by getting 

consistent data images based on the transaction UNDO logs. 

To ensure consistency and no data loss, access to the data 

must be properly controlled by the locks. In relational 

databases, based on the SQL norm concerning transactions, 

Shared and Exclusive locks are present for manipulating the 

data and updating them. Data locks are applied for the data 

tuple, generally to bring a suitable environment for parallel 

access and processing. These locks are stored within the data 

in the database blocks. Thus, before attempting to access the 

data, the particular block is memory loaded and particular 

locks are applied, if possible. The release of the locks is then 

applied based on the business rules, but not later than at the 

end of the transaction. The state-of-the-art solutions, however, 

apply for the lock release only logically, whereas it would 

require additional data block access and I/O operations. As a 

consequence, the loaded data block holds expired locks, which 

must be sequentially reevaluated to vacuum expired ones. The 

principle is based on touching the data, preceded by the lock 

consolidation. As stated, it brings additional demands, 

whereas the lock management cannot be removed or 

postponed without the integrity risks.  

The proposed solution brings an additional layer of 

managing and securing data locks. It aims in vacuuming 

expired locks for already-ended transactions in a separate 

process. Thus, before writing the block from the instance 

memory to the database, transaction locks applied for the 

block are reevaluated. Moreover, the specific module for the 

transaction expiration recording is introduced, which uses the 

number of accessed and changed blocks as a priority level. 

Thanks to that, the number of expired locks is significantly 

lowered. It brings two main advantages. Firstly, disc storage 

demands are lowered by allowing a higher fill ratio of the 

block. Secondly, removing the expired lock operation before 

attempting to process the data row is shortened and optimized 

by the introduced transaction reference module. In this paper, 

pure tuple and block granularities have been analyzed, 

followed by the transaction list reference in B+tree using 

transaction identifiers, priorities defined by the start timepoint 

of the transaction, or the number of applied locks inside. 

Another solution was based on the bitmap structure, which, 

however, does not allow dynamic rebuilding by adding new 

data blocks.  

The aim of future research will focus on transaction 

distribution and locking across multiple instances operating 

the pluggable database. Environment-applying table partitions 

can be characterized by various local indexes for each data 

fragment. It is assumed, that the proposed solution can reach 

even more significant performance benefits. On the other 

hand, it would require an additional synchronization layer 

recording expired transactions across the distributed 

ecosystem.  
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Abstract—Determination of the Pareto front of location 

problem solutions represents one of the very complex and 

computational time demanding tasks, when solved by exact 

means of mathematical programming. This paper is motivated 

by possible application of the metaheuristic simulated annealing 

to the process of obtaining a close approximation of the Pareto 

front by a set of non-dominated solutions of the p-location 

problem. Contrary to the other approaches, the suggested 

method is based on minimization of non-dominated solution set 

area, which directly describes quality of the approximation. 

Elements of the simulated annealing method are used for 

random breaking some limits imposed on local characteristics 

of the improving process. The presented results of the numerical 

experiments give an insight to relations among the simulated 

annealing parameters and optimization process efficiency. 

Keywords—discrete location problems, bi-criteria decision-

making, Pareto front, simulated annealing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Establishing a new service system, optimization of 
existing one or any other form of public service system design 
problem is a matter of searching for the optimal deployment 
of service centers, stations or facilities, which are equipped 
with necessary material, people or other resources for 
demands satisfaction. Obviously, the combinatorial character 
of mentioned problems implies using different means of 
mathematical modelling, knowledge of software development 
or other advanced skills. Thus, the Operations Research 
experts cannot be neglected, when the strategic decisions are 
to be made. Thanks to the huge and rapid progress in almost 
all involved fields, we are capable of obtaining good results of 
large problem instances in a short time [1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 21]. 

When talking about service system designing, it must be 
noted that we do not study private service systems here, 
because they are mostly aimed at making the biggest possible 
profit regardless the number of covered system users or the 
level of fairness in service accessibility. Thus, we concentrate 
only on public service systems, the existence of which is 
usually given by law. The purpose of public service systems 
is to guarantee the provision of service to all residents of a 
given area, regardless of economic profit or loss [14]. From 
the scientific point of view, the public service system design 
problem belongs to the family of discrete network location 
problems, which have been studied and effectively solved by 
many authors [3, 7, 8, 9, 11, 23, 27, 28]. As far as a concrete 
form of the problem is concerned, one of the most commonly 
used modelling concepts follows the weighted p-median 
problem [3, 4, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. 

The solvability of public service system design problem 
depends mainly on the specific form of used objective 

function and the model itself. Recently, there have been 
developed plenty of exact and approximate approaches, which 
can efficiently deal with a large problem size and/or extreme 
computations resources demands [1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 20, 21, 27]. 

One of possible big disadvantages of common 
mathematical models consists in the restriction, that only one 
objective function can be optimized. Large service systems 
represent complex systems with many contradictory demands 
raised by different groups of people involved in the decision-
making process and not all of them are suitable for being 
abstracted. Therefore, the main attention is paid to multi-
objective service system optimization. For simplicity, only 
two contradictory objectives will be taken in consideration. 

The main scientific goal of the paper consists of 
introducing a heuristic method based on simulated annealing 
principles, which should be able to produce a small set of 
solutions for further decision-making. The presented results of 
numerical experiments will give an insight to relations 
between the simulated annealing parameters and optimization 
process efficiency. 

II. PUBLIC SERVICE SYSTEM WITH TWO CONFLICTING 

OBJECTIVES 

The public service system design problem with two 
conflicting objectives can be formulated by means of 
mathematical programming after introducing necessary 
notations.  

The goal is to choose exactly p service centers (p is a 
positive integer value) from given set of candidates (the set of 
candidates will be denoted by I and the cardinality of I will be 
denoted by m) so that the given objective functions take their 
optimal values. Basic mathematical models of such location 
problems follow the idea of equality of centers from the point 
of capacity restrictions or establishing costs. Furthermore, let 
J denote the set of possible users’ locations. Obviously, the 
sets I and J may contain the same elements. The number of 

individual users located at jJ will be denoted as bj. This 
integer non-negative coefficient may have many other 
interpretations, i.e. the number of expected demands for 
service during some period. Anyway, one can understand it as 
a general weight of the location j. The distance of a user 
located at j from the possible center location i will be denoted 
as non-negative dij. It can also express the time for service 
delivery [3, 11, 17, 19]. In addition, it is assumed that r nearest 
located centers participate in the provision of the service for 
users and qk stands for probability of the case that the k-th 
nearest center is the closest one, which is available. Finally, 
let the function mink return the k-th smallest element from the 
list in the parameter of the function. 
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The basic decision of the weighted p-median problem 
concerns locating service centers at exactly p elements from 
the set I so that the given objective takes its minimal/maximal 
value. To model this decision, we introduce a zero-one 

variable yi{0, 1}, which takes the value of one, if a center 
should be located at i, and it takes the value of zero otherwise. 

After these preliminaries, the public service system design 
problem with two objective functions can be formulated in the 
form of (1). 

      1 2

1

min , : 0, 1 ,
m

m

i

i

f f y p


 
  

 
y y y  (1) 

Within this study, we will restrict ourselves on two 
objective functions f1(y) and f2(y), which will be denoted as 
so-called system and fair criteria respectively. 

The system criterion f1(y) expressed by (2) takes into 
account all users and it is used to optimize the average distance 
from the system users to the nearest available service center. 
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The fair objective function value f2(y) formulated by (3) 
expresses the number of users, whose time distance from the 
nearest located service facility exceeds given limit D. This 
objective follows the request of certain level of fairness in 
access to the provided service [5, 18, 22, 23]. 

     2 max 0, min : ; 1j ij i
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Without any doubts, mentioned system and fair criteria (2) 
and (3) are in a direct conflict. It means that improving one of 
them is not possible without worsening the value of the other 
one. If we optimized only the average accessibility of service 
for system users by minimizing f1(y), there would certainly be 
a group of people too far from the nearest source of provided 
service. On the other hand, if we minimized only the number 
of those who are disadvantaged by their location, we would 
worsen the value of f1(y). 

Such a conflict of different quality criteria can be solved 
by producing so-called Pareto front of solutions or at least by 
its approximation. The main idea is that instead of one optimal 
solution of the problem, a specific small set of solutions is 
provided for further final decision.  

III. NON-DOMINATED SOLUTION SET MANAGEMENT 

Let us concentrate on the set of all feasible solutions of the 
original location problem (1) with any kind of used objective 

functions. A vector of location variables yi for iI can describe 
each feasible solution. Since each solution y can be evaluated 
by two objectives f1(y) and f2(y), each element of the feasible 
solutions set can be visually reported by one point of two-
dimensional Euclidean space. Obviously, the cardinality of 
the set of candidates for service center locating may take 
several hundreds or thousands. This fact implies that the set of 
all feasible solutions is extremely large and it cannot be 
processed completely. Thus, a suitable output of any multi-
criteria optimization consists in so-called Pareto front [2, 10, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 24, 25, 26]. 

Pareto front can be created as a small set of solutions 
holding the non-dominance property for each pair of its 
members. Let us note that in the bi-criteria optimization, each 
feasible solution P can be evaluated by two criteria f1(P) and 
f2(P) no matter what form they take. The non-dominance can 
be explained in the following way: A solution P is called a 
non-dominated solution if every other solution R for which 
[f1(P), f2(P)] ≠ [f1(R), f2(R)] satisfies the following inequality 
f1(P) < f1(R) or f2(P) < f2(R). The explanation of Pareto front 
can be easily understood from Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1.  Pareto front of non-dominated solutions. 

 

If we look at Fig. 1, we can see that the green solutions A 
and B are members of the Pareto front, because they are not 
dominated by any other solution. Simply said, none of the 
Pareto fronts members is equally good or better in both quality 
criteria. On the contrary, the red solutions C and D can not 
belong to the Pareto front. The particle A dominates solution 
C and the solution D is dominated by both particles A and B. 
Based on the notion of Pareto front, the set of non-dominated 
solution is in order smaller than the original feasible solutions 
set and thus, it may be used as a suitable output for further 
decision-making. For completeness, let us note that MLM and 
MRM represent the bordering members of the Pareto front. 
While MLM denotes the most left member, symbol MRM is 
used to denote the most right one. The bordering members can 
be obtained by optimizing only one of given criteria. 

Construction of the Pareto front is based on the following 
algorithm. Let us have an initial non-empty finite set of non-
dominated solutions ordered according to the increasing value 
of f2. Furthermore, let us have a new candidate solution C to 
be inspected from the point of possible inclusion. The solution 
C is characterized by the values of associated objective 
functions (f1(C), f2(C)). The inspection is based on the task to 
find its position between predecessor P and successor S in the 

current set of non-dominated solutions so that f2(P) < f2(C)  

f2(S). If f1(P)  f1(C), then the candidate C is dominated by the 
predecessor P and it is abandoned. Otherwise, if the candidate 
solution C is not dominated by the successor S, the candidate 
becomes a new member of the updated set. Extension of the 
Pareto front by any new member may lead to its check. The 
following members of the sequence starting with the successor 
S are compared to C and if C dominates them, they are 
excluded from the updated set. If we look at Fig. 1 again, we 
can see that adding the solution A to the Pareto front may lead 
to excluding C and D (if they were added before) due to being 
dominated by A. 

Comparison of two Pareto fronts can be realized via so-
called area, which represents the size of the polygon defined 
by all members of the non-dominated solution set, as it is 
clearly shown in Fig. 1. 
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IV. NDSS GRADUAL REFINEMENT WITH SA ELEMENTS 

The classical scheme of the gradual refinement consists of 
establishing an initial non-dominated solution set (NDSS) 
consisted of the most-left and right bordering solutions. The 
current NDSS solutions are processed in the order of 
increasing values of the objective f2. The solution yk is used as 
a starting solution of the best-admissible neighborhood search, 
which tests the solutions differing from the current one only 
in one center location. The inspected solution is compared to 
the other solutions of the current NDSS and if it is non-
dominated by any of them, it is inserted to the NDSS. This 
updating is accompanied by decrease of the NDSS-Area. 

If the decrease exceeds a given threshold MinDecrem, then 
the neighborhood search is interrupted and the inspected 
solution is declared to be a new current solution. The 
processing of yk terminates, when no move to a new current 
solution has been performed. Then, the k-th solution of current 
NDSS is compared to the original yk and if the solutions differ, 
the new solution standing at the k-th position is processed. In 
the opposite case, NDSS processing continues with the k+1st 
member of the NDSS. If the given time limit is not exhausted, 
the refinement process is repeated. 

Based on the above classical gradual refinement process 
of the Pareto front approximation, we suggested a generalized 
version of the refinement process and added some elements of 
the simulated annealing approach into the refinement process. 

First, we randomized the condition imposed on the move 
from the current solution to the new one. The original 
condition was met, when the NDSS-Area decrease (Decrem) 
was greater than or equal to the threshold MinDecrem. The 
randomized condition allows the move if ether Decrem ≥ 
MinDecrem or a random trial issues the move permission with 
probability, which decreases with increasing value of the 
difference MinDecrem – Decrem. Probability P of the move 
permission is computed according to formula (4). 

 ( )/( , , ) MinDecrem Decrem TP MinDecrem Decrem T e   (4) 

The parameter T being set at a small value near to zero 
causes that probability of the move permission is very low for 
any case Decrement < MinDecrem. Contrary to the classical 
simulated annealing approach, when the temperature T is 
gradually reduced to prohibit moves to a worse solution, in our 
case, we start with respecting the threshold MinDecrem in the 
first refinement process run and we allow random breaking the 
condition in the next runs. The parameter is gradually 
incremented in the suggested process. 

As this version of refinement process is randomized, each 
start of it from the same initial NDSS may bring a different 
result. That is why, we repeat the refinement process several 
times and merge the obtained non-dominated solution sets. 

Furthermore, we embedded the randomized refinement 
process into a cycle, where the number Moves of moves 
accepted during one run of the cycle is compared to a 
threshold MinMoves and the cycle is repeated subject to 
condition Moves ≥ MinMoves. 

The following steps can describe the complete process. 

0. Initialize the starting ccNDSS by the non-dominated 
solution set consisted of two bordering solutions. Set 
up parameters MinDecrem, MinMoves, the starting 
temperature T and maxTime. 

1. If CPU-time > maxTime terminate, otherwise 
initialize working structure NDSS by ccNDSS, set up 
the number of performed moves (Moves) at zero and 
continue with step 2. 

2. Perform the basic refinement process with the 
structure NDSS processing step-by-step the solutions 
y1, …, ynoNDSS-1 and update the number Moves by 
adding the number of moves preformed during the 
basic refinement process. 

3. Update the temperature T according to T = a*T. 

If Moves>MinMoves, go to step 2. Otherwise update 
cNDSS by merging NDSS and cNDSS and continue by step 1. 

V. COMPUTATIONAL STUDY 

The main goal of this computational study is to verify the 
described approach to obtaining a good approximation of 
Pareto front of the public service system designs. As the 
suggested metaheuristic depends on parameters of random 
trials, the next study is focused on the heating scheme, which 
influences performance of the metaheuristic. In this study, we 
performed series of experiments for various values of the base 
a used in the step 3 to update the temperature T. It is assumed 
that the parameter must be greater than or equal to 1 to ensure 
the proposed heating, but determination of a scope of this 
parameter values is matter of this research. The preliminary 
experiments were performed for the values 1, 1.5, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9 
and 2, where the first values mean that the temperature stays 
constant and no heating is performed in the case. The starting 
values of initial T and the minimal decrement MinDecrem 
were determined as T = 1000 and MinDecrem = 0.1 percent of 
the initial ccNDSS-area.  

The computational study was performed using the 
benchmarks derived from the Slovak self-governing regions. 
Individual instances of the benchmarks are denoted by the 
following names: Bratislava (BA), Banská Bystrica (BB), 
Košice (KE), Nitra (NR), Prešov (PO), Trenčín (TN), Trnava 
(TT) and Žilina (ZA). The sizes of the individual benchmarks 
are determined by integers m and p. The number m gives the 
cardinality of the set I and p gives the number of facilities to 
be located. The system criterion f1(y) expressed by (2) was 
computed for r = 3. The coefficients qk for k=1 … r were 
obtained from statistics presented in [16, 24, 25] and their 
values are: q1 = 77.063, q2 = 16.476 and q3 = 100 - q1 - q2. The 
parameter D in the criterion (3) was set to 10. 

All numerical experiments were run on a PC equipped 
with the 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 11700KF processor with 
the parameters: 3,6 GHz and 16 GB RAM. The algorithms 
were implemented in the Java language and run in the IntelliJ 
Idea environment. Since the benchmarks used in this 
computational study were used also in our previous research, 
the complete Pareto fronts are available and the corresponding 
values of Area are known. Here, Area denotes the absolute 
size of the polygon formed my members of Pareto front (see 
Fig. 1). The basic characteristics of the exact Pareto fronts are 
summarized in Table 1. Each row of the table corresponds to 
one studied benchmark characteristic. The columns of the 
table correspond to the individual problem instances. The row 
denoted by NoS gives the number of Pareto front solutions. In 
the row denoted by Area we provide the readers with the size 
of the polygon formed by all members of the set of non-
dominated solutions.  
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TABLE I.  BENCHMARKS CHARACTERISTICS AND THE EXACT PARETO 

FRONTS DESCRIPTIONS 

 BA BB KE NR 

m 87 515 460 350 

p 14 36 32 27 

NoS 34 229 262 106 

Area 569039 1002681 1295594 736846 

 PO TN TT ZA 

m 664 276 249 315 

p 32 21 18 29 

NoS 271 98 64 97 

Area 956103 829155 814351 407293 

 

An individual experiment was organized in the following 
way. The suggested algorithm was run 10 times and the 
average values of studied characteristic were computed. To 
make the algorithm accuracy evaluation easier, it would be 
more sufficient to compare the relative gaps instead of 
absolute values of areas. The relative difference in percentage 
expressed by gap can be defined in the following way. Let 
Aapprox denote the area of the resulting set of non-dominated 
solutions. Analogically, let APF denote the area of the 
complete Pareto front. Then the value of gap can be computed 
in percentage by (5). 

 100*
approx PF

PF

A A
gap

A


  (5) 

The following Table 2 summarizes the obtained gaps for 
MinDecrem equal to one percent of the initial two-member 
NDSS area. 

TABLE II.  GAPS OBTAINED BY HEURISTICS FOR MINDECREMENT = 1 

Base α BA BB KE NR PO TN TT ZA 

1.0 3.5 7.8 6.5 8.5 5.3 4.5 9.6 8.8 

1.5 1.8 1.5 3.0 0.5 5.2 0.7 0.4 0.1 

1.7 2.0 0.9 1.8 0.5 3.8 0.7 0.5 0.1 

1.8 1.9 0.9 1.8 1.0 3.3 0.7 0.4 0.1 

1.9 2.0 0.9 2.3 0.5 2.2 0.7 0.5 0.1 

2.0 2.0 0.7 1.7 1.1 2.1 0.7 0.5 0.1 

 

Table 3 contains the average gaps for MinDecrement = 0.1 
percent and Table 4 is used for the results obtained for 
MinDecrement = 0.01 percent. 

TABLE III.  GAPS OBTAINED BY HEURISTICS FOR MINDECREMENT = 0.1 

Base α BA BB KE NR PO TN TT ZA 

1.0 1.3 1.3 0.8 1.0 1.3 0.7 0.1 0.1 

1.5 1.9 0.6 0.4 0.4 1.5 0.7 0.3 0.1 

1.7 2.0 0.7 0.5 1.2 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.1 

1.8 2.1 0.6 0.6 0.5 1.4 0.7 0.5 0.1 

1.9 2.1 0.6 0.7 0.6 1.8 0.7 0.6 0.1 

2.0 2.1 0.5 0.8 0.7 1.1 0.7 0.5 0.1 

TABLE IV.  GAPS OBTAINED BY HEURISTICS FOR MINDECREMENT = 

0.01 

Base α BA BB KE NR PO TN TT ZA 

1.0 0.2 0.4 1.2 0.4 1.4 0.7 0.1 0.0 

1.5 2.2 0.4 1.2 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.1 

1.7 2.2 0.5 1.1 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.1 

1.8 2.1 0.5 1.4 0.7 1.8 0.7 0.7 0.2 

1.9 2.7 0.5 1.2 0.8 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.1 

2.0 3.1 0.4 1.1 1.1 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.1 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper was focused on public service system design 
problem. If there is only one objective function to be 
minimized, the problem is well solvable by available exact or 
heuristic approaches developed for different mathematical 
models. The solvability becomes a challenge if there are more 
conflicting criteria. In such situation, a Pareto front of non-
dominated solutions can be produced as a suitable output of 
the computational process. The scientific goal of this paper 
consisted in introducing a heuristic approach based on 
simulated annealing bases. Its core task was to approximate 
the original Pareto front, which is hard to get in a short time. 

The results of numerical experiments reported in presented 
computational study have shown that almost all results 
brought excellent results under two percent far from the exact 
value of area. The differences for given MinDecrement values 
are minimal for various base values. As concerns the 
MinDecrement value, the value 0.01 wan the competition. 
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Abstract—Methods of data manipulation in combination with
sturcture of the data and integrity constraints define data model
used in the relational databases. This article focuses on the
methods and processes of operation sets which are used for
selection of data from relational database and translation between
various formats of this manipulation. The article presents the
design, implementation and experimental evaluation of tool for
translating between relational algebra, tuple relational calculus,
Structured Query Language and unrestricted natural language
in all directions. Presented software tool translates from natural
language with the use of artificial intelligence methods for
natural language processing, syntactic analysis and parsing.
Generative pretrained transformer of third generation (GPT3)
based Codex – Davinci translation model was used as an artificial
intelligence method used in the workflow of translation from
English language to relational languages.

Index Terms—natural language processing, relational lan-
guages, relational databases, language translation, artificial in-
telligence

I. INTRODUCTION

Each data model is defined by three properties - the data
structure, the method of handling the data and the constraints
ensuring the integrity of the model. In relational databases,
these properties are reflected in the structuring of data into
relations containing attributes and entities. Data is manipulated
using a relational language - most often relational algebra, or
its approximations (such as SQL). The integrity of the model
is ensured by integrity constraints in conjunction with the use
of the concept of keys [1], [2].

Relational databases are also often used in situations where
the user is not equipped with programming knowledge [3], [4].
Therefore, the possibility of using natural language for data
manipulation is relevant. From an educational point of view,
it is also appropriate to have the possibility to enter queries in
a relational language other than SQL and its versions.

Computing was performed in the High Performance Computing Center of
the Matej Bel University in Banska Bystrica using the HPC infrastructure ac-
quired in project ITMS 26230120002 and 26210120002 (Slovak infrastructure
for high-performance computing) supported by the Research & Development
Operational Programme funded by the ERDF.

The support of Advtech AirPollution project (Applying some advanced
technologies in teaching and research, in relation to air pollution, 2021-
1-RO01-KA220-HED-000030286) funded by European Union within the
framework of Erasmus+ Program is gratefully acknowledged

The objective of this article is to present the design and
implementation of tool for translating between relational alge-
bra, tuple relational calculus, Structured Query Language and
unrestricted natural language in all directions, except transalt-
ing into natural language. The presented work is continutation
of research published in [5] with the additional focus on
translation from natural language (English) with the use of
artificial intelligence methods for natural language processing,
syntactic analysis and parsing. This purpose is taken care of
by Codex model series [6] trained on natural language and
SQL code.

The presented article consists of four sections. Section 2
contains a brief overview of past works that are relevant to
the presented article. Section 3 contains a description of the
relational languages that we will consider in the framework
of the proposed translator - relational algebra, tuple relational
calculus and Structured Query Language. Sections 4 and 5
are focused on the design, implementation and experimental
verification of the created tool for translation of relational
languages.

II. RELATED WORKS

Even though various types of database systems are slowly
suppressing traditional use of relational databases, the research
in this area and use of this type of databases is still relevant.
Natural language processing, used in this work, can be found
in number of scientific applications and areas.

Authors J. Li et al. [7] and Huang et al. [8] solve the task of
name entity recognition using deep learning. On the same ba-
sis, the authors Vo et al. [9] created a multi-level personalized
course recommendation system to specify support learning
path and curriculum design and achieve specialized student
skills in technical universities in Australia and Vietnam.

Mourad Gridach [10] created the NeuralGLogic framework,
which is based on neural networks, while using logic rules
based on Soft Logic or Probabilistic Soft Logic. The aim of
the work is sentiment classification with the use of contrast
relation and neighborhood relation and implementation of
the hierarchical structure of the text to construct relational
features.

Zhou et al. [11] propose the framework for rule interpreta-
tion. The research combines natural language processing and
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context-free grammar, which can parse regulatory text like a
domain-specific language. It is represented by the syntax tree
structure which contains elements that specify the relations
of concepts in regulatory text. The deep learning model is
used for labeling the semantic elements in a sentence. Based
on the set of context–free grammars the labeled sentences
are parsed into the language-independent tree structure. Com-
putable checking rules are generated from the tree structure.

Zhang and El-Gohary [12] designed and implemented nat-
ural language processing system. The system is consists of
three main steps: In the first step the semantic natural lan-
guage processing algorithms automatically extracts regulatory
information from building codes and transform the information
into logic rules. In second step the EXPRESS data processing-
based algorithms automatically extracts design information
from so called Building Information Modeling (BIM) systems
and transform the extracted information into logic facts. In
third step, semantic-based logic reasoning algorithms are used
for automatic verification of internal consistency of the logic
facts with the logic rules.

III. RELATIONAL LANGUAGES

This work focuses on translation between various languages
used to retrieve data from relational databases – the action
widely known as querying [13]. We consider three relational
languages – relational algebra, tuple relational calculus and
Structured Query Language.

A. Relational Algebra

Relational algebra is a formal procedural query language
designed to work with relational databases, which can be
classied as prescriptive [14], [15]. A query written using
relational algebra can be generalized as follows:

operationpredicate(R)

where predicate denotes set of attributes, conditions or
functions and R is one or more relations of given database.

Basic operations of relational algebra are:
• projection (π) – with the use of projection, we are able

to compute relation, which contains set of attributes
(A) chosen from the input relation (R) specified in the
predicate of the operation. The projection can also be
used as a way of changing order in which the attributes
are presented.

πA(R) (1)

• selection (σ) – can be used for generating relation, which
consists of tuples of input relation(s) (R) meeting the
conditions specified in the predicate of the operation
(C). The conditions can be composed of one or more
expressions interconnected with the use of conjunction
or disjunction.

σC(R) (2)

• join (⋊⋉) – serves as a way of joining relations which con-
tain common attribute – implemented as standard primary
and foreign key relationship. In the formal notation (3)
there are two input relations R1, R2 joined with the use
of primary key of the relation R1 (R1.PK) and foreign
key of relation R2 (R2.FK).

R1 ⋊⋉R1.PK=R2.FK R2 (3)

Other relational algebra operations are aggregation and
grouping (α), renaming (ρ) and all set operations, e.g. union
(∪), intersection (∩), cartesian product (×) [16].

Since relational algebra is prescriptive language, the order
of specified operations changes the data processing procedure
in the query. In order to use query with (pseudo) optimal order
of operations, relational algebra uses two simple optimization
operations – push down projection and push down selection
[17]. Both operations are related to the expression tree of the
query – relational algebra query written in the structure of
a graph (tree) that is branched by relation joins. These opti-
mization operations push their respective relational operations
(projection, selection) to the lowest possible position in the
expression tree (closest to the leaves of the tree). Therefore
optimiziation operations ensure lowering of the amount of data
in the join section of the expression in the following way:

• push down projection – lower number of attributes as an
input for joining of relations,

• push down selection – lower number of tuples (entities)
as an input for joining of relations.

B. Tuple Relational Calculus

There are two types of relational calculus most commonly
used – tuple relational calculus and domain relational calculus.
We are focusing on the former. Similar to relational algebra,
tuple relational calculus is a formal procedural query language
designed to work with relational databases. In the case of rela-
tional calculus, its use is less prescriptive and more descriptive
[14].

In general, tuple relational calculus can be formaly nottated
as follows:

{N |f(N)}

where N is a tuple variable that describes the output of
relational calculus operations and f(N) is a function that
describes the values that the variable N can acquire. The
output of the operation consists of tuples of values that meet
the conditions defined in f(N).

Queries written in the tuple relational calculus are composed
of combination of following constructs:

• R ∈ REL – affiliation of the tuple denoted by the
variable R to the relation called REL.

• p∧q, p∨q, ... – operations of relational calculus connected
by conjunction or disjunction. In this case, the operations
are simple conditions for values that can be acquired by
the output tuple variable.
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Fig. 1. Design of the proposed relational language translator

• ∃R(f(R)) – existence of tuple(s) denoted by R which
satisfies f(R).

C. Structured Query Language

SQL was designed as a database language for relational
databases in mid–1970s. This language was standardized in
1986 and has undergone a number of modifications and
updates since. From the point of view of structure of SQL
itself, we can identify number of sub–languages:

• Data Definition Lnaguage,
• Data Manipulation Language,
• Data Query Language,
• Data Control Language,
• Transaction Control Language.
In the context of the presented research, the Data Query

Language is of interest – the operations of this language
are used to perform queries on data stored in the relational
database.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF RELATIONAL
LANGUAGE TRANSLATOR

The main objective of the presented work is to create
software tool for translation of languages used in the context
of relational databases focused towards low–code and no–code
programming in the selected type of database systems. The
possibility of translation from natural language brings the
need to use artificial intelligence method in the workflow of
translation itself.

A. Design of Relational Language Translator

Our objective is to design and implement a translator for
relational languages based on number of criteria.

Firstly, the tool needs to be able to translate between rela-
tional algebra, tuple relational calculus and Structured Query
Language in all directions. Secondly, other than translating
from and to relational algebra, we require possibility of query
optimization in this language. Lastly, the application needs to
be able to translate from natural language into abovementioned
relational languages. In the past work [5], we worked with
restricted Slovak language. In the work presented in the article,

we are focusing on use of artificial intelligence model for
syntactic parsing of queries in English language.

This specification implies that the proposed model for trans-
lation of relational languages needs to include two possible
workflows:

• workflow for input given in natural language (in our case
it is English language),

• workflow for input given in one of the considered re-
lational languages (relational algebra, tuple relational
calculus or SQL).

Translating from one of the considered relational languages
to another is deemed to be a straightforward translation from
a high-level language to another high-level language.

First, a text string from the input is loaded and split into an
array of tokens using the spliting method. Subsequently, we
will send this field to methods that return translated strings.
These strings are concatenated into one and used as an output
[5].

The workflow associated with inputing a query in the
form of natural language needs to be slightly different. It is
necessary to extract the essence of the task contained in the
query in order to correctly translate it into relational languages.
This analysis will be performed using artificial intelligence
methods - namely suppervised approaches such as machine
learning or neural networks.

Proposed translator for relational languages encourages the
implementation of a system with several interconnected mod-
ules (see Fig. 1):

• input module which contains query text in the form of
relational or natural language,

• natural language recognition and processing module for
syntactic parsing of query text with the use of artificial
intelligence methods,

• translation module for language to language translation,
• optimization module for queries translated into the rela-

tional algebra expressions.

B. Implementation of Relational Language Translator

Each of the proposed modules is implemented as a separate
method that sends the output of its work to the next module
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Fig. 2. Schema of natural language processing module

in the translation line. As mentioned in Section 4.1, the first
module - input module which contains query text - needs to
be divided according to the input type into:

• Input in the form of relational language - first, a text
string from the input (relational algebra, calculus formula
or SQL query) is loaded and split into an array of tokens
using the spliting method which uses white symbols as
separators [5].

• Input in the form of natural (English) language - when
we work with input in the form of natural language, we
proceed slightly differently. For natural language process-
ing, we use the Codex model, which uses a generative
pre-trained transformer of third generation (GPT−3) for
understanding and generation of code [6]. The model is
pre-trained on the training data containing both natural
language and public code from GitHub systems. For our
purposes the code − davinci − 002 version of Codex
model is used, which brings need for adjustemt of input
format. Compared to the previous approach, the Codex
model needs a description of the model we are working
with in addition to the query (see Fig. 2). Example of the
workflow of translation from natural language is depicted
on the Fig. 3.

After translation from natural language, we need to process
the SQL query into tokens, similar to the input in the form
of relational language. Subsequently, we will send the field of
tokens to methods that return translated strings. These strings
are concatenated into one and used as an output in the next
modules of the system [5].

V. EVALUATION OF RELATIONAL LANGUAGE TRANSLATOR

In this section we present experimental evaluation of the
implemented relational language translator. The evaluation of
this tool contains two parts:

• evaluation of translation from natural language to rela-
tional languages with the use of artificial intelligence
methods,

• evaluation of translation from relational languages to
other relational languages which does not use artificial
intelligence method.

Proposed translation tool was tested on three types of query
difficulty - simple, standard and complex queries. Examples
for all the query difficulty stages are presented in the Table 1.

A. Evaluation of Translation Between Natural Language and
Relational Languages

In order to verify the quality of translation from natural
language to relational algebra, tuple relational calculus and
SQL language, we created a set of 300 queries. This set
consists of an even distribution of query difficulty - 100 simple
queries, 100 standard queries and 100 complex queries. The
evaluation set contains a query written in the form of natural
language (in Codex format - see Table 1) associated with the
translation of the given query into the SQL language. As part
of the evaluation, we compared the translation of a set of
queries from natural language to relational languages with the
translation from a previously created set of SQL queries.

Table 2 presents the quality of query translation from natural
language to all considered relational languages - since the
correctness of query translation into relational algebra and
tuple relational calculus depends on the correctness of trans-
lation from natural language to SQL, we do not distinguish
between translation into individual languages. Thus, in the
case of incorrect translation to SQL, none of the translations
to relational languages are correct.

For the need of creating a relational language translator,
which can potentially also be used in (non-computer science)
courses focused on relational databases, the quality of transla-
tion of queries from natural language is sufficient (average of
90.4% of testing queries were translated correctly). Although
according to Table 2, the quality of the translation seems
to decrease with the increasing difficulty of the query, upon
closer inspection of the incorrectly translated queries, we can
see that the translation accuracy decreases with the increasing
ambiguity of the query text.

Abovementioned ambiguity can be described by the follow-
ing example of query (standard difficulty):

Let us have table book with columns book id, title, num-
ber of pages, price, author id and table author with columns
author id, name, surname, nationality. These tables are con-
nected by author id. Create SQL query which finds book and
its author with the best price relatively to its size.

In this case, the ambiguity of the query is caused by the
unclear expression of the condition that the output data should
meet - best price of the book relatively to the size of the
book (number of pages of book). In order to solve this query
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Fig. 3. Example of worflow for translating natural language query into SQL query for further translation into other relational languages. From the left: 1)
input for the Codex model contains description of datamodel (table person) and the query itself (Person with surname Dudáš), 2) Codex pre-processing
divides the input text into the model description and query, 3) Davinci translation model translates the query from natural language to SQL with the use of
desribed data model, 4) output SQL query is, then, sent to next module for translation into relational algebra and tuple relational calculus.

system needs to infer the need for division and minimization
and application of:

min(
price

number of pages
) (4)

Therefore, if we want the Codex system to translate the
query correctly, we need to use a more rigid language - Create
SQL query which finds book and its author with the minimal
ratio between price and number of pages.

B. Evaluation of Translation Between Relational Languages

After evaluating the quality of translation between natural
language and relational languages, we used the same set of
queries to verify the translation between individual relational
languages. Table 3 contains an example for translating one
query from each difficulty level. In the Table 4 optimization
of relational algebra queries is presented. This optimization is
based on the operations described in the Section 3.1 of the
article.

While evaluating the proposed method for relational lan-
guage translation some minor problems in translating stood
out. Some of these problems were only superficial, e.g. redun-
dant use of spaces and some of the problems were functional,
e.g. placement of commas in the relationala algebra and SQL
queries.

For more examples of translation see previous work [5]
which did not use any artificial intelligence methods for
translation from natural language.

VI. CONCLUSION

The work presented in this article focuses on the auto-
matic translation between relational algebra, tuple relational
calculus, SQL and natural - English - language. Created tool
for this translation uses combination of generative pre-trained
transformer of third generation for translation from natural
language and basic parsing techniques in translation from
relational languages.

Experimental evaluation of these translation methods is
presented in the Section 5 and shows correctness of the
translation of heterogeneous set of 300 queries equal to 90.4%.
The incorrectly translated queries were result of use of highly
ambiguous language while inputing queries in English. In the
case that the query is translated correctly from the natural

language, translator is able to correctly translate it into all of
considered relational languages. Other than translating of the
queries the tool which was desinged and implemented in the
presented work is able to optimize queries in relational algebra
(see Table 4).

Future work related to the created translator for relational
languages contains adding interactive canvas for visualization
of relational algebra queries in the form of expression tree in
order to manually optimize given query with the use of push
down selection and push down projection.
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TABLE I
EXAMPLES FOR SIMPLE, STANDARD AND COMPLEX QUERIES USED FOR EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

Query difficulty Natural language (for Codex) SQL

Simple
Table person, columns = [ID person, name, surname,
email, phone].
Create SQL query for person with surname Dudas.

SELECT *
FROM person
WHERE surname = ’Dudas’;

Standard

Table person, columns = [ID person, name, surname,
email, phone].
Create SQL query for name and surname of person
with surname Dudas or Skrinarova.

SELECT name, surname
FROM person
WHERE surname = ’Dudas’
OR surname = ’Skrinarova’;

Complex

Table person, columns = [ID person, name, surname,
email, phone, ID address] where ID address is foreign key
referencing ID address from the table address, table address,
columns = [ID address, street, number, city, country].
Create SQL query for surname and email of person living in
the country of Slovakia or Czechia.

SELECT person.surname, person.email
FROM person
INNER JOIN address ON
adress.ID address = person.ID address
WHERE address.country = ’Slovakia’
OR address.country = ’Czechia”;

TABLE II
EVALUATION OF TRANSLATION FROM NATURAL LANGUAGE TO SQL WITH THE USE OF Codex−Davinci

Query difficulty Translation correctness (%)

Simple 100
Standard 98
Complex 73
Overall 90.4

TABLE III
EXAMPLES OF TRANSLATION BETWEEN RELATIONAL ALGEBRA, RELATIONAL CALCULUS AND SQL

Query difficulty Relational algebra Relational calculus SQL

Simple πname(σsurname=Dudas(person))
{N — ∃ P ∈ person
(P.surname = Dudáš
∧ P.name = N.name)}

SELECT name
FROM person
WHERE surname = Dudáš;

Standard πname,surname(σsurname=Dudas

∨surname=Skrinarova(person))

{N — ∃ P ∈ person
(P.surname = Dudáš ∨
P.surname = Škrinárová ∧
P.name = N.name)}

SELECT name, surname
FROM person
WHERE surname = Dudáš OR
surname = Šrkinárová;

Complex

πperson.surname,person.email

(σaddress.country=Slovakia

∨address.country=Czechia

(person ⋊⋉person.ID address

=address.ID addressaddress))

{N — ∃ P ∈ person ∧
∃ A ∈ address (P.ID address =
A.ID address ∧ A.country =
Slovakia ∨ A.country = Czechia
∧ P.surname = N.surname ∧
P.email = N.email)}

SELECT person.surname,
person.email
FROM person
INNER JOIN address ON person.
ID address = address.ID address
WHERE address.country = Slovakia
OR address.country = Czechia;

TABLE IV
EXAMPLES OF RELATIONAL ALGEBRA QUERY OPTIMIZATION

Relational algebra Optimized relational algebra query

π genre.title (σ author.nationality = “England“ AND book.year
> 2000 (genre ⋊⋉genre.gid=book.gid book ⋊⋉book.aid=author.aid

author))

(π genre.title (genre)) ⋊⋉genre.gid=book.gid

(σ book.year > 2000 (book)) ⋊⋉book.aid=author.aid

(σ author.nationality = “England“ (author))
π person.name, person.surname, programme.abbrv, school.title
(σ person.surname = Smith AND person.age < 25 AND
programme.abbrv = AIN (person ⋊⋉person.pid=programme.id

programme ⋊⋉programme.sid=school.id school))

(π person.name, person.surname (σ person.surname = Smith
AND person.age < 25 (person))) ⋊⋉person.pid=programme.id

(π programme.abbrv (σ programme.abbrv = AIN (programme)))
⋊⋉programme.sid=school.id (π school.title (school))
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Abstract—Exception handling is a beneficial language con-
struct in modern programming languages. However, C++’s type
system does not really conform to these elements. As a con-
sequence, developers have to pay attention to avoid mistakes
because of the missing compiler support. Moreover, C++11
provides an approach in which exceptions appear in the func-
tion’s signature in an inverse manner compared to the earlier
standards.

Static analysis is an approach in which we reason about a
program based on the source with no execution of the analyzed
code. It can be used for many purposes, for instance, finding
bugs, refactoring the code, or measuring code complexity.

In this paper, we analyze how the older style exception
specifications can be rejuvenated for modern idioms. Explicitly
marking the functions as having a guaranteed exception-free
execution is the primary way since C++11. We develop a static
analyzer tool for providing hints for these specifications. We
evaluate our method with the analysis of open-source projects.

Based on the previous evaluation, not using the strictest
possible exception-specification is a problem that occurred in
every analyzed project. We would like to assist developers in
identifying instances of this problem by providing an integrated
comprehension tool, that enables them to make use of the
exception analysis results in an interactive way in their IDEs.

Index Terms—C++, exception handling, static analysis, Clang,
Microsoft Monaco

I. INTRODUCTION

Exceptions as an error handling mechanism appear in many
languages; some of the most notable examples of widely
used languages, with exceptions are Java, Python, and C++.
Exceptions are an alternative to exhaustive precondition check-
ing and error code handling [1]. One of the main benefits
of using exceptions is that there exists exception handling
implementation, which incurs no runtime overhead in case the
exceptional path is not taken [2]. Checked exception thrown
by functions is part of the signature in the case of Java, but
for example, in the case of Python, exceptions do not appear
in the type signatures of functions and callable language
structures. Exceptions introduce an alternative control flow in
the codebase they appear in, so the post-conditions of functions
and methods have to be carefully examined if exceptions are
in-use [3]. In Object Oriented Programming (OOP), a method
of a class can be reasoned about from the point of view of the

invariant properties that the data of an object has during the
lifetime of the object.

The alternative control, thanks to exceptions, can alter the
guarantees of method, and for example in the case C++
Standard Library (STL) using the generic containers with types
that can throw exceptions during their lifetime, can lead to
less robust or less performant code being generated, just to
keep the implementation correct. The exception guarantees
of containers in this case depend on whether the contained
type can throw exceptions or not. In C++ standards, C++11
is a more recent (which is referred to as “modern C++” in
this paper) in which exceptions appear in the signature of the
function in an inverse manner [4]. In modern C++, the en-
couraged way telling a compiler about a function’s or callable
language structure’s behavior regarding exceptions is specify
when they are guaranteed to not throw an exception [5]. This
information can be explicitly written, but is not inferred by the
C++ compiler automatically [6]. Also if the binary consists
of multiple libraries linked together, the specific structure of
the compilation units can happen to avoid throwing exceptions
even when the individual function calls are prepared to handle
exceptions. A static analyzer tool can explore the possible
execution paths, to determine which functions or callables can
throw which exceptions. Subtle language constructs require
software support to model the semantics of programming
language [7].

Our previous work was designed for highlighting exception-
related pieces of information in the source code with the
intent of aiding code comprehension. We took adventage of
the Microsoft’s Monaco IDE for the display of contextual
information. We defined some algorithms in connection with
the explaration of the source code’s exception-structure [3].
Our research went further with the problems of exception
specification [8]. We concluded that the developers require
more sophisticated approaches in the recognition of some
shortages because code comprehension plays in an important
role in improved code quality [9].

Clang is a C++ compiler that supports the modularized
development of static analyzer tools [10]. Clang has a li-
brary (LibTooling) for implementing custom tools that use
the AST for extracting information about source code. We
have developed a solution using Clang’s LibTooling library
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to extract exception information about a C++ project. This
information can be used to generate descriptions for IDEs
to help developers understand their source code easier, and
based on our previous work, we propose a solution to mark a
function as non-throwing. The comprehension of the exception
structure of the source code, and identifying the possible
improvement points are aided by a tool, that we implemented
in the Monaco code editor framework. The tool integrates
the results of the analysis so that developers can interactively
respond to suggestions for functions possibly having stricter
exception specifications, than before. This could then lead
to more extensive use of move semantics in the case of
STL containers, remove unnecessary try blocks, and more
possibilities for optimization [11].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we show related work. In Section III, we briefly present
how the exceptions worked earlier and recently. After, our
work is discussed. Section IV presents how the proposed static
analysis method collects information from the source code.
The execution of scanning algorithm is detailed in Section
V. Section VI presents our approach which takes advantage
of the processed exception information and prepares it for the
evaluation. We test our tool on open source projects, the result
of the analysis is discussed in Section VII. We demonstrate
our Monaco-based approach in Section VIII. Finally, this paper
concludes in Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

The Clang compiler offers warnings for using deprecated
exception specification in C++, and identifies if one uses
exception handling language constructs in an unintended way
[12]. Other than those warnings the compiler frontend do not
provide any feedback on the exception-related behavior of the
program.

The LLVM optimizer tool opt has a pass named
prune-eh that can remove unused exceptions in the inter-
mediate language representation [13]. This, however, does not
affect the C++ language specific overload resolution differ-
ences. The optimization possibilities coming from this can not
be exploited unless the programmer injects this information in
the C++ parsing stage. The infrastructure proposed can help
generate this information for the programmer to use.

Clang Tidy is a static analysis tool implemented as
part of the LLVM. Clang Tidy has checks, which en-
force style guides, identify possible bugs in programs, and
for some of these, offer automatic fixes. Clang Tidy has
2 exception-related checks, modernize-use-noexcept
[14] and bugprone-exception-escape [15].

Ada has a similar construct for exception handling. How-
ever, Ada does not support user-defined exception types. A
static analysis method for exception analysis is presented [16].
Because of the older construct of Ada exception handling, the
approach is oversimplified for the modern C++ realm.

Prabhu et al. presented an interprocedural exception analysis
approach for C++ [17]. This approach utilizes the control-flow
induced by exceptions and transforms it into an exception-free

void f()
{

throw "Exception";
}

void g() throw(double) {
throw "Exception";

}

Fig. 1. Dynamic exception specification

counterpart. The proposed lowering transformations do not
affect the precision and accuracy of any subsequent program
analysis. However, this method does not support effective
rejuvenation which is a rather new way in static analysis
that enables the modification of code for utilizing the newer
standards of the programming language [18].

A detailed evaluation of the effects of exception handling in
C++ is discussed [19]. Many subtle details are evaluated, but
the exception specifications are only slightly mentioned. The
major point in exception specification belongs to the improved
documentation.

III. ELEMENTS OF EXCEPTION HANDLING IN C++

Exception handling is an essential control structure in
modern programming languages [20]. However, C++ has a
strong relation to the C programming language that does not
support exception handling with specific control structures.
This relation makes C++’s exception handling hard. It has a
long history of evolution in this programming language [21].

C++ enables exception handling with try blocks that indicate
a block is inspected at runtime whether an exception is
occured. After a try block, catch clauses are intended to
handle the problems. Exception can be raised with the throw
construct.

Any type of object or variable can be thrown in C++.
However, there is a polymorphic base class in the standard
library that should be a base class for raised exception.
According to the C++ Core Guidelines, throw of built-in and
std::exception should be avoided.

Since the missing constructs of exception handling in C and
the C++’s backward compatibility to C, it is not required to
express in the function signature if a function may throw an
exception. Ada has a similar construct [16]. On one hand, the
type of an exception can be specified which can be raised
during the execution of the function. On the other hand,
this information is not validated at compilation time, only at
runtime, so it is called dynamic exception specification that
can be considered in the code snippets in Fig. 1.

Nevertheless, it is not advised to throw string literals as
exception. However, this is valid in C++. Both functions do
compile. Moreover, the call of g results in the invocation of
std::unexpected function that terminates the execution.
Runtime validation of exception specification is not a sophis-
ticated approach and not advised comprehensively [22].
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int id( int i )
{
return i;

}

int id_exc( int i ) throw(float)
{
return i;

}

Fig. 2. Exception-free functions

void f() noexcept
{
throw "Exception";

}

Fig. 3. Noexcept specifier

Compilers allow functions that never throws exception with
various declarations. Fig. 2 presents functions that are compi-
lable.

C++11 improves the constructs of exception handling. One
of most significant constructs is the noexcept specifier
that states that the associated function does not throw any
exceptions. Unfortunately, this behavior is also checked at
runtime. Therefore, the code snippet in Fig. 3 can be compiled.

To be more perplexing, a function which does not emit
any exception can be compiled without noexcept specifier. For
instance, the code snippet in Fig. 4 also compiles without any
warning message.

int f( int i )
{
return i;

}

Fig. 4. Valid code with missing no exception specifier at an exception-free
function

As one can see, the precise static analysis cannot rely on
the declaration because declarations are able to mislead an
exception analysis. However, the declarations are most basic
element of the cross translation unit information, therefore we
need to implement an entire cross translation unit analysis
[23].

IV. GENERATING EXCEPTION INFORMATION FOR
PROJECTS

Clang LibTooling is a community-developed open-source
software that operates on compilation databases. A compila-
tion database is a standard JSON formatted encoding of the
projects structure, listing every compiler action needed to build
the project. Each compiler action specifies a main C++ file,
which with all its included headers constitutes a translation
unit (TU), and possibly linker flags for specifying where is

Fig. 5. Workflow of the proposed approach

the implementation of functions, that have no definition in the
current TU. We improved our algorithms for retrieving the
exception-structure that was presented in [3]. In this paper, we
present a new a static analysis tool that uses Clang LibTooling
as a source level library and takes a compilation database as
input and a C++ file for which there is a corresponding entry
in the compilation database [24]. The tool then generates the
abstract syntax tree (AST) of the TU, and traverses the AST
to generate the exception-handling-related information of the
functions. The information at this stage is on only local, and
does not take the interprocedural connections into considera-
tion. After the local exception information is calculated, the
tool determines the possible caller-callee relations that exist in
the translation unit. The interprocedural exception information
is serialized into an indexfile, and can be used to generate the
project specific exception information [25]. Fig. 5 presents this
workflow.

A. Local Exception Information

The tool traverses the translation unit with a recursive
visitation strategy to identify every callable function or callable
language structure. These include free functions, class meth-
ods, constructors (referred to as callables). In the first stage,
the tool takes advantage of the AST to traverse the TU, using
a recursive descent in the declaration structure of the TU.
Clang’s AST representation uses nested declarations (called
Declaration Contexts) to represent C++ namespaces, class and
function bodies. First all the top-level function declarations are
detected, and put in a worklist data structure for processing.
During the exploration of the functions, the Clang-internal
identifier (Unified Symbol Resolution, USR) is used to match
to disambiguate functions. USR can be used to identify
functions across TUs.
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For each function, it is noted whether there is a definition
for the function in the current TU. If the function has a body,
then it is traversed, and all try, throw expressions and
catch statements are extracted. For each of these, the source
location and the type information of the related subexpressions
(e.g.: what type of exceptions a try block handles through its
catch statements) is collected. Additionally, the containment
relations are also extracted from the source, meaning there is
an ordering relation between each try expression, between any
catch or throw expression and a try block.

A throw expression or a catch statement is also contained
within one or more try blocks. During the analysis of a
callable’s body, call- and constructor expressions are also
detected, and they are also added to worklist of functions to
be explored. This means that analysis will take declaration
of non-top level callables also into account. The relation of
expressions that transfers control to another lexical scope (call
expression) and the try blocks are also computed by this stage
of the analysis. For call expressions, a placeholder entry is
generated, which can be used to mark a function noexcept
on the condition that a particular function does not throw
exceptions. The containment and direct containment relations
are computed for pairs of try blocks, for the throw expressions
and the try blocks and the call expressions and the try
blocks. This stage of the analysis results in the intraprocedural
exception-related information of a TU’s callables, and this
computation can be executed on every single translation unit
independently.

B. Algorithm for Computing Possibly Thrown Exceptions

After computing the intraprocedural exception-related infor-
mation of a TU’s callables, it can be used to create the interpro-
cedural relations of the same callables. The computation uses
fixed-point algorithm to generate the intraprocedural results.
At the beginning of the algorithm, all callables are added to a
worklist. The computation ends when there are no more items
in the worklist. The worklist items are processed in an arbitrary
order, but the logic of this step is similar to exception pruning
done by the LLVM optimizer pass, so a preorder visitation of
the inverse callgraph would be most fitting [13].

However, Clang’s current callgraph implementation for C++
code which also contains exception-handling nodes is cur-
rently insufficient for the current tool. And this visitation
strategy would only be usable if there were no cycles in the
inverse callgraph, which is the same property in callgraph,
which in turn indicates recursive calls. To handle recursion,
strongly connected components (SCC) could be used as a
partitioning technique but the current problem is solvable with
the fixed-point iteration and a union operator on the closed set
all possible exception types.

The inverse of the call relation is used to get the possible
callers of a callable. In each iteration, a callable is taken from
the worklist. The current callable is then used to possibly
extend the exception information of all of its predecessors.
If a predecessor information is changed, the predecessor is
put back in the worklist. The update of the predecessor

is done by identifying the callsite’s containment relations
with other exception-related language structures. If the newly
calculated set of the possible exceptions changes the exception
specification of the callable that contains the callsite, that
means that callsite’s callable can in turn affect its callers,
therefore it has to put back into the worklist.

C. Propagating Exceptions for Project-specific Results

By the time the interprocedural stage of the algorithm
finishes, we have a refined set of relations, but if the definition
of a function is inside another TU, the analysis can further be
enhanced by taking those into account. There exists a Clang
tool which can generate a mapping from function declarations
and the source files they are defined in. This information and
the build system’s information encoded in the compilation
database can be used to generate exception information that
is project-specific. Library code cannot always assume that a
function will not throw, because that would violate generality.
Using project-specific build information, however, the details
of the called functions become available in case of static
linkage.

For project-specific exception information, all the compiler
arguments that are necessary to build a specific binary are
collected. Knowing all the related compiler arguments, the in-
terprocedural algorithm is run for each TU, then the exception
information is extracted from them. It is assumed that there is
no definition for the same callable declaration in two different
TUs, as that would mean there is a One Definition Rule (ODR)
violation. If there is an ODR violation, the algorithm can detect
it at this point. Then the callables are all processed with the
same worklist algorithm as in the interprocedural stage. This
method gives a third level of refinement for the exception
information, and can then finally be used to detect callables
that have less strict exception specification than it is indicated
by the algorithm.

V. EXECUTION OF THE EXCEPTION-SCAN ALGORITHM

Our tool takes only one TU of the project into consideration.
To have a project-wide result, we need to execute the tool with
every TU of the project. To achieve this, we develop a script
that ensures the traversal of the projects’ build description. To
run the exception-scan algorithm to detect whether any of the
functions in the source files can throw any exception, we need
to have our own project directory located on our machine.

We also can execute the algorithm in freshly cloned reposi-
tory from git remote server. When we have the aforementioned
project the following steps must be performed:

• Under Unix OS a terminal window, on Microsoft Win-
dows machine a PowerShell window needs to be opened.
The current working directory must be the projects root
folder where we want to run the script.

• Check for file named CMakeLists.txt. In case of
it does not exist, unfortunately, we are not able to run
the detection algorithm because this file defines how the
cmake command needs to be executed.
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• Create a folder inside the project’s root directory where
the cmake build command will be executed and the build
files will be located. Any name can be given to this
folder. It is a good practice to give some unique name
because there are projects on git which already have a
build folder. In this particular case, we will name our
folder as pane-build.

• Make sure that the current working directory is the newly
created pane-build folder then from terminal window
run the command in Fig. 6:

$ cmake .. -D CMAKE_EXPORT_COMPILE_COMMANDS=ON

Fig. 6. CMake invocation for generating compilation database

This will create the necessary files to run the
exception-scan script. There will be a file called
compile_commands.json in the pane-build
folder after the previous command successfully finished.
This file defines how to execute the source files, with
which command for example and where the source files
are located within the file system. Its content is a list
which holds JSON (JavaScript-Object-Notation) objects,
as many source files are in the project. Every one of these
objects has three keys:

– directory: path to the pane-build folder
– command: the execution command, how to execute

the source file
– file: path to the source file

• The next step is to copy this
compile_commands.json file from pane-folder into
the root directory.

• The last step is to run the algorithm for the files we want
to scan. So we need to open the previously mentioned
compile_commands.json and copy the files path
from it then run the command.

As it seems, there are lot of steps need to be done to be
able to run the exception-scan algorithm. In case of the project
contains a lot of files, we must execute the algorithm for every
single file which can be very time consuming. Because of
this, to facilitate a more convenient usage we made a script
which will do all the steps above and run the exception-
scan algorithm for every available source file listed in the
compile_commands.json.

The script must be placed next to the project folder. It has
a class named ExceptionScan which can be instantiated
without any constructor parameter. On the instance object, we
have to call the new_repo_scan() method which takes a
list of strings as input parameter. It will iterate on list items and
execute the previously described steps. If there is no repository
link in the list or in case the last link is consumed, the script
will terminate. It also performs an extra step because it creates
a folder in the project’s root directory called outputs and it
will place all the output txt files there.

The problem with previously defined script is that in every
case we have to clone a new repository from remote server

c:@N@tinyxml2@S@XMLUnknown@F@Accept#*$@N@tinyxml2@S@XMLVisitor#1:
calls:
c:@N@tinyxml2@S@XMLVisitor@F@Visit#&1$@N@tinyxml2@S@XMLUnknown#@
</Users/user/exc-scan/tinyxml2/tinyxml2.cpp:1403:12, col:34>

tries:
throws:
catches:

Fig. 7. Output of the exception-scan tool

even if it was already cloned before. To solve this problem,
we also implemented another method in ExceptionScan
class which is called run_exception_scan(). It takes
one optional input parameter. If this parameter is not provided,
it will default to none. In case of the user does not provide
any input parameter, the method will detect all folders in the
main folder where the script is located and it will iterate over
on every detected folder and execute the necessary steps to
run the exception-scan algorithm. If the algorithm was
already executed before in the repository, it will delete the old
files and will regenerate them. If the user decides to pass a
parameter to the function, it must be a list of strings where
every list item must refer to a folder name for which the user
wants to run the algorithm. In this case, a check will be made
to make sure the given folder if exists. If the last folder is
scanned, the algorithm will terminate.

VI. PARSING THE OUTPUT OF THE EXCEPTION-SCAN
TOOL

After the exception-scan algorithm generated the output
files, we need to parse them to extract the information that
is important to us. We currently care about function calls
and whether they can throw any exceptions. This parser is
written with the help of Python programming language and
its output is a Python list which holds dictionaries. A part of
the generated file which is relevant to us can be seen in Fig. 7.
The highlights of this figure are the calls, tries, throws
and catches keys.

• calls – refer to a function call and give information
about the calls location within the file. The necessary
part is after the last slash: tinyxml2.cpp:1403:12,
col:34. We can interpret this part in the following way:
in tinyxml2.cpp in row 1403 is a function call and
to be more precise it starts from column 12 and ends
at column not 34 but 35. This is because column 34
is before the closing bracket and 35 is after the closing
bracket which indicates the function call.

• tries, throws, catches - these parts indicate
whether there is a try-catch block in the function and
if yes, then it can throw any exception and what type of
exception.

To get the required information from the files, we have
developed a script which parses the files line-by-line and,
with the help of a regular expression filters out only those
lines which hold a function call and transforms them. So from
the previously mentioned part tinyxml2.cpp:1403:12,
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TABLE I
RESULT OF THE ANALYSIS OF ASYNC++

Number of function Number of missing
declarations noexcept specifier

5210 21
5156 20

TABLE II
RESULT OF THE ANALYSIS OF SPDLOG

Number of function Number of missing
declarations noexcept specifier

5432 5
5352 5
6146 0
7724 0
5394 4
5558 0
6020 0

col:34 it will create the following object: { row: 1403
}.

The final output of the parsed files will be a list of objects
where every object will have the same shape with row key
as shown above. Currently, we do not care about the start
and end columns, because we want to highlight the full row
where the function was called. The output file’s extension will
be a .json for compatibility reasons between Python and
JavaScript and because it has a user-friendly data visualization
and it is easily comprehensible.

VII. EVALUATION

In the evaluation, we analyzed two open-source projects
available on GitHub. We checked whether the exception
specification of functions can be improved. We evaluate how
many functions could be better from the view of exception
specification.

First, we analyzed Async++ project1 that is a concurrency
framework for C++11.

We analyzed spdlog project2 that is a fast, logging library
for C++.

Table I and II present the results of the analysis. The rows
in the tables belong to separate translation units. The number
of function declarations specifies how many declarations of
the called functions can be visited during the evaluation of
the analyzed translation unit. The number of missing noexcept
specifiers indicates how many function specifications could be
improved with noexcept.

There is room for improvement in every project regarding
the exception specification. However, there are not a significant
number of missing noexcept specifiers measured, therefore our
tool is useful but not in a daily manner, but during the release
process, our tool should be in use and the result should be
evaluated. Our tool highlights the name of the function which

1https://github.com/Amanieu/asyncplusplus/
2https://github.com/gabime/spdlog

Fig. 8. Result of the analysis in Monaco Editor

should define a more elegant specification. However, further
measurements are needed for a comprehensive evaluation.

As the result set of interesting function declarations is
infeasible to exhaustively test by hand, we have inserted free-
standing throw statements in function definitions of the project
examined. This resulted in the reduction of function candidates
for amending with the noexcept specifier.

VIII. MONACO SUPPORT

Developers need a comfortable tool for exploring the source
code regarding the exception handling constructs. We consid-
ered the Monaco Editor to display the result of the analysis
which is a modern code editor framework.

The result provided by the implemented Clang tool can be
seen in Fig. 8. The Monaco Editor highlights the function def-
initions and declarations that can be improved with exception
specification.

Monaco Editor comprehends the hint for the missing noex-
cept specifier in Fig. 9. The developers can easily realize the
shortage and improve the code indeed. Automatic fix-it hints
are currently not available, but our future work includes the
mechanism.
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Fig. 9. Hint displayed in Monaco Editor

The Clang tool, which analyzes the project for exception
specification additions in the source code explores the whole
project and generates the usage information of every function
that appears in the result set of the analysis. The function
definitions and all declarations must be identified, as the
exception specification must match at every mention, as per
language standards. The source ranges of relevant spots, the
diagnostic message in the editor, and the concrete noexcept
specification are included in the resulting JSON file, that is
consumed by the Monaco tool.

IX. CONCLUSION

Exception handling is a beneficial language element in C++.
However, the compiler cannot handle many serious bits of
exception-related information in the source code. Moreover,
the main idea of exception specification has changed. In
this paper, we analyzed what are the major problems and
defined a comprehensive framework for assistance for im-
proved exception handling. Our framework takes advantage
of the Clang compiler for improved exception specification.
We evaluate our tool on open-source projects and found
problems with the exception specifications in every software

artifact. For increasing the developer experience (DX), we
utilized the Monaco code editor framework for highlighting
the improvable exception specifications. These straightforward
hints are appeared in a handy tool for an easier recognition of
the shortage. However, an automatic fix-it functionality should
be improved.
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Abstract—Most of the parser tools are concentrated on con-
crete syntax and grammar definition. This paper describes a
language definition tool that uses a metamodel specification
instead of grammar as the basis of the language definition.
Inspired by a similar Java tool known as YAJCo, the metamodel
is defined using usual object-oriented techniques—as classes in
the Python programming language, and the result of the parsing
process is a graph of objects. The tool is demonstrated in a case
study of a simple imperative programming language. We explain
our design decisions and also demonstrate the suitability of a
dynamic language such, as Python, for this task.

Index Terms—annotations, language definition, metamodel,
parsing, Python, YAJCo

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of domain-specific languages (DSLs) is an im-
portant aspect of modern-day technologies. Although there
are many tools available to help in the creation of DSLs, it
has proven to be a rather difficult task. It requires a lot of
experience and effort to develop DSLs [1].

The usual approach of language definition is focused on the
grammar, usually in a Backus Naur Form (BNF), or Extended
BNF. On the other hand, metamodel can be a much better
choice for the central part of the language definition [2].
Metamodel expresses the core of a language—concepts, their
properties, and the relations between them. This is actually a
definition of language abstract syntax. The definition of the
concrete syntax and semantics can be then added to this basis
in the form of metadata or class methods.

The metamdodel-based approach is common in the graph-
ical modelling languages, but such tools exist also for tex-
tual languages. A notable example is the YAJCo tool (Yet
Another Java Compiler compiler) [3], which we used as an
inspiration for our current work. YAJCo uses Java classes to
specify abstract syntax of a language. Class properties such
as inheritance, composition, and their attributes correspond
to properties of language concepts. Concrete syntax is added
in the form of Java annotations [3], while semantics can be
defined using methods.

Classes in a programming language provide a natural way
to express metamodel for software engineers. This results in a
direct mapping to the implementation of the language in form
of class methods or other mechanisms of working with the
object-oriented model.

The goal of this work was to follow a similar approach
using a dynamic language—Python. In Java, the structure and
relations between concepts can be naturally expressed using
classes. Dynamically-typed languages, however, usually don’t

support declarative specification of the structure of classes. We
would use new features of the Python language, such as type
annotations and dataclasses to specify all needed metadata for
the definition of abstract and concrete syntax.

The main objectives of this paper are the following:
1) Demonstrating possibilities of the declarative specifica-

tion of structures in the Python language.
2) Specifying a language definition and implementation

tool called Pymco (Python Metamodel-based Compiler-
compiler)1.

3) Demonstrate Pymco using a case study of a simple
imperative programming language.

This paper is an extended version of the conference pa-
per [4] published earlier. It adds an explanation of new
features of the Pymco tool, mainly the support for the infix
operators. This allowed us to use a much more complex case
study to demonstrate the features of the tool—an imperative
programming language. Fragments of this case study are now
used throughout the whole paper to explain the features of the
Pymco tool.

II. YAJCO TOOL

The main inspiration for the Pymco tool is YAJCo. In
YAJCo, a language processor is generated from the language
model expressed using annotated Java classes. YAJCo provides
multiple annotations to express concrete syntax of the con-
cepts [5]. This includes @Token for defining terminal symbol
corresponding to concept attribute, or @Before,@After and
@Separator for defining additional terminals that must appear
around some language element, or between elements of a list.

Listing 1 shows the use of annotations in YAJCo to define
the metamodel of a very simple language. @Parser is used
to specify the root concept and properties of the language.
Inside the @Parser annotation @TokenDef annotation is used
to define named terminal symbols that are used in @Token
annotations. YAJCo also provides special support for infix
operators with different priorities and associativity.

You can see that annotations are placed on constructors and
their parameters. This allows to specify metadata for each
attribute of a concept and also specify multiple notations using
multiple constructors.

YAJCo uses the annotation processor to analyze the lan-
guage metamodel during compilation and generate the parser.
This parser is able to analyze a language sentence according

1https://git.kpi.fei.tuke.sk/sergej.chodarev/pymco
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@Parser(tokens = {
@TokenDef(name = "ident", regexp = "[a-z]+")})

public class SimpleAnnotationExample {
private String identifier;

@Before("id")
public SimpleAnnotationExample(

@Token("ident") String ident) {
identifier = ident;

}
}

Listing 1. YAJCo Simple Annotation example

to the grammar inferred from the metamodel. This results in
the instantiating of the classes forming the metamodel. The
objects are interconnected according to the relations between
concepts, forming an abstract syntax tree. YAJCo is also able
to automatically resolve references, so the tree can be turned
into a graph [6].

Besides just parsing and creating class instances, YAJCo
also supports other tools. The pretty-printer feature of YAJCo
generates a textual representation of the object model. This
feature gives YAJCo the ability of serialization in addition to
deserialization of the objects. YAJCo is also able to generate
a visitor for traversing produced object models.

III. LANGUAGE DEFINITION WITH PYMCO

The Pymco tool uses a similar approach but applies it to a
different programming language. The main idea of Pymco is to
take an object-oriented language metamodel defined through
Python classes and convert it into EBNF grammar which
can be used by a parser tool to produce the parse tree. The
generated parse tree, along with the metadata defined in the
object-oriented model of the language can then be used to
create the class instances.

In Listing 2, you can see the basic usage of the library. A
class representing the root concept of the language is passed
as an argument to the parser constructor. The parser is able
to convert text conforming to the language into a graph of
interconnected objects. Therefore, the returned object is an
instance of the language root concept class.

The role of concept classes is twofold: they define the
abstract syntax of a language, but their methods can be also
used to directly define their semantics. This is shown in the
example, where the execute() method of the Program class
implements the interpreter of the language.

from pymco import Parser

class Program:
...

parser = Parser(Program)
program = parser.parse(text)
program.execute()

Listing 2. Example of Pymco usage

In this section, we would explain the design of language
definition API and the motivation for our design choices.

A. Specification of Language Concepts

Definition of the abstract syntax requires the ability to define
the following relations between concepts:

1) “is-a” indicating that a concept can be used in any place
where parent concept is expected,

2) “has-a” meaning that the concept’s textual representation
would contain representations of other concepts.

The “is-a” relation can be easily expressed using inheri-
tance. In addition, we need a way to mark abstract concepts
that cannot be used directly in the language, but only their
concrete subconcepts. For example, Statement concept in the
programming language is an abstract concept. There is no such
thing as a statement by itself, only its subconcepts such as
ExpressionStatement, If, or While can be used in the language.
In Python we have used Abstract Base Classes (ABC) [7] to
denote abstract concepts (see Listing 3).

from abc import ABC

class Statement(ABC): # Abstract concept
...

class If(Statement): # Concrete concept
...

Listing 3. Abstract and concrete concepts in Python

B. Concept Properties

To express “has-a” relations we need a way to define fields
and their types in such a way that could be analyzed using
reflection.

A classic way to define a class with some fields in Python is
by defining the fields in the constructor method called init
(see Listing 4). This definition, however, does not provide
a way to easily analyze the structure of the class before its
instance is created.

class ClassName:
def __init__(self, param1, param2):

self.field1 = param1
self.field2 = param2

Listing 4. Python class definition

Python 3.0 introduced function annotations [8] to specify
metadata on function arguments and return value. Later they
were supplemented with the type system definition [9] and
variable annotations [10].

This mechanism is used to allow declarative specification
of fields in dataclasses [11] (see Listing 5). The @dataclass
decorator detects all class variables with type annotations and
uses them to generate the constructor and other methods, such
as equality check or hash computation.

@dataclass
class ClassName:

field1: type1
field2: type2

Listing 5. Python dataclass definition

We have chosen this mechanism as a basis for the definition
of concepts. A dataclass supports declarative specification of
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fields and their properties and generates the constructor with
consistent parameters.

Types of fields are used to detect attributes of concepts
and “has-a” relations between classes. In Listing 6 is shown
an example concept representing the assignment expression.
The assignment has a string attribute representing the variable
name and a “has-a” relation with the Expression concept
representing the value to be assigned.

@dataclass
class Assignment(Expression):

variable_name: str
value: Expression

Listing 6. An example concept with two fields

Fields can also represent multiplicity of the relation. To
express it, usual Python data structures are supported: list and
dictionary. Optionality of relations is also supported using the
Optional type annotation. See Listings 7 for examples. Here
the Block contains just a list of Statements and the If statement
contains an optional else branch.

@dataclass
class Block(Statement):

statements: List[Statement]

@dataclass
class If(Statement):

condition: Expression
then_branch: Statement
else_branch: Optional[Statement]

Listing 7. An example of multiplicity and optionality

Value types are not limited to strings. Other basic types,
such as int, float and bool, can be used and Pymco would
ensure their proper parsing.

C. Concrete Syntax Specification

Part of the concrete syntax can be inferred from the abstract
syntax specification. Inheritance and composition of classes
are used as a basis for generating grammar rules. Each
language concept is used to define a non-terminal. Inheritance
results in a rule with alternatives corresponding to subclasses,
while composition results in a sequence of non-terminals on
the right-hand side of the grammar rule.

Pymco, however, needs more information to define the
concrete representation of the concepts. For this reason, addi-
tional metadata needs to be added to the concepts and their
properties.

Concept metadata are added using the @syntax decorator.
It takes two basic optional arguments: before and after. These
arguments specify additional tokens that must appear before
or after concept instances in textual form. For example, in
Listing 8 you can see the more complete definition of the block
of statements that must be surrounded with curly braces.

@dataclass
@syntax(before="{", after="}")
class Block(Statement):

statements: List[Statement]

Listing 8. An example of defining concept metadata

The dataclasses module also defines the field function for
defining additional properties of class fields. This function
provides an extension mechanism using the metadata pa-
rameter accepting a dictionary with arbitrary keys. We use
this mechanism to define additional information and concrete
syntax properties related to fields.

In the example in Listing 9, you can see the definition of a
number concept and the complete definition of the if statement
syntax. The token type used to represent numbers is one of
the predefined terminal symbols.

@dataclass
class Number(Expression):

value: int = field(metadata={"token": INT})

@dataclass
class If(Statement):

condition: Expression = field(metadata={
"before": ["if", "("], "after": ")"})

then_branch: Statement = field()
else_branch: Optional[Statement] = field(

metadata={"before": "else"})

Listing 9. An example of defining field metadata

Pymco supports the following concrete syntax metadata for
fields:

• token — named terminal or regular expression represent-
ing the value of the field,

• before — a string that must come before the language
element representing the field,

• after — a string that must come after it,
• separator — separator for list and dictionary items,
• key value separator — separator between key and value

in a dictionary.
The last two keys can be used only if the type of the field

is a list or a dictionary.
To simplify the definition in typical cases, a field syntax

function was defined in Pymco. It allows passing metadata
specific to Pymco directly as function arguments instead of
a dictionary. The token parameter can be used even as a
positional argument—without the keyword.

The function is used in the same way as the field function
(see Listing 10) and is actually just a wrapper that passes
arguments into the metadata dictionary of the field.

@dataclass
class Number(Expression):

value: int = field_syntax(INT)

@dataclass
class If(Statement):

condition: Expression = field_syntax(
before=["if", "("], after=")")

then_branch: Statement = field_syntax()
else_branch: Optional[Statement] = field_syntax(

before="else")

Listing 10. An example of defining field metadata with helper function

An alternative way that we considered for representing
field metadata was using the extended variable annotations.
Python 3.9 introduced the way to combine type annotation
with additional arbitrary data using the Annotated type [12].
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Fig. 1. A fragment of expression metamodel

This mechanism, however, is not yet widely used, but we plan
to consider it as an alternative to the field syntax function.

D. Infix Operators Support

Nested bracketed expressions with infix operators represent
a very common pattern that can be found in programming
languages. In the metamodel, the expression is defined as
a set of classes with a common base class that contain
recursive references to that base class. The classes correspond
to either operators or atomic expressions. A fragment of such
expression metamodel is shown in Figure 1. There are atomic
expressions such as a number, and recursive expressions,
such as addition or assignment operators, that contain other
expressions as their operands.

The concrete syntax of expressions, however, is more nu-
anced. Infix operators usually support multiple precedence
levels and different associativity. This requires to use of
multiple non-terminals and correctly written grammar rules
that ensure proper parsing.

Pymco allows specifying syntactic properties of infix op-
erators and bracketed expressions using metadata specifying
precedence levels and associativity. It would automatically
generate proper grammar rules to ensure processing according
to this information.

The example from Figure 1 can be expressed directly using
Pymco, as shown in Listing 11. The Expression class is marked
as a bracketed expression with parentheses used to enclose
subexpressions. All operators and atomic expressions must
inherit from this class and can specify additional properties
using the @syntax decorator.

As can be seen in Listing 12, a separate rule is generated for
each precedence level. Aliases written after the arrow are used
to mark concepts corresponding to each of the alternatives.
They are used during the parse tree construction and for the
creation of instances of corresponding classes. The question
mark at the beginning of the rules indicate that they should
be inlined during tree construction to avoid unnecessary deep
parse trees.

E. Reference Resolution

In addition to the “has-a” relation between concepts, where
some concept is a part of the other (composition), there is

@syntax(bracketed_expression=("(", ")"))
class Expression(ABC):

pass

@dataclass
@syntax(precedence=1, associativity=RIGHT)
class Assignment(Expression):

name: str = field_syntax(IDENTIFIER)
value: Expression = field_syntax(before="=")

@dataclass
@syntax(precedence=11)
class Add(Expression):

left: Expression
right: Expression = field_syntax(before="+")

@dataclass
class Number(Expression):

value: int = field_syntax(INT)

Listing 11. An example of defining bracketed expressions

expression: expression_11
| cname "=" expression_11 -> assignment

?expression_11: expression_atom
| expression_11 "+" expression_atom -> add

?expression_atom: "(" expression ")"
| number

Listing 12. A grammar generated for the example expressions

a more loose association, where the concept only holds a
reference to another concept. In textual languages, this relation
is represented using names. An object is associated with some
name and this name is used in the definition of other objects
as a reference.

Pymco is able to automatically resolve such references and
replace the names with actual references to corresponding
objects. As the result, it would turn the abstract syntax tree
into an abstract syntax graph.

To control the process, Pymco provides two additional
boolean metadata keys:

• identifier — marks the field that would be used as the
name of the object,

• reference — marks the field that contains a reference.

An example of their usage is shown in Listing 13. It contains
two concepts: function definition and function call. The name
of the function is marked as its identifier and it is used in the
function call to reference it.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The internal structure of Pymco can be broken down into
these main modules (see Fig. 2):

1) internal language model,
2) grammar generator,
3) Lark parser,
4) class instance creator.
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@dataclass
class Function:

name: str = field_syntax(IDENTIFIER, identifier=True)
parameters: List[Parameter] = field_syntax(before="(", after=")", separator=",")
body: Block = field_syntax()

@dataclass
class FunctionCall(Expression):

function: Function = field_syntax(IDENTIFIER, reference=True)
arguments: List[Expression] = field_syntax(before="(", after=")", separator=",")

Listing 13. An example of defining references

internal
language  

model

Pymco

grammar
generator

DSL metamodel
classes definitions

language sentence

parse tree Lark 
parser

class instance generatorgenerated class 
instance

Fig. 2. Pymco architecture

A. Internal Language Model

Internal language model of Pymco stores the structure of
language concepts and their metadata used for processing by
other modules. When instance of Pymco parser is initialized
with the base class of the language, Pymco uses Python
reflection mechanisms to analyze the classes and store the
processed metadata in the internal language model.

B. Lark Parser

To implement Pymco, a modern Python parsing library
called Lark2 is used. Lark is implemented in pure Python,
uses EBNF for grammar definition, and automatically con-
structs a parsing tree. It implements three parsing algorithms:
Earley, LALR(1), and CYK. The Earley algorithm, used by
default, can accept any context-free grammar, making it very
flexible [13].

C. Grammar generator

With the help of internal language model, language gram-
mar suitable for processing with Lark is generated. For each
metamodel class a grammar rule is generated with right hand
side formed based on fields of the class. The grammar is
generated first in the form of an object-oriented model that is
consequently transformed into text. The grammar is provided
to Lark class instance as a parameter, so Lark can generate a
language processor to parse the language sentences.

2https://lark-parser.readthedocs.io/

D. Class instance creater

The class instance generator module of Pymco takes the
parse tree produced by Lark parser and the internal language
model to create the instances of the metamodel classes in
recursive manner. The creator collects all used references and
all objects with the identifier field. After the whole tree is
processed, references are resolved and corresponding objects
are put into object fields to form the graph structure.

V. CASE STUDY

As a case study for the Pymco tool, we have chosen a
simple imperative programming language. It is based on one
of the examples used from the YAJCo project3. The language
has syntax similar to C or Java and supports basic arithmetic
operations, conditions, loops, and variables. It also allows
definition of parametrized functions.

You can see a simple example in Listing 14. The program
in the example loops over numbers from −10 to 10 and writes
out their absolute values. This program demonstrates several
features of the language, including function definition and use,
variables, while loop, and write statement.

abs(x) {
return x < 0 ? - x : x;

}

{
i = -10;
while ( i <= 10 ) {

write abs(i);
i = i + 1;

}
}

Listing 14. Example program in the sample imperative language

The definition of the metamodel consists of 42 classes di-
vided into 8 modules. Most of them define different supported
operators. The main module is called program and defines the
root concept of the language. The definition of this concept
is presented in Listing 15. The program consists of function
definitions and the main block of statements. Execution of the
program is handled by the execute() method.

The basic building block of a program is a statement. All
concepts representing a statement are based on the Statement
abstract base class. See Listing 16 for some examples. In
addition to loops, if conditions, and input/output operations,

3https://github.com/kpi-tuke/yajco-examples
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@dataclass
class Program:

functions: List[Function]
main: Block

def execute(self):
self.main.execute()

Listing 15. Root concept of the imperative language

the language defines the ExpressionStatement allowing to use
any expression as a statement. Typically it would be a variable
assignment or function call. As you can see, all statements
implement execute() method defining their semantics.

class Statement(ABC):
def execute(self):

pass

@syntax(after=";")
class EmptyStatement(Statement):

pass

@dataclass
@syntax(after=";")
class ExpressionStatement(Statement):

expression: Expression

def execute(self):
self.expression.evaluate()

@dataclass
class While(Statement):

condition: Expression = field_syntax(
before=["while", "("], after=")")

body: Statement = field_syntax()

def execute(self):
while self.condition.evaluate():

self.body.execute()

Listing 16. Example definition of statements

Expressions definition was already explained in section III
and shown in Listing 11. The language defines arithmetic,
relational and logical operators, and also multiple kinds of
assignment combined with other operations.

The last important module represents function definition
and usage. Part of the code of this module was presented
in Listing 13. It uses Pymco automatic reference resolving
to connect the function call with the corresponding function
definition.

The metamodel is transformed into a grammar definition
presented in Listing 17. Part of the definitions of the expres-
sions was skipped for the sake of brevity.

In addition to the rules inferred from the concepts, gram-
mar contains a definition of ignored terminals. By default it
contains only whitespace, but the list can be customized using
a parameter of the Parser class. That way it is possible to
introduce, for example, support for comments.

VI. RELATED WORK

Pymco tool was created after taking an inspiration from
the YAJCo tool [3]. The main difference between these two
solutions is in the used programming languages: YAJCo is

program: (function)* block
function: cname "(" [parameter ("," parameter)*] ")"

block
parameter: cname
block: "{" (statement)* "}"
statement: if

| return
| block
| read
| dowhile
| emptystatement
| expressionstatement
| write
| while

emptystatement: ";"
expressionstatement: expression ";"
if: "if" "(" expression ")" statement

["else" statement]
while: "while" "(" expression ")" statement
dowhile: "do" statement

"while" "(" expression ")" ";"
return: "return" expression ";"
read: "read" cname ";"
write: "write" expression ";"
expression: expression__2

| cname "*=" expression__2 -> assignmentmul
| cname "-=" expression__2 -> assignmentsub
| cname "+=" expression__2 -> assignmentadd
| cname "/=" expression__2 -> assignmentdiv
| cname "%=" expression__2 -> assignmentmod
| cname "=" expression__2 -> assignment

...
?expression__14: expression__atom

| "++" cname -> prefixincrement
| "--" cname -> prefixdecrement

?expression__atom: "(" expression ")"
| number
| variable
| functioncall

number: int
variable: cname
functioncall: cname

"(" [expression ("," expression)*] ")"
cname: CNAME
int: INT

%import common.CNAME
%import common.WS
%import common.INT

%ignore WS

Listing 17. Generated state machine grammar

purely Java-based while Pymco is based on Python. This
choice also leads to different ways of defining the metamodel
and different implementation strategies.

While YAJCo uses static properties of the classes, includ-
ing annotations, and processes them at compile-time, Pymco
makes use of dynamic nature of the Python. In Pymco,
metamodel can contain dynamic metadata computed at run-
time. For example, token definitions can be stored in variables
and used in multiple places. YAJCo, instead, creates its own
mechanism of named token definitions stored in annotations.

Both YAJCo and Pymco use annotations in some form
to extend the original language with declarative language
specification features. Source code annotations are generally a
powerful mechanism of languages extension that has proper-
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ties of formal languages [14].
There are other language specification tools based on the

abstract syntax definition. For example, ModelCC [15] is a
tool similar to YAJCo that also uses Java classes for the
definition of the metamodel. Concrete syntax is defined using
annotations or using a separate DSL for mapping abstract
syntax to concrete syntax.

K Framework [16] also uses an approach centered on
abstract syntax. It is used as a central point for definition of
both concrete syntax and formal semantics of languages.

Multiple parser generators and parsing libraries already exist
for Python. Most of them, however, are based on grammars
or parser-combinators, instead of the metamodel. One of the
tools that uses metamodels is textX [17]. It uses, however,
the opposite approach compared to Pymco. It takes language
grammar and generate a metamodel and a parser from it.

VII. CONCLUSION

The Pymco library brings the metamodel-based approach of
language definition and implementation to the Python ecosys-
tem. It addition to the value for practitioners, it demonstrates
that modern Python provides enough features for expressing
object-oriented models with additional metadata in a similar
way how it is possible in Java.

The library can be also used as a prototyping tool for
further research of the metamodel-based language definition
approaches. Flexibility of the Python allows faster changes in
the design and implementation compared to YAJCo.

While the tool is still in the early stages of development, it
was shown in the paper that it can be used to implement quite
complex languages. The tool, however, needs improvement in
different areas. For example, the simplistic approach to name
resolution can be improved by introducing support for scopes
and namespaces (for example, inspired by scope graphs [18]).

The error reporting and handling can also be improved by
allowing reporting not only syntax but also semantic errors
with the position of the corresponding concept in the code.

We would like to also take advantage of the flexible type
system of Python to support more complex kinds of relations
between concepts. For example, usage of union types or
multiple inheritance could be beneficial for expressing some
nuances of complex languages.
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Abstract—The text focuses on dangerous phenomena in com-
munication via online platforms. It defines the key terms for
this area and informs about the selected research conducted in
the Czech Republic. In our own research, we focused on the
issue of teenage sexting on a specific communication platform -
Instagram. This platform is very popular among Czech teenagers,
as it is worldwide. The platform very often ranks among the top
3 most popular platforms, it allows sending and sharing both
text and graphic messages - pictures, gifs and video sequences.

In 2021, we conducted an online research survey among nearly
3,500 respondents aged 15 - 20. We were interested in whether
and to what extent the respondents have experienced sexting,
what is the ratio of male to female recipients of sexting or sexual
content, who is the most frequent sender of sexting content etc.
We were also interested in the topic of safety in social networks.
The results of the survey then show a greater need to promote
information literacy, computational thinking and safe behaviour
on social networks as well as safe use of ICT.

Index Terms—social networks, sexting, on-line communication,
risky behaviour, computational thinking

I. INTRODUCTION

The period of adolescence, between the ages of 10 and
24, is one of the most risky periods of human life, due
to the natural human tendency to define oneself in relation
to previous generations and to search for one’s own self in
relation to oneself and to society. It is also associated with
a greater willingness to try things or activities that are new
to adolescents and often dangerous to varying degrees. Young
adolescents or their behaviour is influenced by many factors
ranging from biological, psychological and social. Much of
their decision making is also influenced by their social environ-
ment [1]. From a biological perspective, adolescence is defined
as the period between the first signs of sexual maturation
(as demonstrated by the appearance of the first secondary
sexual characteristics), the acceleration of growth and, on the
other hand, the attainment of full sexual maturity (in the
sense of full reproductive capacity) and the completion of
physical growth. [2]. However, changes can also be observed
in the psychological sphere, associated with the search for
ways to satisfy and control newly awakened needs, emotional

imbalance, etc. In general, people’s motivation to try new
and often risky or dangerous things and activities is probably
greatest during adolescence. In the following, we will only
identify the main risks and dangers that may be present in
the Internet environment and when communicating through
online platforms or using electronic communication devices.
The main forms of risky behaviour that take place in the online
environment include:

• Expressions of aggression (mostly verbal, possibly vi-
sual).

• Antisocial behaviour or its manifestations.
• Risky dating - cybergrooming.
• Dangerous sexual contacts, including but not limited to

sexting.
Sexting is a term for exchanging photos, videos or messages

containing sensitive or explicit content. It includes creating of
own content as well as sending or receiving content made
by someone else [13]. The technological progress of the last
decade allowed it to be very popular internet phenomena
among adolescents. Together, it can lead to even more explicit
kinds of on-line activities like cybersex [14].

Giving the [15] specifically Czech adolescents started to
behave more risky (especially in terms of promiscuity) at
the beginning of 90s. This behaviour can be started these
days by easy-available sexting on social networks where it
begins as mostly anonymous on-line entertainment, but can
continue later in real world. Beside that, explicit materials can
be misused against its originator.

We applied methods of so-called computational thinking
to investigate how many adolescents already have experience
with sexting on popular Instagram social network and what na-
ture it had. During the last decade, computational thinking was
one of the main curriculum innovation directions around the
world [18]. With respect to elementary education it is generally
understood as the ability to use methods and computational
concepts for solving complex problems [12].

Sexting and other forms of sexual communication on the
Internet are widespread phenomena [8] [9]. Studies ( [10])
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conducted among 226 American high school students reported
that 89% of respondents (respondents with an average age of
16.25) participate in online activities with sexual overtones
(sexting, viewing pornography, online hooking up). In Europe,
the Czech Republic and Sweden are among the countries
where children aged 11-16 send and share sexual messages
the most, with 10% of respondents in the Czech Republic
and 12% in Sweden [11]. In the Czech Republic, Kopecký
et al. conducted extensive research on sexting and other risky
communication activities among almost 6000 children aged
11-17 years [5].

Sexting can be dangerous for adolescents:

a) Own criminal responsibility: Shared explicit content
(images, video sequences, gifs, etc.) in the internet envi-
ronment may also be found to be illegal and lead to legal
consequences for the distributor or creator. Specific content
may be considered as the production and distribution of child
pornography, which many people of the age of consent may
not be aware of.

b) The provision of sensitive content and its future
misuse, extortion, cyberbullying: Sharing one’s own explicit
content can lead to many negative social consequences in
the future, where experiencing an embarrassing situation is
probably the least a young person can encounter. More dan-
gerous phenomena may involve subsequent blackmail based on
existing compromising material, over which the creator loses
all control by sharing (see below).

c) Psychological impact due to social pressure, black-
mail, bullying, cybergrooming : These factors, such as black-
mail and abuse, can lead to the development of psychological
problems and psychological damage to the victim.

d) Digital footprint - difficult to dispose of already
published material in the internet environment: It is very
difficult to completely remove digital content once it has been
uploaded to the Internet. In practice, it is quite impossible;
once uploaded, data can be stored in several backups without
the knowledge of its owners, and no one can ever have absolute
control over its existence or non-existence or the people who
have access to it. Thus, data and sensitive files can live their
own lives, and no one ever knows when and where they may
reappear. This uncertainty can also affect the psychological
well-being of the victim or participants in sexting The inability
to dispose of explicit content and the associated fears can be
detrimental to victims’ futures, either when deciding on an
individual’s future studies or career, or when applying for a
job or interviewing for a job, as HR managers routinely screen
their potential employees for content posted on social media
[3].

e) A tendency to engage in other forms of risky behaviour
: Research shows that adolescents and young people who
engage in one form of risky behaviour may engage in other
forms of risky behaviour [4].

f) All of the above factors can result in physical harm to
the victim:

A. Online communication platforms widespread among Czech
adolescents

In the Czech environment [5], Youtube and Facebook are
the most widespread online platforms among children aged 11-
17 years, the Instagram (we studied) is used by almost 51%
of children aged 11- 12 years. According to another large-
scale survey (more than 27,000 respondents) conducted by this
author’s collective among children aged 7-17 years, Youtube
is the most widespread platform (89.51% of respondents),
Facebook is used by 72.19% of respondents and Instagram is
used by 68.83% in the studied sample [6]. It can be assumed
that among younger children up to about 13 years of age, the
popularity of Instagram is less and that as adolescents grow
older, the popularity of this communication platform increases
similarly to many other countries in the world. In the US,
for example, up to 71% of teens and adults aged 18-29 use
Instagram [7]. It also shows that older teens are more likely
to share their own intimate material on Instagram [3]. Similar,
albeit more general, conclusions were reached by Kopecky et
al. (2021).

II. METHODOLOGY

We started with defining couple of hypotheses for which we
prepared a questionnaire and started a survey over our target
group.

A. Hypotheses

1) The amount of adolescents who received a message with
erotic content is larger than the amount of adolescents
who sent erotic message.

2) Adolescents send their erotic photos/videos mostly to
their partners.

3) Adolescents who use Instagram have more experience
with sexting than adolescents who do nut use Instagram.

4) Women receives generally more erotic photos/videos
than men.

5) Adolescents who spend more time on Instagram can be
expected to perform more sexting than adolescents who
spend less time on Instagram.

6) Women are more endangered group on Instagram then
men.

7) Adolescents who already had experience with sexting
on Instagram feel less secure on this platform than
adolescents who have no experience with sexting on
Instagram.

8) Most of adolescents already took a nude or self-nude
photo.

B. Survey

We launched online survey using Google Forms1 2 platform.
The survey was active from February 2, 2021 to March 2,

1Google Forms: https://www.google.com/forms/about/
2Survey URL: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/

1FAIpQLSdfyMBqj1V1vJBaJLwsqpPkLr2dub79x2 eDqEytb-PsRlfqg/
viewform
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2021. We divided all of our 39 questions with closed or semi-
closed options to following sections:

• Sexting - general questions like awareness, experience,
frequency.

• Instagram - usage, security, sexting etc.
• General information - gender, age, school or employment

and size of their town.
Eventually we obtained responses from 3423 responders

from which we included 2655 in our survey (filtration to
age 15-20). We were looking for responders among our own
friends and family, neighbourhood, social networks and on
secondary schools as a part of participation. Most of respon-
ders were women although we collected also responses from
other than binary gender. Most responders also came from
secondary school environment, which is not surprising due to
a massive campaign focused on over 600 secondary schools
over the Czechia and various specializations.

III. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

We eventually evaluated the survey data using visualization
of responses in a form of various charts (see Fig. 1 and Fig.
2) and statistics to confirm our hypotheses.

Fig. 1. Example of a simple pie chart visualization of one particular question
from our questionnaire.

After this simple exploratory analysis we proceed with
evaluating our hypotheses.

A. Hypothesis 1

In our survey 2018 (76 %) of adolescents said that they
received an SMS, e-mail or message with erotic content.
Another 1136 (46 %) claimed to send an erotic message. From
relative abundance it was clear that number of adolescents
who received such a message is greater. Statistical signifi-
cance was verified by equality of proportions test. We tested
H0 : πreceived = πsent HA : πreceived > πsent.

Fig. 2. Example of a simple bar chart visualization of one of the op-
tional/additional questions from our questionnaire.

TABLE I
HYPOTHESIS 1 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical
region

p value

Received and sent messages z W P
Received vs. sent 24.647 <2.326 2 · 10−134

The value of the test criterion is within the critical region
of the null hypothesis as well as the p value which is much
smaller than significance criterion α. Both of these are reasons
to reject the null hypothesis of equality of relative abundancies.
We can say that the number of adolescents who received a
message with erotic content is statistically significantly greater
than number of adolescents who sent an erotic message. We
accept the hypothesis 1.

B. Hypothesis 2

From our survey we discovered that 1890 (71 %) respon-
dents never sent their naked or semi-naked photo/video to
anyone else, 79 respondents were not sure about it and 686
(26 %) already sent such a material. From them, 576 sent
such material to their partner, 239 to their friend, 176 to
unknown person and 13 respondents claimed to someone
else (eventually ruled out from further processing). Some
respondents checked several options. Number of respondents
who sent such photo/video to their partner is dominant
and statistically important (verified by equality of propor-
tions test). We tested: H0 : π1 = π2 = π3 HA :
”at least one abundance is different from others”.

TABLE II
HYPOTHESIS 2 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical re-
gion

p value

Sent erotic content χ2 χ2(0.01; 2) P
Differences in abundancies 540.196 9.21 < 0.0001

The value of test criterion is significantly larger that the
critical value and p value is almost zero so we can reject the
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null hypothesis and say that at least one of these abundancies
is statistically significantly different from each other. Our
statement is then specified by result of Marascuilo procedure.

TABLE III
MARASCUILO PROCEDURE FOR HYPOTHESIS 2.

Marascuilo procedure, con-
trast (α = 0.01)

Value Critical
value

Significance

|p(partner)− p(friend)| 0.4913 0.07 Yes
|p(partner) −
p(unknown person)|

0.583 0.066 Yes

|p(friend) −
p(unknown person)|

0.092 0.075 Yes

The abundance of respondents who sent an erotic
photo/video to their partner is statistically significantly great-
est, greater the the sum of other responses (576 > 428).
Confirmed by equality of proportions test. We tested: H0 :
πpartner = πother person HA : πpartner > πother person.

TABLE IV
HYPOTHESIS 2 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical re-
gion

p value

Sent erotic content to partner z W P
Partner vs. Σ other options 9.019 <2.326 10·10−20

The test criterion is within the critical region and p value
is significantly below 0.01. We accept hypothesis 2.

C. Hypothesis 3

Up to 2482 (93 %) respondents of our survey has Instagram
account and only 173 (93 %) do not have it. The difference
is statistically very significant. We tested H0 : πyes = πno

HA : πyes > πno.

TABLE V
HYPOTHESIS 3 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF HAVING AN INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT.

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical re-
gion

p value

Account on Instagram z W P
Abundance (yes/no) 63.373 <2.326 0.0001

We were interested if the experience with sexting is greater
for respondents who use Instagram than for respondents who
do not have it or use it. From our survey, 905 (37.51 %) of re-
spondents who has Instagram account has experience with sex-
ting in terms of sending/receiving erotic photo/video/message.

Based on Tab. VI we can conclude that respondents who
use Instagram have statistically significantly greater experience
with sexting than those who do not use Instagram.

We also asked in our survey for experience with sexting
over SMS/e-mail. Again together with having/not having an
Instagram account, we discovered that 1935 (80.19 %) of

TABLE VI
HYPOTHESIS 3 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF EXPERIENCE WITH SEXTING ON
INSTAGRAM.

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical re-
gion

p value

Experience with sexting on In-
stagram

t W P

Abundance (yes/no) 10.941 <2.327 1 · 10−24

Instagram users received SMS/e-mail with erotic content. Its
abundance is statistically significantly greater than abundance
of those who received such an SMS/e-mail and do not use
Instagram (107 of 242 respondents). We again verified using
equality of proportions test.

TABLE VII
HYPOTHESIS 3 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

SMS WITH EROTIC CONTENT VS INSTAGRAM USE.

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical re-
gion

p value

SMS with erotic content z W P
Have Instagram account:
yes/no

12.661 <2.326 5 · 10−34

In both tests we tested H0 : πInstagram yes = πInstagram no

HA : πInstagram yes > πInstagram no and concluded that
adolescents who use Instagram have statistically significantly
more experience with sexting and thus we accept hypothesis
3.

D. Hypothesis 4

From our survey we discovered that 524 (61.36 %) men
and 1216 (69.41 %) women received an erotic message. On
the other hand 295 (34.54 %) men and 457 (26.08 %) women
claimed that they did not receive any erotic message. We used
Chi-square test to evaluate this hypothesis (Tab. VIII).

TABLE VIII
HYPOTHESIS 4 EVALUATION USING CHI-SQUARE TEST. PHOTOS WITH

EROTIC CONTENT FOR MEN/WOMEN.

Chi-square test, α = 0.01 Test cri-
terion

Critical re-
gion

p value

Received erotic photos/videos χ2 χ2(0.01; 2) p
Women and men 20.027 9.21 4 · 10−5

Tab. VIII concludes that the question whether a person
receives an erotic message is relevant to its gender.

As we already mentioned, 69.41 % women and 61.36 %
men received an erotic photo/video. The amount of women is
thus greater. We decided to verify the statistical significance
of this difference by equality of proportions test. We tested:
H0 : πwomen = πmen HA : πwomen > πmen.
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TABLE IX
HYPOTHESIS 4 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

PHOTOS/VIDEOS WITH EROTIC CONTENT FOR WOMEN/MEN.

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical re-
gion

p value

Photos/videos with erotic con-
tent

z W P

Women vs men 4.094 <2.326 2 · 10−5

Even this test concluded (p value lower than the α = 0.01)
that women receives erotic messages statistically significantly
more than men and thus we accept hypothesis 4.

E. Hypothesis 5

In our survey 2482 (93 %) respondents have Instagram
account. From them, 1261 (51 %) uses Instagram very often,
776 (31 %) often, 292 (12 %) sometimes 83 (3 %) from time to
time and 69 (3 %) that they have an account, but in practice
do not use it. We joined their responses together with their
responses regarding experience with sexting on Instagram and
established the abundance of have experience with sexting on
Instagram based on how often they use it (see Tab. X).

TABLE X
HYPOTHESIS 5 EVALUATION. EXPERIENCE WITH SEXTING ON INSTAGRAM

BASED ON HOW OFTEN RESPONDENTS USE IT.

Abundance of how often re-
spondents use Instagram

”n” Sexting ”yes”
(n; %)

Very often 1261 571 (45.28 %)
Often 776 244 (31.44 %)
Sometimes 292 71 (24.32 %)
From time to time 83 20 (24.10 %)
In practice never 69 6 (8.7 %)

Respondents who claimed to not used Instagram at all (6)
we ruled out for this case. The numbers suggests that those
who use Instagram more often have more experience with
sexting. We decided to verify this by equality of proportions
test (Tab. XI) for which we merged last two groups to a single
one called ’not so much’. We tested: H0 : π1 = π2 = π3 = π4

HA : ”at least one abundance is different from others”.

TABLE XI
HYPOTHESIS 5 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

TIME SPENT ON INSTAGRAM AND SEXTING.

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical re-
gion

p value

Time spent on Instagram and
sexting.

χ2 χ2(0.01; 3) P

Abundance 93.538 11.345 4 · 10−20

Based on the value of test criterion and p we can say that the
result of the test is statistically significant. The abundancies of
respondents with sexting experience based on their Instagram
usage is vastly different so we decided to compare them among
other using Marascuilo procedure.

TABLE XII
MARASCUILO PROCEDURE FOR HYPOTHESIS 5.

Marascuilo procedure, con-
trast (α = 0.01)

Value Critical
value

Significance

|p(very often)− p(often)| 0.138 0.073 Yes
|p(very often) −
p(sometimes)|

0.210 0.097 Yes

|p(very often) −
p(not so much)|

0.282 0.113 Yes

|p(very often) −
p(not so much)|

0.071 0.102 No

|p(often)−p(notsomuch)| 0.143 0.117 Yes
|p(sometimes) −
p(not so much)|

0.072 0.133 No

Our expectation that adolescents who spent on Instagram
more time are more often involved in sexting was correct. It
is also supported by equality of proportions test for statistically
significant difference of abundancies of respondents who are
involved in sexting on Instagram - those who use Instagram
often and those who use it not so much. We tested: H0 : π1 =
π2 HA : π1 > π2 (Tab. XIII).

TABLE XIII
HYPOTHESIS 5 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

SEXTING AND TIME SPENT ON INSTAGRAM.

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical re-
gion

p value

Sexting and time spent on In-
stagram

Z W p

Very often and often vs. some-
times and not so much

7.193 <2.326 3 · 10−13

The test result is significant. We accept the hypothesis 5.

F. Hypothesis 6

From our survey we discovered that 818 (49.07 %) out of
1667 women and 147 (19.07 %) out of 771 men who has
account on Instagram faced sexually offensive behaviour on
Instagram. It is clear (see Tab. XIV) that a percentage of
offended women is statistically significantly higher. We tested:
H0 : πwomen = πmen HA : πwomen > πmen.

TABLE XIV
HYPOTHESIS 6 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR.

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical re-
gion

p value

Inappropriate behaviour (in
sexual sense)

z W p

Experience: men vs. women 14.087 <2.326 2 · 10−45

It is clear that women are in more danger than men. We
surveyed respondents opinion on this and by Chi-square test
verified the relevance of their opinion and gender (Tab. XV).

The test result is significant, the opinion of men and women
on security on Instagram is different. Instagram is considered
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TABLE XV
HYPOTHESIS 6 EVALUATION USING CHI-SQUARE TEST. SECURITY ON

INSTAGRAM.

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical re-
gion

p value

Security on Instagram χ2 χ2(0.01;4) p
Men and women 15.227 13.277 0.004

as a safe place only by 0.42 % of women. Their abundance
is statistically significantly lower than in case of men. We
verified this by equality of proportions where we tested: H0 :
πwomen = πmen HA : πwomen < πmen (Tab. XVI).

TABLE XVI
HYPOTHESIS 6 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

INSTAGRAM AS A SAFE PLACE.

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical
region

p value

Instagram as a safe place t W p
Men vs. women -3.708 (−∞;2.327> 0.0001

Our results implies that women are in more danger in sense
of sexual inappropriaty on Instagram and do not feel safe there
as much as men. We accept hypothesis 6.

G. Hypothesis 7

911 respondents claimed to be involved in sexting by re-
ceived/sent erotic photo/video. On the other hand 709 of them
(77.83 %) do not consider Instagram to be an unsafe place
(more specifically they say ”it depends on person’s own be-
haviour”). 1308 claimed to not receive any erotic photo/video
ever, 1002 of them (76.61 %) also do not consider Instagram to
be an unsafe place. The difference of these abundancies is not
statistically significant (see Tab. XVII). Tested by equality of
proportions checked: we tested: H0 : π1 = π2 HA : π1 > π2.

TABLE XVII
HYPOTHESIS 7 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

INSTAGRAM AS A SAFE PLACE (BEING INVOLVED IN SEXTING - YES/NO).

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical
region

p value

Instagram as a safe place z W p
Involved in sexting - yes/no 0.673 < 1.645;∞) 0.25

Instagram is considered to be a safe place by same amount
of respondents whether they have experience with sexting there
or not. This is different from hypothesis 7. We also asked our
respondents whether they consider Instagram to be safe place
as a whole. From those 12/911 (1.31 %) had experience with
sexting and 11/1308 (0.84 %).

The test result is not statistically significant (Tab. XVIII).
Even this is not compliant with hypothesis 7 and thus we reject
it.

TABLE XVIII
HYPOTHESIS 7 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

INSTAGRAM AS A SAFE PLACE AS A WHOLE (BEING INVOLVED IN
SEXTING - YES/NO).

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical
region

p value

Instagram as a safe place as a
whole

z W p

Involved in sexting - yes/no 1.09 < 1.645;∞) 0.138

H. Hypothesis 8

In our survey we asked respondents whether they already
took a naked or semi-naked photo. 931 of them (35 %)
answered positively, 1608 (61 %) negatively and 115 were
unsure (4 %). By equality of proportions test we evaluated
a statistical significance of these abundancies. The result was
significant (p < 0.0001) and statistical significance in compare
to each other is depicted by Marascuilo procedure (Tab. XIX.

TABLE XIX
MARASCUILO PROCEDURE FOR HYPOTHESIS 8.

Marascuilo procedure, con-
trast (α = 0.01)

Value Critical
value

Significance

|p(no)− p(yes)| 0.255 0.04 Yes
|p(no)− p(unsure)| 0.562 0.031 Yes
|p(yes)− p(unsure)| 0.308 0.031 Yes

The abundancies are statistically significant and thus we
can say the hypothesis 8 expectation is not true. From the
equality of proportion test (see Tab. XX) we can see that the
abundance of those who never took a naked or semi-naked
photo is statistically significantly higher than the abundance
of the remaining two options together.

TABLE XX
HYPOTHESIS 8 EVALUATION USING EQUALITY OF PROPORTIONS TEST.

TAKING NAKED OR SEMI-NAKED PHOTO.

Equality of proportions test,
α = 0.01

Test cri-
terion

Critical
region

p value

Toke naked or semi-naked
photo

z W p

No vs. other answer 15.397 < 2.326;∞) 9 ·
10−54

Based on that we reject hypothesis 8.

IV. RELATED WORK

Our work brings another insight into the area of social
network users. For example in [19] authors proved a relation
between personality specific traits (more specifically Machi-
avellianism, narcissism, and psychopathy) and time spent on
social networks or individual’s specific behaviour like posting
(edited) selfies more frequently. Although it was demonstrated
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on Facebook3 users, giving its relevance with Instagram (both
owned by Meta4 and aiming on similar focus group) we
consider it to be relevant to our work.

In [20] authors focused again on Facebook users and came
to a conclusion that although users deal with stressors such as
managing inappropriate or annoying content, being tethered,
lack of privacy and control, social comparison and jealousy,
and relationship tension and conflict, they still feel pressured
to access the site frequently due to the fear of missing out and
to keep up with relationship maintenance demands.

Together with our work we see a possible intersection
of adolescents spending a lot of time on social networks
and experiencing sexting on one side and a very specific
group of potentially dangerous individuals with negative traits
on the other side (where adolescents despite the negative
experience feel pressured to access the site frequently). Giving
its potential social impact we see this as a great area for further
research.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the article, we pointed out some dangerous phenom-
ena during online communication in the particular Instagram
social network. Our conclusions are supported by answers
obtained through a questionnaire survey from more than 3,000
respondents. Modern technologies and social networks such
as Instagram became a part of our lives. Together with their
benefits we need to learn how to deal with some of their side
effects. One of them is easiness of access for our adolescents to
sexting which we can expect that with technological progress
it will become even more popular. The main aim of this
work was to discover how much experience adolescents have
with sexting on Instagram. Based on our hypotheses we can
conclude that they are involved in sexting, although not that
much as we expected. On the other hand we discovered that
sexting was often an unpleasant and unrequited phenomena. It
often had a nature of harassment or unissued content in a form
of photos/videos or messages. Based on this we discovered
that the level of security in a sense of sexting or in general
is quite low on Instagram. Although adolescents are aware
of dangerousness and Instagram in general, their experience
with sexting is high. Based on our survey they are very well
informed about its risks.

In future we could also use the full potential of the survey
and gather more sociological data about our respondents or
include also other age groups to obtain a more clear and
general picture.

This work in more general way could also provide argu-
ments why such awareness is important in education from
lower levels. For example in [16] authors conclude that regard-
ing survey pedagogues are not willing to include some related
topics to teaching although even young students are capable of
understanding basic concepts of computational thinking [17].

3Facebook home page: https://www.facebook.com/
4Meta home page: https://about.meta.com/
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Abstract—In this article, we present a practical way to visualize
natural semantics calculations for a selected domain-specific
language for motion control of a robot in an orthogonal grid.
Natural semantics is important from the point of view of verifying
the properties of the language and for expressing the dynamics of
the calculation and the construction of a set of states during the
calculation. Domain-specific languages are used more and more
in practice, therefore their inclusion in the curriculum of the
subject Semantics of Programming Languages is a significant
innovation of the traditional way of teaching the semantics of
(mostly) imperative languages. In the article, we present the
basics of the natural semantics of the robot language and its
software visualization. For this, we have developed an application,
the use of which is of great importance in the teaching itself
and allows students to easily understand the basics of formal
semantics thanks to interactivity.

Index Terms—guidelines, issues, experiments, semantics, nat-
ural semantics, visualization, efficiency

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, university education has faced several
challenges – how to continuously provide quality education in
the online space and how to ensure the education process itself.
The COVID-19 pandemic has spread worldwide, affecting
almost all countries, and having a great impact on the teaching
and learning process across the world [1]–[3]. To overcome
pandemic influence, teachers use software which visualizes
the teaching content and helps students to master their subjects
[4]–[6].

The study of computer science is built on strong theoretical
foundations. For successful practice, it is also necessary to
master this theoretical preparation. Formal semantics forms
part of the curriculum of most study programs of various
universities. Of course, research is progressing in this area
as well, so it is necessary to acquaint students with the
latest knowledge from practice, research and development in
the field of formal semantics as well. A wide spectrum of
languages, paradigms and technologies requires students to be
able to navigate in this area and to be able to think on an

abstract level, from which it is subsequently easier to proceed
to concrete specifications.

Software engineering (and related fields [7], [8]) constantly
requires the use of principles based on formal methods to
guarantee the correctness of the designed and developed sys-
tems. For this step, it is necessary to gradually educate already
young IT experts who are preparing for their future rôle in the
field of software development at universities. To provide these
students with serious theoretical and practical foundations,
it is necessary to respond to the demands of practice and
provide students not only with new knowledge but also with
formal foundations that will help the given knowledge to be
better understood and subsequently more deeply integrated
into the development process. One such principle is the formal
semantics of languages, which is the basis of other formal
methods. The beginnings of formal semantics were focused on
functional languages and λ-calculus, but later these principles
were extended and began to be applied to imperative languages
and others. The concept of domain-specific language (DSL)
was created based on the observation that many problems
faced by software applications can be solved easier by design-
ing a specially purposed language. A domain-specific language
is tightly bound to a particular application domain, so it relies
on creating a very good abstraction of that problem [9]. One
of the advantages of using domain-specific languages is that
we can define a good structure of terms and actions for a
given class of problems. Currently, we are still facing the rapid
development of domain-specific languages, so it is necessary
to extend the field of formal semantics to these languages and
the principles associated with them.

Recent research of cognitive science confirms that creating
visual explanations had greater benefits, thus engaging and ef-
fective learning experiences may be fostered [10]–[12]. Hence,
we integrate the visualisations into our teaching practice to
maximize student’s learning efficiency, as one of the main
goals in effective teaching and learning strategies.

For programmers, it is necessary to understand how a pro-
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gram is performed on the machine in particular steps. This pro-
cess is described by the operational semantics which contains
two approaches – natural semantics and structural operational
semantics [13], both expressed in transition relations in the
form of ⟨S, s⟩ → s′, where S stands for a statement that causes
a change of an input state s to the output state s′. Operational
semantics defines an interpretation of the language, therefore it
can be easily used for writing interpreters, running simulations
and performing model checking.

A preliminary version of this paper appears in the Proceed-
ings of the 2022 IEEE 16th International Scientific Conference
on Informatics, Poprad, Slovakia, November 23-25, 2022 [14].
In the original version of this paper, we present an application
for visualization of this semantics principle, which helps
the users to understand the process of applying the natural
semantics on a simple language of a robot. Further, in the
design of the application, a modular architecture was proposed
for the system together with conditions for the implementation
of the graphical user interface. The paper has been extended in
the following directions: related work is expanded with several
similar software tools and new section where we evaluated our
tool using System Usability Scale questionnaire to measure its
usability. Moreover, we also focused on more technical details
in the implementation section of this paper.

The application Operics for visualizing the operational
semantics of robot language is available online at [15]. Tech-
nologies such as Spring Boot and Vue.js [16] were used
to create this application that utilizes an architecture using
microservices.

Natural semantics of a domain-specific language of a robot
was used for visualization of this principle. The language was
defined in a work called Formal Semantics [17]. The language
itself is simple. It contains basic movement commands (left,
right, up, down) for a robot and some other utility com-
mands like reset, which resets the state (or position) of the
robot to its default state and command skip, which simply
means empty command.

Based on this language and its natural semantics, some
utilities that this application’s graphical user interface should
provide to its users are:

• a form of input for the code (written in the robot
language) on which natural semantics will be applied,

• output in the form of a grid, where the robot will carry
out the commands given to it by the user via the input
program,

• graphical natural semantics output in the form of a
derivation tree and possible states of the input program,

• controls for program stepping so the user could freely
control which step of the program they want to see.

These aspects of the user interface should help the users
better understand what rules of natural semantics are applied
for each command, how the robot is executing the input
program and what the resulting derivation tree and known
states of the program are.

The structure of this paper is the following: first we give

the motivation for developing the application for the natural
semantics visualization for domain-specific language in Sect.
II, further we present in Sect. III related works and literature
review, while Sect. IV contains language and definition of
its syntax and semantics. In Sect. V, we present application
implementation and its graphical user interface. We evaluate
our application with System Usability Scale in Sect. VI, before
presenting the concluding remarks and directions of future
work, in Sect. VII.

II. MOTIVATION

In this section, we present our motivation for developing the
natural semantics visualization for domain-specific language.
As we already mentioned, it is very important to novice
programmers to understand how the program is performed and
what steps are taken.

Formal semantics of a programming language gives a rigor-
ous mathematical description of the meaning of this language,
to enable a precise and deep understanding of the essence of
the language beneath its syntax [18]. Semantics itself provides
an answer to the question of what result the program or
part of it will provide for the given input data. Hence it is
important in finding the meanings of programs or their parts,
usually also critical parts of programs. Formal semantics is
based on mathematical principles that are precise and proved,
therefore its results are indisputable and deterministic. In
practice, we can sometimes make do with (the so-called)
informal semantics – this can be found in language manuals
and tutorials. However, the use of informal semantics brings
the risk of misunderstanding the meaning of parts of the
programs, as the text form (if it is also in a foreign language)
can be interpreted differently. For the reasons mentioned, as
well as the necessity to educate future IT experts based on
formal foundations, we only deal with formal semantics.

A hands-on approach in a form of application might sim-
plify the burden of the teachers to explain this semantics
principle. This paper aims to try and fulfill this rôle.

The software visualization tool is intended for students
studying primarily the course Semantics of Programming
Languages and related courses focused on formal semantics
of languages, properties of programming languages, or intro-
duction to programming. Formal semantics is a basic formal
method in program development and for software engineering
it has an irreplaceable rôle in detecting errors in programs or
in deriving properties of languages and programs. Therefore,
students who familiarize themselves with the formal semantics
and properties of (especially) domain-specific languages will
benefit from this tool, during in-person or distance learning, or
during independent preparation for classes or exams. The tool
will also be useful for teachers, as it will enable easier and
interactive presentation of the teaching material, or for new
teachers to familiarize themselves with the teaching material
and thus prepare for teaching.
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III. RELATED WORKS AND LITERATURE REVIEW

During the work on this project, the motivation for us
came from the results in the following areas: visualization
of algorithms and methods, operational semantics, domain-
specific languages and logic. A brief overview of the most
closely related research presented in this section covers various
examples of visual tools which help students to facilitate
mastering the subjects.

Many authors use visualizing software or they develop their
software to provide a better experience with students, i.e. to
facilitate students’ understanding of the course by connecting
the theory with practice. In this way, greater clarity in the
applied procedures and principles in the course teaching is
achieved.

Let us first present interesting example of visualisation
tool for teaching compilers VCOCO (Visible COmpiler Com-
piler) [19], a program that generates LL(1) visible compil-
ers, i.e. VCOCO adds visualisation to compilers generated
by COCO/R designed by Hanspeter Mössenböck [20], [21].
Therefore, VCOCO depends on COCO/R which is responsible
for creating analyzers, and it creates visual representations
which can be manipulated by students.

Batarelo Kokić and Šimić [22] compiled a list of expected
characteristics of gifted students with a focus on student
creative thinking to determine the level of applicability of
educational mathematics software in gifted education. They
concluded that when using the open-ended constructivist ed-
ucational mathematics software, students can be genuine in
their work, and can express fluency and flexibility.

Very interesting software oriented to modeling algorithms
and specifying their behavior in first-order logic was developed
in the Research Institute for Symbolic Computation at JKU
Linz by Wolfgang Schreiner [23], [24]. RISCAL (RISC Algo-
rithm Language) is a language and associated software system
for formulating theories in first-order logic, describing algo-
rithms in a high-level language and specifying the behavior
of these algorithms by formal constraints. It uses the original
approach of semantic evaluation (based on an implementation
of the denotational semantics of the RISCAL language). The
system has been mainly developed for educational purposes
[25] but it has also been applied in research [26].

In [5], Arduino hardware and mathematics software Ge-
oGebra and Mathematica are used to demonstrate and solve
real-world problems to motivate students to feel the natural
connection between theory and application in interpolation,
numerical integration and numerical differentiations. Authors
explore [6], the effects of introducing the immersive virtual
reality software NeoTrie VR in real classes. In such a manner,
the use of dynamic, three-dimensional software with VR offers
new possibilities for the teaching and learning of geometry.

Plotkin introduced operational semantics [27]. In [28], the
practical usage of the coalgebras in computer science used for
the teaching of formal methods for novice software engineers
is given. Further, the teaching of formal methods can be
more attractive and more understandable for students [29]. The

paper discusses the original connection between the logic area
represented by predicate linear logic and ludics, as well as, the
linguistic area represented by the Montague grammar.

Domain-specific languages are commonly small languages
focused to a specific application domain [30]. Another em-
bedded domain-specific language for describing the design
of processors MELTRANS is described in [31]. Okuda and
Chiba used MELTRANS to generate a fast processor emulator
with dynamic binary translation which reduces the amount of
code that needs to be written by the user and generates a fast
processor emulator.

Mernik demonstrated how different language compositions,
as an active research area in the field of Software Language
Engineering, can be realized using LISA and Robot DSL
[32]. Also, there are given different examples using an easy-
to-understand domain-specific language that describes simple
robot movements. Erdweg et al. [33] specify five forms of lan-
guage composition: language extension, language restriction,
language unification, self-extension, and extension composi-
tion, and give different examples concerned with the definition
of domain-specific languages and their composition. Nosál’
et al. in [34] experimented with inexpensive customizations
of the host Integrated Development Environment (IDE) to
reduce the negative impact of syntactic noise, and presented
several techniques and recommendations based on standard
IDE features that aim to reduce syntactic noise and generally
improve the user experience with pure embedded domain-
specific languages.

One of the approaches to the domain-specific languages
with the visual programming environment was discusses in
[35]. Here, the language Monaco for machine automation pro-
gramming was presented and reviewed. In this work, authors
Herbert Prähofer et al. show the visual representation scheme,
report on the programming environment and compare their
visual notation to Statecharts.

Finally, it is important to mention that in the last few
years at Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics,
Technical University of Košice, for our teaching subject we
have developed several software tools which help students to
master the subject’s material. Developed tools were intended
for students studying primarily the course Semantics of Pro-
gramming Languages and related courses focused on formal
semantics of languages, properties of programming languages,
or introduction to programming. First developed application
was for the type theory course [36]. Further was implemented
the categorical model of NBL with visualisation tool [37],
[38]. Following this, we provided similar tools for visual-
ization of the structural operational semantics [39], natural
operational semantics [40], an implementation of operational
semantics [41], denotational semantics [42] and visualization
of our model of BDI logic [43]–[45].

Visualization in contemporary teaching is of extensive im-
portance. New generations appreciate seeing and feeling what
they are learning and want to try it themselves. Our approach
to the natural semantics visualization was highly inspired by
the aforementioned software.
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IV. LANGUAGE FOR ROBOT AND THE DEFINITION OF ITS
SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS

In this section, we briefly introduce the language that we fo-
cus on. A robot control language (language without a concrete
name) is a domain-specific language used for describing the
movement of a robot in a defined orthogonal two-dimensional
system. The main idea comes from standard languages used
in tuition of programming: mostly LOGO, Karel (or Karel
the Robot) and similar languages. The full definition of the
language and its natural semantics was presented in [46].

A. Syntax of the robot language

The language of the robot is very simple and contains only
multiple commands for controlling the robot in a specific
direction, returning to the initial state and a pattern for the
sequencing of commands. Therefore, the simplest way of
defining syntax is using the Backus-Naur Form, for which we
define two syntactic categories:

n ∈ Num — numerals,
S ∈ Statm — statements.

The structure of numerals is common – numerals might
be e.g. strings of digits. Numbers have no internal structure
from the semantic point of view and syntactically they can
be represented with a regular expression [0, . . . , 9]+. The
structure of statements is given as follows:

S ::= left | right | up | down |
left n | right n | up n | down n |
reset | skip | S;S

(1)

The statements left, right, up and down express the
movement of the robot in a given direction in only one step, i.e.
to the very next position. The next four directional statements
have the argument n, which specifies number of steps of the
movement in a given direction. The statement reset represents
an instantaneous return to the starting, i.e. default or home
position defined by the user at the beginning (we can say
teleportation). The skip statement is an empty statement (the
statement does not perform any action) and its rôle itself is
mostly in proofs of semantic equivalence. The composition
(sequence) of statements is presented by the last pattern.

B. Semantics of the robot language

For defining the semantics, a semantic domain and seman-
tic function are defined. As semantic domains, we consider
here standard numerical sets for naturals with zero (N0) and
integers (Z). More complex semantic domains we construct
from those basic ones by using standard set operations. The
number of steps is given as a natural number and position is
a tuple of two integers. To determine the number represented
by a numeral, a simple semantic function is used:

J K : Num → N0. (2)

Any numeral (numeric string) is converted to the natural
number (or zero value) using standard semantic rules, listed
e.g. in [13].

As a state space for positions of a robot, we consider a
two-dimensional orthogonal system where a robot can move
in standard four directions stepping on particular coordinates.
One position of the robot on the concrete coordinate is
considered an actual state. Then a state is simply a point a
in the orthogonal system:

a ∈ Z× Z.

For our purposes, we denote the semantic domain as

Point = Z× Z.

A change in the robot’s position is considered a change of
state. This change is expressed by new coordinates in a point.
For example, if the robot is at position a1 = (x1, y1) and the
statement right is performed, the coordinates will change as
follows:

a2 = a1 [π1(a1)⊕ 1, π2(a1)] ,

where π1 and π2 are standard projection operations defined
on a tuple (for extracting a concrete coordinate).

Formally, the meaning of statements is summarized as a
function from Point to Point. We define:

Sns : Statm → (Point → Point). (3)

Then the semantic function is given by

SnsJS K a =

 a′, if ⟨S, a⟩ → a′,

⊥, otherwise.
(4)

Here, the tuple ⟨S, a⟩ is a configuration in natural semantics
and ⟨S, a⟩ → a′ is a transition relation. For the initial position,
we use a notation a∗ in semantic reasoning.

In natural semantics, we are concerned with the relationship
between the initial and the final state of execution. Therefore
the transition relation will specify the relationship between
the initial state and the final state for each statement [13]. The
definition of the transition relation → is given by the rules
that have been defined in [46].

As we mentioned earlier, our program enables the visual-
ization of the natural semantics of a given domain-specific
language. The visualization software implements all semantic
rules, which are subsequently applied to the remaining (not
yet consumed) part of the source code in individual steps.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we briefly focus on the implementation and
user interface of the application.

As previously stated, the application Operics (operational
semantics – the name of the semantics family to which natural
semantics belong) utilizes the microservices architecture. One
of the ways of communication between microservices thanks
to Docker technology is communication using the Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [47]. In our project, the method
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of communication Representational State Transfer (REST)
using the HTTP protocol was proposed. So these services
would be programmed in REST API style. This way, each
microservice (except for the GUI) would contain endpoints
that other services could query using the HTTP protocol. In
this application, these queries would be generated by the GUI
module on user input. To accomplish this, the application is
composed of three different modules (microservices) which
communicate via messages of the HTTP protocol as depicted
in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Communication between modules

The description of each module is as follows:
• Grammar module checks the grammar and the validity of

the input code of the user. It uses the technology ANTLR
[48] to generate its language processors. A domain model
in form of an object is created by these processors
which can be later used for interpretation. To process
the program and analyze its grammar, a microservice
was created that contains technologies for this task, the
most important of which is the ANTLR technology. This
module contains a grammar file from the design part.
Based on this file, language processors for this grammar
are generated. This service is written in Java using Spring
Boot technology. The application has only one REST API
endpoint.

• Interpreter module accepts the domain model object and
then creates all sorts of outputs from the model. The main
task of the module is to interpret the domain model in
such a way that it calculates the intermediate states and
the final state of the robot’s movement on the grid. With
this interpretation, it also creates a binary tree, which the
module then converts to the LATEXmarkup language along
with state changes. These elements are subsequently used
as graphic elements of natural semantics in the graphical
interface or in the generated PDF file. The module uses
Spring Boot technology and the program is written in the
Kotlin language. The most notable outputs are derivation
tree, known states and reports as PDF files. This module
has two communicating endpoints.

• GUI module encapsulates the whole graphical user in-
terface of the application. The graphical interface was
created using Vue.js technology using the JavaScript lan-

guage. The interface for the Operics application consists
of two images (pages): main page and visualization page.
Using the navigation located at the top of the application,
the user can move between these pages. Bootstrap CSS
library was also used for simpler and faster development.
The text on the page is in English. It could be stated that
this is the main module of the whole system.

A. Graphical user interface

The graphical part of the application consists of two pages:
the home page and the visualization page. The home page
is only formal with some information about the application,
therefore only the visualization page will be described.

The page with natural semantics visualization contains
components which help the users to better understand the input
program implementation and simulation. Each of these compo-
nents is internally interconnected via properties and functions
that are provided by the Vue.js library. The main window
of the application comprises four main visual components
(containers) – the input component for providing the user input
(Figure 2), the grid component depicting the motion of the
robot in orthogonal grid (Figure 3) and two output graphical
components providing the natural semantics tree and table of
states (Figure 5 and 6). The styling was implemented with the
help of the Bootstrap library.

B. User input and exports

The user input component (Figure 2) provides two ways of
inputting code: through the text area and file upload. The text
area is pretty straightforward, the user simply writes the code
in the grammar of the robot language into the area. Above the
area is the button for the code input from a text file. The code
from the file will then be automatically inserted into the text
area. After that, the user can hit the Submit button to process
the code.

After processing the code, the application will show an
output message above the area informing the user of the
success or in the worse case the failure of the code’s execution.
The most notable failures of the execution are grammatical
errors in the code or an error that is caused by executing a
program which causes the robot to exit the borders of the grid.

Below the area a Download button is present. The download
button contains the options to download various files:

• the Download Code button exports the code from the text
area,

• the Report PDF Export button exports in a PDF file
format the derivation tree and possible states of the
natural semantics of a program that was just performed,

• the Tree PDF Export button does the same thing as the
report export but without the states,

• the LaTeX Export button exports a LATEXsource file that
contains the derivation tree in it’s LATEXsource code form,
including information about what packages the user needs
to compile this tree in a comment.
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If no program has been performed yet, the download buttons
for PDF and LATEXexports are disabled until a successful
execution.

C. Robot grid

The robot grid (Figure 3) is the interpreter of possible states
on the interface. At first, it is initialized with the creation of the
whole grid and the robot on it. It utilizes the HTML Canvas
technology via the Paper.js library.

After the successful execution of the input program, the grid
is initialized with the program’s possible states. From these
states, all of the possible routes of the robot are created on
the said grid with the Paper.js library’s object – Path.Line.
All of these paths are hidden until later. The position of the
robot is determined based on the step of the program. The step
also determines which paths should be shown to the user to
form the robot’s path up until that point.

The initial state of the robot and the current state of the
robot are shown under the grid together with program stepping
controls in a form of buttons. These controls allow the user
to control which step of the program will be shown on the
graphical components of the application. Apart from manual
stepping, which the user can control with arrow buttons, the
controls also contain buttons Reset (for resetting the robot’s
position to the initial position) and Run-at-once. The Run-at-
once button is a functionality that provides automatic stepping
for the user. After pushing the button, other controls on the
grid are disabled and the user can follow the progress of the
visualization without further interfering with the progress of
the program.

Apart from changing the position of the robot and showing
its path, the stepping also causes to highlight some leaves of
the tree and some states in the list of states to inform the user
which part is being performed in this step.

D. Visualizing of natural semantics

Finally, we look at the graphical components for visual-
izing the natural semantics (Figure 5). The derivation tree
of natural semantics together with the lists of known states
(or state changes) is positioned at the bottom of the view.
After successful performing (program emulation), two areas
will be filled with these graphical components. The tokens
for visualizing the natural semantics are written in the form
of a LATEX source code and are passed to the component in
Vue.js to display them. Before they are displayed, they need
to be compiled (or transcompiled, Fig. 4) into a format which
allows displaying mathematical notation in web browsers (so
we can see static HTML output). This compilation is being
realized by the MathJax library, a JavaScript display engine for
mathematics, which provides tools to transform mathematical
LATEX equations into HTML and other formats. These are then
displayed to the user.

VI. EVALUATION BY SYSTEM USABILITY SCALE

In this section, we present the results of evaluation of the
usability of our natural semantics visualization for domain-
specific language.

The System Usability Scale (SUS) offers a quick and
effective way to evaluate the usability of tools and designs
[50]. The main reason we decided to use SUS is because
questionnaire template with 10 questions is readily available,
it is tested more then 35 years and it is reliable.

Semantics of Programming Languages is an obligatory
graduate (master) course at the Department of Computers and
Informatics, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics,
Technical University of Košice, Slovakia. So, first-year and
second-year of master study students are acquainted with topic
of the semantic methods.

The evaluation was conducted as follows. Students received
short description of the our visualisation tool with steps they
had to attend. They had to discover all features of the tool, and
to test different examples. Our tool was tested by 11 students
and we obtained a SUS score of 79.4 points, which is very
good score.

VII. CONCLUSION

This research focuses on the formulation and definition of
semantic methods for describing the meaning of programs in a
simple domain-specific language for controlling a robot in an
orthogonal system. It provides a software tool for formulating
semantic methods as a support in education to increase its
attractiveness.

Instead of using paper and pen, the users can easily apply
natural semantics via this web application. Although the robot
language is not particularly complex for now (it does not
include any loop or decision commands), it could be a good
introduction language for users to train their skills in natural
semantics. It generates the derivation tree and states, as well
as provides a way to visualize the state of the robot through
the grid. Also, the traverse of the program and its execution
step by step is available.

Further, we can make Project-Based Learning (PBL) ex-
periment with our students, whereof many studies claim that
significantly improves soft skills [51], [52]. PBL is a broadly
known approach that aims to improve motivation and learning
by engaging students in investigation with the aim of building
a product and/or solving a problem.

The application has room for further development, from the
point of view of language processing and the expansion of
visualization options. In the work [46], we showed the basic
version of the language, which is processed by the presented
software, and also the extended version of the language (with
a modified state extended by the angle of the direction of
movement). This expansion of the language would be an
appropriate milestone shortly. Another example is adding a
visualization of another semantics principle. Small help for
users can also be the addition of additional languages in which
the text is displayed on the page, as a support for the local
language and user environment.
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Abstract—When testers design test cases based only on spec-
ification, they can introduce significant redundancies into them
and also create gaps of untested software. More insight into the
impact of test cases on implementation can guide testers to design
more effective test cases to cover implementation and prevent
redundancies to save time. In this paper we describe challenges
of UI tester and how we can help them using coverage analysis
of UI source code. We prepared infrastructure to automatically
collect code coverage data from UI testing for further analysis.

Index Terms—code coverage, manual testing, UI testing

I. INTRODUCTION

Assuring quality of the software is demanding task but it
is important part of software development. It takes care of
testing of the product to confirm its correctness and reliability.
Improper testing can fail to detect critical software failures
causing huge losses. It is advised to test software earlier in
the development [1], because finding and fixing faults later
can be significantly more expensive [2].

Estimations say that 80% of software development cost
is spent on detecting and fixing defects [3]. This is why
researchers try to improve testing techniques, methods and
tools. We know multiple types of testing based on the size
of the software part that is subjected to testing. Hooda and
Chhillar’s [4] summarized main types of functional testing,
from which we selected three that are performed by testers
during the development:

• Unit testing. The lowest level of testing mainly performed
by developer to test the unit of code.

• Integration testing. Focuses on communication between
different modules of the system.

• System testing. Testing of the overall system deployed
in the target environment. This type of testing includes
testing of user interfaces (UI testing) and end-to-end
testing (E2E testing).

If testing is systematic and testers document their test cases,
certainly the most complex testing is the system testing. For
instance, in case of web application the tester tries to design
user scenarios that will reliably validate the functionality
against the specification. User scenarios are various ways how
a user can use the software. Ideally the tester will find every
possible use case of the software and will manually try it
to observe the behavior. If anything changes in behavior or
user interface, every affected scenario need to be retested.

The tester will invest too much time to find as many use
cases as possible, document them into test cases, try them
and then repeat the process after any change in the software
or specification.

In this example the tester designed test cases only based
on the specification. Richardson, O’Malley and Tittle [5]
identified two problems with this approach:

• significant redundancies may be introduced into test
cases,

• test cases based only on specification can create big gaps
of untested software.

The problems are caused by the big gap between the test
case and the source code as shown in figure ??. The tester
may design many test cases that in fact execute the same
part of the source code, in which case the test cases are
redundant or ineffective. Also there can be lot of source code
for functionalities not mentioned in specification.

Some of the time can be saved by automating the test
cases, so the tester does not need to test manually every time
something change. Contan, Dehelean and Miclea [6] stated
that automated UI testing (which falls under the system testing,
because it requires all modules to be integrated and working)
have the following negative attributes:

• UI tests are fragile, meaning that any small change in the
software can break many test cases, and

• UI tests are time consuming,
This is why we also need to know what test should be

selected for automation and which automated test cases should
be included in regression testing. In our research we want to
address following UI testing challenges:

1) Design test cases that do not validate the same function-
ality (prevent redundancy).

2) Select test cases for automation.
3) Select automated test cases for regression testing.
4) Save time by executing only those regression test cases

that are affected by a change in the source code.

II. PROVIDING INSIGHT FOR THE TESTER

What we think UI testing lacks is the reliable metric of
measurement. The tester cannot be sure how many test cases
they need to design and execute to fully cover all of the system.
There is also a difference if test cases are designed against the
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specification or the implementation. The tester may say, that
they designed a test case for every user story specified for
the software, but we do not really know how much of the
implemented source code is actually tested.

In comparison, for measuring unit testing we use code cov-
erage metrics to measure lines, statements, execution branches
and functions1 covered by tests [6]. But aim of the test cases
is to test small amount of code called units, usually functions.
With code coverage metric the tester knows how much of a
function was tested and if another test case is needed. Also the
tester can estimate how many test cases are needed to cover
all functions – entire implementation. This is not so simple in
UI testing.

UI test case is a scenario with steps. Every step is an action
performed on the UI of the application. Every action can
trigger one or more functions on the UI. Functions on the UI
can be, for example, calls to the REST API server. Such call
triggers action on the server side, which is another function.
The scope of the executed source code is so big, that we can
no longer speak about small isolated units. UI test case tests
multiple functions on the UI, multiple functions on the server
side and also the communication between them. Therefore we
cannot easily estimate how many “units” are left untested. But
we still can benefit from the code coverage analysis to identify
uncovered flows in the source code.

Coverage analysis of UI code has already been used in
various UI test automations to enhance efficiency of automa-
tion tools. Arnatovich, Ngo, Kuan and Soh [8] proposed
an approach to automate UI testing on Android applications
to achieve higher code coverage by exercising all of the
widgets. Wang, Yang, Xu and Xie in their paper [9] identified
exploration tarpits by analyzing UI traces during automation
testing. They stated that state-of-the-art mobile UI testing tools
produce low code coverage. Zou, Fand, Chen, Zhang and Zhao
in their paper [10] proposed a special coverage criteria for web
application testing, which combines source code coverage with
HTML element coverage, meaning that they not only analysed
executed functions, but also how many HTML elements of the
whole DOM tree were investigated during testing.

In this paper we focus on manual test designers to help
them face challenges that we further explain in following
subsections.

A. Identify Untested Software

If there are lines of code that are not tested by any UI test
case, the tester knows that work is not done. It means that there
are still some features that were implemented by developers,
but were never tested. It can be caused by one of at least three
reasons:

• some of the features were never specified, or
• specification changed and some features are no longer

needed,
• there are still unidentified test cases for some UI flows.

1https://istanbul.js.org/

Some features can be implemented only by assumptions of
the developers leaving specification incomplete. For example,
if the application handles user login and register flow, there
probably should be an option to reset password for users, if
they forgot. This feature can be assumed but developers and
implemented without the need of specification and detailed
acceptance criteria. If test cases are designed against specifi-
cation, this part of the system may be left untested.

In agile environment the specification can change during
development. It may occur that some features are no longer
needed and should be deactivated. In this case, developers
remove calls of related functions and may not delete the
unused source code. The old features are still implemented,
but cannot be tested by the tester.

Code coverage analysis on the UI can show uncovered
files, lines or functions that were never tested. To identify
reasons of uncovered parts we need someone that understands
source code to interpret it to the tester. The tester, who is not
familiar with the source code, will not benefit just from the
information about untested files or lines. Code coverage can
help in multiple ways, for developers to find some dead code,
and for testers to find either untested software, or missing
specification.

B. Prevent Redundancies

As we mentioned in section I, testing only by specification
can introduce significant redundancies into test cases. This is
because the tester tries to verify everything what they see on
the UI, but some tested parts uses the same implementation.
For example, the tester may design test case for every form on
the web application, but in the implementation all of the forms
use the same component. This way we do not learn anything
new from the additional test cases, because component was
already tested by another test case.

To prevent redundancies we need to analyse code coverage
of every test case separately and compare the results to
see the overlap. If many test cases test the same part of
implementation, the tester should probably focus on different
features of the UI. Saputra and Katayama [11] measured unit
test case similarity by their code coverage using machine
learning methods. They confirmed reduction of redundant test
cases to minimize execution time and enhance quality.

Measurement of similarity between test cases can help the
UI tester during design phase. Any new designed test case
should be compared with existing test cases and the similarity
should show the tester that this test case is redundant with
another. This way we can encourage the tester to try different
approach to find test case that is more efficient.

C. Prioritize Test Cases for Automation

Code coverage of UI test cases can be useful to determine
what test cases are worth automating first. We can use similar
approach as in previous subsection for redundancy prevention.
From the group of similar test cases we can choose one with
the most covered lines of code.
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Another benefit of code coverage is detection of changes.
When new change is introduced in the source code, we can find
test cases affected by the change based on their code coverage
and include test cases into regression only if we benefit from
the result.

III. THE EXPERIMENT

Usually unit test frameworks contain tool for analysing code
coverage. Analysis is run during testing to see how much
code is covered by all tests. We intend to analyse connection
between the source code and the test case, so we will focus
on collecting coverage data for every test case separately. For
further research of the challenges stated in previous section we
need to collect coverage data from the project that face such
challenges. We prepared infrastructure to collect data from
code coverage analysis on the UI source code.

For purpose of this research we used the commercial
web application project that consists of REST API backend
application, web user interface and other modules. The UI
is implemented in TypeScript using Angular framework. Size
of the UI is more than 107 thousand lines of code in 1642
typescript files, and more than 24 thousand lines of HTML
code. UI application is deployed and served from S3 cloud
storage. Backend infrastructure consist of many lambda func-
tions deployed on AWS platform. Development team consist
of 8 full stack developers, 3 machine learning specialists and 3
testers. One of the testers is also test automation programmer.

A. Testing flow

Testers design end-to-end (UI) test cases for requested
features of the application. They are also entrusted to formulate
specification for the features. Test cases are grouped by the
user story, which has feature description and criteria. If the
specification change, test cases are adjusted accordingly and
retested to assure that no new faults were introduced (in test
case or implementation). Tests are managed using Zephyr
Squad tool2 for Jira Software3.

Test case include test scenario formulated in sequence of
steps, and preconditions that need to be met before testing.
Additionally, it may contain more detailed precondition de-
scription for automation, like username and password for the
user dedicated to automation test.

These test cases are executed manually and some of them
are selected for automation. Automation testing is handled by
Robot framework4 with Selenium Library. Robot framework
allows to use simple domain specific language similar to
natural language. However, automation tester still needs to
locate objects on the web page and define them in automa-
tion test cases. Also automation tester needs to handle more
sophisticated operations, like click-and-wait action on the UI.

For comparison, test scenario from test case defined in
Zephyr tool is showed in table I and automation test case from
Robot Framework is showed in table II. We would like to note

2https://smartbear.com/test-management/zephyr-squad/
3https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
4https://robotframework.org/

that steps in Robot Framework test case are custom keywords,
those keywords define sub-steps needed to accomplish specific
action. Sub-steps can be locating elements, checking values
and waiting for elements to be visible.

TABLE I
TEST SCENARIO IN TEST CASE

- Test Step Test Result
1 Tap on Sign Up button (green). Signup page is loaded.
2 Check *Sign up* section. *Sign up* section contains: ...
3 Fill email.
4 Click on Sign Up button. ...

TABLE II
TEST CASE IN ROBOT FRAMEWORK

Test case name
Click ${signup btn}
Check Sign up section
Fill email email@example.com
Click ${signup btn}

While test cases from Zephyr tool are executed and eval-
uated manually by manual testers, Robot Framework test
cases are executed automatically when source code is updated.
Currently all up-to-date test cases are included in regression
testing.

B. Collecting Code Coverage Data

Our automation test cases are executed on fully deployed
application, from which we cannot easily extract coverage in-
formation. To collect code coverage data from test executions
we prepared an infrastructure, that is used in a software clone.
In software clone we adjusted UI of the application so it can
provide information about executed lines of the source code.

As we mentioned earlier, application is programmed in
TypeScript language. If we want to know which lines of the
source code were executed, we need to instrument the code
with additional functions. For this we used command line tool
NYC5. Tool works the best on the JavaScript code, so we had
to build the application before instrumenting.

Instrumented code contains function before each statement,
line or condition. Every function increment one of the follow-
ing counters:

• lines,
• statements,
• branches, and
• functions.
Built application code by default does not provide con-

nection between statements in the built code and original
TypeScript code. In order to actually see how many lines of the
original source code is covered, we need to enable source maps
to connect transpiled code to original code. Then NYC tool
needs to recalculate source maps again to match instrumented
code.

5https://istanbul.js.org/
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NYC tool identifies every instrumented source file with its
absolute path. This is an issue if we instrument code on some
machine and then work with the coverage data on another.
When we downloaded coverage data (which is a JSON object)
from the web browser on our local machine, we could not
generate a readable coverage report, because reporter tool
could not validate the path of the files. However, existence of
the actual files was not required to generate the report, only
their base paths (project path) was validated. We solved this
behavior by adjusting NYC tool to work only with relative
paths.

We added additional step to every automated test case. This
step downloads coverage data JSON object from the browser
when test case is finished. We are interested in code coverage
even if the test case fails, so we defined tear-down step, which
will be executed on the end of any test case. Coverage data
object is saved into JSON file named the same as the test case,
so we can pair them when we will analyse them later. After
JSON file is created, we generate coverage report from it and
include it in the Robot Framework test report. Coverage report
is showed in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Example of code coverage report in LCOV HTML format.

Robot Framework report, Code Coverage reports and orig-
inal code coverage JSON files are stored on S3 cloud storage
for further analysis.

C. Observation

Using our infrastructure we collected code coverage data for
further analysis. We observed that percentage of code coverage
is very similar for every test case (about 22%), even if they
test entirely different features. Most of it is probably caused
by same setup step, which is logging into the application.
Currently it is necessary to handle login separately for every
test case.

To solve this we need to reset coverage counters (see
subsection III-B) after test preconditions are met, for example
after user is logged into the system. Other solution could be
to label code coverage from just login action and subtract it
from the final coverage.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we described infrastructure for collecting
code coverage data from UI test cases designed by manual
testers. For the research we used commercial web application
project with UI developed in Angular framework. Collection
is realized by test automation and resulting code coverage data
are saved for further analysis.

We plan to use this data to address challenges mentioned in
sections I and II. We believe that we can help testers design
more efficient test cases if we provide them information about
the impact of their test cases on implementation.
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Abstract— Electroencephalography (EEG) and a brain-

computer interface (BCI) are relatively young technologies, that 

in some cases could replace the classic computer mouse control. 

We are using EEG and BCI to control computer games, which 

have always been very popular with people of all ages. In the 

paper, we focus on using the Epoc helmet for controlling two 

games, which we created in the Unity game engine. In the first 

game "Ball and Mind" the player's task is to navigate a ball 

from start to finish through a maze. The second game, 

"Objector of Mind“, is focused on avoiding obstacles with an 

Epoc helmet. The player controls a cube and he has to avoid 

obstacles that come to him with a gap.  

Keywords—EEG, BCI, Emotive, Epoc, Insight, Unity, games 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Today, technologies make our lives easier every day - they 
help us in our homes, at work, and in our free time. Some 
people can no longer imagine their existence without them - 
especially people who are bedridden, cannot speak or move 
their body (they are paralysed) can use 
electroencephalography (EEG) and the brain-computer 
interface (BCI) technology. The BCI applications based on 
EEG use a non-invasive technique to measure brain activity. 
The captured signals are then fed into machine learning 
algorithms. Machine learning algorithms are designed to 
capture EEG brain activity associated with certain emotions, 
actions, and expressions. When the algorithms identify the 
corresponding brain activity captured through the EEG, the 
BCI then transfers the commands to an external device such 
as a robotic arm, a wheelchair, or just within the local device 
to a specific programme that records the command and 
executes the defined functionality. 

Richard Caton in 1875 used a galvanometer to detect small 
electrical signals that occurred in nerve cells and made the first 
known neurophysiological recordings with animals. These 
animal experiments were necessary to confirm that nerve cells 
use some form of electricity as a means of transmitting 
information. The development of recording electrical activity 
took another half-century before it could be applied to 
humans. [1]. Hans Berger, the German psychiatrist, pioneered 
EEG (electroencephalography) in humans. He developed a 
recording technique by attaching an electrode to the scalp, 
similar to how it is done now. Berger was the first person to 
noninvasively record the electrical activity of the human brain. 
[2]. One of Berger's great discoveries was that the brain emits 
different electrical waves. In 1929 he published his first paper 
on EEG, "Über das Elektrenkephalogramm des Menschen", in 
which he named them alpha and beta waves. These definitions 
remain an important part of modern EEG analysis. [2] 

By the 1960s, digital equipment was available that 
allowed, for example, the application of Fourier analysis to 
EEG data and the extraction of spectral or frequency content 

for the signal. Advances in technology meant that the data 
could be analysed in much greater detail, also because of the 
larger number of electrodes. [3]. 

The concept of neurofeedback emerged, which was about 
training users to control their brain frequencies using auditory 
or visual feedback. The most popular training was alpha 
versus theta, where users trained their minds to produce more 
alpha waves and fewer theta waves. [3] 

Recent advances in BCI research suggest that new and 
innovative developments or combined solutions using EEG 
and BCI or eye-head tracking technology could emerge in the 
near future. The successes of EEG and the possibility of 
developing new BCI systems have clearly provided a boost to 
the research field, which is being pursued by a large number 
of researchers in a variety of fields, such as neuroscientists, 
physicians, electrical engineers, and clinical rehabilitation 
specialists. Currently, many researchers are conducting 
studies on the use of EEG devices, such as Epoc helms. 
Ramirez and Vamvakousis in their studies [5] conducted 
research on the machine learning approach to detect emotions 
from brain activity, recorded as an electroencephalograph 
(EEG) with the Emotic Epoc device, during auditory 
stimulation. Benitez et al. [6] conducted research using the 
Emotiv EPOC to acquire raw EEG signals and proposes an 
automatic eyewink interpretation system based on raw EEG 
signal analysis for the human-machine interface as a possible 
aid for people with disabilities. Ranky and Adamovich [7] 
used in their research Emotiv EPOC to control an external 
robotic arm to determine if it was suitable for peripheral 
control. Badcock et al. [8] used Emotiv EPOC to measure 
auditor quality research ERPs. Babusiak et al. [9] described an 
investigation of brain activity while playeing a serious game. 
Almagor et al. [10] in their reserch used autoencoders to 
denoise cross-session non-stationarity in EEG based motor 
imagery BCI. Rosipal et al. [11] presented their BCI system 
with a head-mounted virtual reality display for the motor 
rehabilitation of patients with stroke. Zakrzewski, Stasiak and 
Wojciechowski [12] presented in their research EEG-based 
BCI designed for classification of motor imagery tasks. 
Koreko et al. [13] conducted an experiment to evaluate the 
capacity of a 3D virtual space to stimulate cognitive functions, 
where they created two game prototypes, where they used 
EEG measurements. 

 EEG DEVICES 

When selecting EEG equipment, we must take into 
account several aspects that can affect the resulting 
measurements and the price of the equipment itself. 
Categorising devices by price is probably the simplest, with 
the rule that the more expensive the device, the better the 
quality. 
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Inexpensive devices include NeuroSky and Muse. They 
offer neurofeedback solutions to help improve meditation and 
sleep, although the research potential of these devices is 
ultimately limited. OpenBCI's devices originated as a startup, 
but they have expanded the original concept to include an 
open source 3D printed cap.  Emotiv devices are also available 
as wireless devices, which gives the respondent the ability to 
move more freely.  

Mid-range devices offer a greater number of channels and 
operate without the use of a conductive solution, accelerating 
both the handling of the device and the actual experience of 
use. This includes devices from ANT Neuro, Cognionics, 
G.tec, Neuroelectrics, and Wearable Sensing. 

High-price devices have a large number of electrode 
channels. This includes devices from Brain Product, BioSema. 
These systems represent the highest quality EEG devices 
currently available.  

II. GAME DEVELOPMENT 

Ordinary households are already fairly well equipped with 
ICT devices - they have one or more computers, mobile 
devices (mobiles, tablets), some even have game consoles. 
Gaming, not only among children, is quite common 
nowadays. 

When we want to create games, we have different game 
engines at our disposal. The two most dominant free 
environments currently available for non-commercial use are 
Unity and Unreal Engine. 

Both are so-called cross-platform engines, which means 
that we can use them to develop and then export games for 
multiple types of devices and systems. It is possible to create 
3D and 2D scenes in the programme [14].  

These game engines also support various user-experience 
devices. For example, we can create a game or an app that we 
control with eye tracking devices or even apps controlled by 
EEG helmets. 

A. EEG devices  

In our application, we decided to use the Unity 
environment for creating an app controlled by EEG helmets, 
Emotiv Epoc+, which consists of 14 channel EEG, 9 axis 
motion sensors, and could be connected with Bluetooth Low 
Energy. Figure 1 shows Epoc+ device. 

 

Fig.  1.   Emotive Epoc+ device. 

B. Connection and communication of Emotive devices with 

BCI and Unity development 

To connect the EEG helmets of Emotive with the Unity 
environment, we need to implement a special extension using 
the Cortex API in the Unity environment, which ensures 
communication with the Emotiv BCI programme, in which we 
have created an account and learnt commands. For 
communication via the Cortex API to work, it is necessary to 
create a new Cortex project on the manufacturer's official 
website. After the project is created, a unique project and 
client identifier will be generated along with a password. 

The communication between the application created in 
Unity and the data from Emotiv BCI was done within the local 
network via WebSocket.  Processing of the transmitted data 
was done with the help of three main scripts. 
BrainFramework, EventManager, and Response. 

In the main BrainFramework script, values are initially 
assigned to the following variables: 

• socketUrl – WebSocket url on which the 
communication will take place, 

• clientId - client identifier created in the Cortex project, 

• clientSecret – client password created in the Cortex 
project, 

• headsetId – Emotiv device identifier, 

• profile – the name of the account in the Emotiv BCI. 

Furthermore, the script defines variables for 
communication and a new class for easier handling of Emotiv 
BCI commands. An important function that is called first 
before communication starts is "Start()". This function has the 
task of establishing communication based on a sequence of 
calls to other functions to perform the following actions: 

• Verify that the user exists, and, if so, try to log them in; 

• verify that the user has the necessary access and 
permissions; 

• If the previous points are met, load the user's profile 
with his learnt command; 

• If the previous points are met, the result is a working 
communication link. 

Once the connection is successfully established, 
communication begins with data and commands sent from the 
Emotiv BCI programme.  Figure 2 shows the code of the 
Start() function. 
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Fig. 2.   Unity methods for EEG communication. 

Once the connection is successfully established, 
communication is initiated, and the programme Emotiv BCI 
starts sending data and commands, which are filtered by the 
"_message" function, and all sequentially intercepted 
commands are assigned in the class instance 
"BRAIN_CLASS" according to their categorisation from the 
Emotiv BCI programme command, eyeAction, 
upperFaceAction, and lowerFaceAction. 

 Figure 3 shows the message function. 

 

Fig. 3.   Message function for communication between Emotive BCI and 

Unity. 

III. THE BALL AND MIND GAME 

In the analyzation phase of our application we defined a 
few requirements that our game should meet: compatible with 
Windows 10 (most of the computers with operating system 
Windows have this version), executable without installation, 
and must work with Emotiv's devices Insight, Epoc, Flex. The 
game should include easy navigation, and the actual control 
and gameplay should not be complicated. 

We have designed a game concept where the player's task 
is to navigate a ball from start to finish through a maze, with 
three levels available. The game changes the difficulty of the 
game, which increases as the level increases. To make it not 
as easy for the player, the levels gradually remove the safety 

walls that serve as a barrier against falling out of the maze, 
which means the end of the game for the player. 

The process of creating our game was divided into the 
phase of preparing the graphic elements, programming the 
functionalities, and testing the functionality. For the actual 
creation, we needed to have Unity version 2021.2.16f1 
installed on the computer, the Emotiv Launcher, and a new 
Unity 2D project created with the "Brain Framework" 
extension imported, which is very important because without 
it the communication with the Emotiv devices would not 
work. The extension itself contains all the necessary 
components for the proper functioning of the communication, 
and also practical demonstrations of how to use and link the 
code with Emotiv devices. 

A. The opening scene 

The opening scene also includes marble and textual 
information that the player can move the marble left and right 
using the learnt Emotiv BCI commands.  Figure 4 shows the 
opening scene. 

 

Fig. 4.   Menu screen of our application. 

B. Game scene and game levels 

The principle of the game itself is about getting from the 
start to the finish line, where the user has to collect the highest 
possible score, and the maximum number of attempts is set at 
3 lives. It is necessary to display this information to the player. 
That is why we added them to the top panel, where there is 
also a button that can be used to get to the opening scene. The 
upper panel is the playing surface. When launched, the 
player's green ball is placed in the starting position in the upper 
left corner of the scene. Below the starting platform, other 
platforms are available, which form several possible paths that 
the player can take to reach the destination.  Figure 5 shows 
the playing surface of the game. 

 

Fig. 5.   Play surface of the game. 
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Green boxes on the platforms add scores when the player's 
ball passes through the box, with only one box adding one 
score at a time. 

 The player can restart the game and start again from the 
first level or return to the opening scene.  Figure 6 shows the 
panel when the player's lives are spent. 

 

Fig. 6.   Game over window of our game. 

When the player manages to cross the finish line on the 
yellow platform marked "Finish", the next level is loaded 
(there are three available levels).  

 If the player reaches the finish at level three, they will be 
shown a success bar with information about the score they 
have achieved. The player can then either restart the game and 
start over from the first level or return to the opening scene.  
Figure 7 shows the panel after successfully completing the 
game. 

 

Fig. 7.   Screen with the completion of the game successfully. 

C. Game Testing 

A total of fourteen people of different ages and genders 
tested the game on the Emotiv Epoc device.  For six 
respondents, there was a problem with the initial settings that 
was caused by poor contact of the sensors with the scalp 
because the respondents had long or thick hair. One 
respondent was unable to successfully make the initial settings 
and so was unable to continue. 

Before playing the game, the respondents had to perform 
a command learning process where they learnt to move an 
object to the right and left. They rated the learning process as 
very difficult and lengthy and some started to show signs of 
nervousness and mild aggression. On average, it took one 
respondent one hour to learn one command. 

The overall evaluation of our game was very favourable 
and the game received a good response, and the respondents 
would like to play it at home but with the classic computer 
keyboard control, as the control using Emotiv devices was a 

problem for them and they did not enjoy the gaming 
experience enough. 

To get better feedback from the respondents who tested the 
game, we developed an online form with nine questions and 
additional space for them to express their opinion. 

 Thirteen respondents completed the questionnaire. Our 
plan was to test on a larger sample of respondents, but due to 
the situation with the Covid-19 pandemic and the more 
difficult preparation before testing, unfortunately this was not 
possible. 

  Figure 8 shows a graph of the responses to the question of 
whether they had ever heard of playing a computer game using 
EEG, where most of the respondents said no.  Figure 9 shows 
a graph of the responses for our next question, whether the 
respondents had ever tried playing a computer game using 
EEG, and all answered that they had not. 

 

Fig. 8.   The questionnaire question: Have you ever played a computer game 

using EEG? 

 

Fig. 9. The questionnaire question: Have you ever tried playing the EEG 

computer game? 

To the question "What the respondents liked about our 
game?", they answered as follows: simple and clear design, it 
was something new and interesting for them, playing through 
the levels. 

To the question "What the respondents did not like about 
our game?" they answered: only 3 levels were available, 
unusual, and harder to control, and no history of the recorded 
score. 

From the responses to our questionnaire, it seems that we 
should add the functionality to record the scores in the history, 
so that the player can later see what scores he was able to 
record in the past. We should also add more levels to the game. 
We cannot control the actual control problems using the 
learned commands. 
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IV. OBJECTOR OF MIND GAME 

Similarly to the previous game, we defined the same 
requirements for this second game: minimum compatibility 
with the Windows 10, the ability to run the game without 
installation, and game control using Emotive devices (Insight, 
Epoc, Flex). The game should contain simple navigation, and 
the control and playing of the game itself should not be 
complicated. Music and sound effects should be available in 
the game, and the volume for music and sound effects should 
be adjustable separately. 

We designed a game concept where the player controls a 
cube with which he can move edgeways, while coming to him 
are walls separated by a gap, which the player must hit in order 
to avoid the impact and successfully pass the obstacle. The 
player's task is also to collect as many points and bonus tokens 
as possible, for which he can then buy improvements in the 
store that can be used while playing the game. 

We have divided the process of creating our game into a 
phase of preparing graphic elements, programming 
functionalities, and testing functionality. We used the same 
version of Unity, Emotive Launcher programmeme, and the 
extension "Brain Framework" as for the game "The Ball and 
Mind" to create the second game.  

A. The opening scene, daily reward, score, and settings 

We started the creation with the opening scene, which is 
displayed immediately after turning on the application. Figure 
10 shows the opening scene. In the opening scene, there are 
buttons: 

• Start – starting the game, 

• Score – scene with table top 5 scores, 

• Exit – the game shuts down, 

• Shop image – a scene with a shop, 

• Setting image –  loads the settings scene. 

 

Fig.  10.   Menu screen of our application. 

 An important part of the opening scene is also the display 
of lives that the player has available and can use while playing 
the game if he encounters an obstacle. Once every 24 hours, 
after turning on the game, a panel will appear in the opening 
scene, which informs the player about obtaining a daily 
reward, namely: 2 lives and 10 tokens. Figure 11 shows the 
daily reward panel. 

 

Fig.  11.   Daily reward screen. 

To prevent abuse of this functionality based on date and 
time changes on the local computer, the time data are obtained 
from an external source in the "TimeManager" script. Getting 
from an external source is done in the "GetTime()" function. 
Figure 12 shows the script code. 

 

Fig.  12.   Code for reward functionality. 

 Figure 13 shows the setting scene. 

 

Fig.  13.   Setting scene of the game. 

Figure 14 shows the score table. 
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Fig.  14.   Scene with score table. 

 The player can use the tokens collected to buy upgrades in 
the store that will help him to achieve the highest possible 
score in the game. There are three options to choose from in 
the store: 

• Defence shield - costs 15 tokens, once activated, the 
player can pass through obstacles, 

• Slowdown - costs 10 tokens, when activated slows 
down the arrival of obstacles, 

• Acceleration - costs 10 tokens, when activated, the 
arrival of obstacles will be accelerated. 

To buy an upgrade, the player must click on the "Buy" 
button, which will call the function belonging to the given 
upgrade. The function checks if the player has enough tokens. 
If so, then the number of specific improvements will increase 
by one piece and the number of player tokens will be 
decreased by the specified amount. Figure 15 shows a scene 
with a shop. 

 

Fig.  15.   Shop scene for buying game upgrades. 

B. Game scene and game levels 

The principle of the game itself is about moving a cube 
and trying to avoid obstacles which come to the player with 
some gap. The player has to collect as many points and bonus 
tokens as possible, for which he can then buy improvements 
in the store that can be used while playing the game. Figure 16 
shows the beginning of the game (countdown). 

 

Fig.  16.   Countdown of the game. 

Figure 17 shows the main game scene.  

 

Fig.  17.   Main screen – merge with obstacles. 

Obstacles are created on the playing platform with a 
randomly placed gap through which the player must pass. The 
speed of creating obstacles increases as time increases, while 
the gap between obstacles also gradually narrows. 

A player's cube can collide with multiple types of objects. 
The collision is evaluated using the "OnCollisionEnter" 
function and then comparing the tag of the object in the 
collision. Collisions with an object marked "AddScore" will 
increase the player's score by one point. Collisions with an 
object marked "AddGold" increase the number of tokens by 
one. If a collision occurs with an object marked "Enemy" and 
the player does not have a shield activated, it will be checked 
to see if they have available lives, and if they do, they will be 
shown a panel telling them if they want to use one life and 
continue. If the player has no more life or does not want to use 
it, the game ends, and a panel with the achieved score is 
displayed. Figure 18 shows a panel with the possibility of 
spending a life to continue the game. 

 

Fig.  18.   Game over screen. 
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C. Game Testing 

Fourteen people of different ages and genders tested the 
game again. 

Similarly to when testing the game "Ball and Mind", the 
respondents had to perform a process of learning commands 
when they learnt to move an object to the right and left. After 
successfully completing the command learning phase, the 
respondents started playing and testing the Objector of Mind 
game. The general evaluation of our game was again very 
positive, and the game received an even better response than 
the first Ball and Mind game. Respondents could imagine it as 
a good game that they would play at home, but with classic 
control using a computer keyboard, because control using 
Emotive devices was a problem for them and they did not 
enjoy the game experience to a sufficient extent. 

When asked what the respondents liked about our game, 
they answered as follows: nicely processed graphics and the 
overall concept of the game, it was something new and 
interesting for them. 

When asked what the respondents did not like about our 
game, they responded as follows: there could be more visual 
and sound effects, sometimes the hit boxes on obstacles did 
not work correctly, and they also expressed dissatisfaction 
with the control using EEG. 

From the answers to our questions in the questionnaire it 
follows that we should add more visual and sound effects. We 
should also check and possibly correct the correct functioning 
of the hit boxes on obstacles. We cannot influence problems 
with the control itself using learnt commands. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In the article, we briefly analyse the possibilities of using 
EEG and BCI technologies to control games using Emotiv 
helmets. We described two created games that can be 
controlled using Emotiv devices: Insight, Epoc, Flex. Unity, 
the development program with an implemented extension for 
communicating and capture learned commands from the 
Emotiv BCI program, was used to create the games. The 
created games are especially suitable for people who want to 
try a new way of controlling computer games. Based on the 
answers to the questionnaire, we think that EEG devices could 
be interesting tools for future games. We will continue to 
create other games controlled by these devices. 
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Abstract—We teach the subject of the semantics of pro-
gramming languages at the graduate level, where we present
different approaches to the definition of formal semantics for
imperative languages. In this paper, we present a new teaching
tool for visualization of semantics computation of a toy imperative
language by the small-step semantic method. We have developed
a responsive web application that simulates a computation of a
program’s semantics as is done by hand on a blackboard.

Index Terms—Imperative paradigm, Jane language, Small
step semantics, Structural operational semantics, Teaching tool,
Visualization, While language

I. INTRODUCTION

Teaching formal methods in theoretical computer science to
graduate or undergraduate students is a challenging task. Our
research group the ”Theory of programming” is involved in
teaching several classes dedicated to formal methods, such
as formal languages, type theory, logic for informaticians,
and semantics of programming languages. In the class of
semantics of programming languages, we work with a sim-
ple imperative language, and we show how one can define
its semantics formally. We use several semantical methods,
including structural operational semantics (sometimes called
small-step semantics). We use classical (mathematical) meth-
ods of teaching those subjects i.e. using blackboards. But then
the covid pandemic came. We had to switch to online teaching.
That was a big challenge for us. We started to use graphical
tablets to simulate a blackboard during an online class, but
there was still missing a student-teacher interaction. Therefore,
we have decided to develop a series of visualization tools, that
would simulate a process of computation as it is done by hand
on a blackboard during a class. In this paper, we discuss the
development of a tool for a simulation of structural operational
semantics. This paper is the continuation of research [1]. Here
we discuss the development of the tool in more detail and its
deployment in the teaching process in the winter semester of
2022/2023.

In recent years visualization of different algorithms and
scientific concepts became a very popular educational tech-
nique. Although, it is not so much about, that this is the
best method of presenting the information, but rather, that
it is a different look at the same problem, which could be

more appropriate for some people. According to different
cognitive research, discussed in the article ”The theoretical
cognitive process of visualization for science education” [2]
(Construction of knowledge using visual models), in process
of learning individual is developing his own understanding
of the problem, based on the information, that is received
in different forms. That means the understanding one has,
isn’t always the understanding, that was intended to deliver to
them. Nevertheless, different representation forms of the same
problem are giving more valuable information to process, so
we can conclude, that offering other representations of the
problem increases the probability of better understanding and
also the probability of quicker learning.

II. RELATED WORKS

The development of visualization teaching tools become
very popular, especially, during the recent pandemic times,
when universities had to switch to online teaching. But, similar
tools were developed even before the pandemic, such as ”an
interactive modeling framework” for graph rewriting [3], or
the RISCAL software – a model checker for mathematical
theories and algorithms, in university courses on logic, formal
methods, and formal modeling [4], or ”SLGeometry dynamic
geometry software” for creating and interactive teaching and
learning materials [5]. Similar applications are used in topics
dedicated to e.g. the regular expressions theory, especially
building state diagrams for regular expressions Debuggex [6],
which is helping students to understand some principles of
building mentioned diagrams. Another interesting tool for
the subject of ”Algorithms and Data Structures” uses some
algorithm visualizing like Structure Visualizations made at
the University of San Francisco [7], or visualization of graph
algorithms [8].

In our previous works, we have also started to develop an
environment for online teaching. We have started with the
type theory course [9] and we have developed a hardening
script to secure such an online server [10]. Currently, we
are developing a complex online environment for the subject
of the semantics of programming languages (this paper is
dedicated to one part of it). We have defined the categorical
model of NBL [11] and a visualization tool for it [12],
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and we implemented similar applications for visualization of
the structural operational semantics [13], natural operational
semantics [14], implementation of operational semantics [15],
and denotational semantics [16]. Currently, we are working
also on visualization of our model of BDI logic for which, we
have defined architecture [17], [18].

III. STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER

In this paper, we start with the definition of the used simple
imperative language i.e., its syntax and semantics. Then, we
present the results of our analyses dedicated to popular parser
generators, and we justify the reasons for choosing specific
technologies. Next, we explain how our tool was implemented
and describe its functionality and features. In the end, we
present the results of user testing and evaluation of our tool
by the System Usability Scale (SUS) form.

IV. SIMPLE IMPERATIVE LANGUAGE

In this section, we introduce a very short definition of the
used toy programming language, also known as While [19].
We use the notation of the language definition and structural
operational semantics according to the book ”Semantics of
Programming Languages” [20], where the language is called
Jane.

The definition of the used language will consist of defini-
tions of abstract syntax and semantics.

A. Definition of abstract syntax

We use the language of the imperative paradigm, so we
expect only arithmetic and Boolean expressions. The syntactic
areas are the following:

n ∈ Num for numbers
x ∈ Var for variables
e ∈ Expr for arithmetic expressions
b ∈ Bexpr for Boolean expressions
S ∈ Statm for statements

The production rules for our syntactic areas:

e ::= n | x | e+ e | e− e | e ∗ e
b ::= true | false | e = e | e ≤ e | ¬b | b ∧ b
S ::= x := e | skip | S;S | if b then S else S |

while b do S

B. Semantics definition

In this section, we define the semantic areas and semantic
functions for the production rules. Here, we define semantics
for arithmetic and boolean expressions by semantical equiv-
alencies. Semantics for statements by structural operational
semantics will be defined in section IV-C.

There are three semantic areas:
• Z – set of integers;
• B = {tt, ff} – set of Boolean values;
• State = Var → Z – set of the different program states.

Here the single element of the set State is state s and it
is a semantic function.

First let’s take a look at the semantic function s, which repre-
sents the single state (an abstract representation of computer
memory) of the program:

s : Var→ Z.

By applying this semantic function on a variable x ∈ Var
we’ll get an integer value from set Z:

s x ∈ Z.

Next, we specify a semantic function for arithmetic expres-
sions:

E : Expr→ State→ Z

We also need to define the semantic function for different
forms of arithmetic expressions:

E [[n]]s = N [[n]]
E [[x]]s = s x
E [[e1 + e2]]s = E [[e1]]s ⊕ E [[e2]]s
E [[e1 − e2]]s = E [[e1]]s 	 E [[e2]]s
E [[e1 ∗ e2]]s = E [[e1]]s ⊗ E [[e2]]s

The second semantic function is the one for Boolean expres-
sions. As a variable can be part of a Boolean expression, we
need an element from the set of states as a second argument:

B : Bexpr→ State→ B.

Now we can take a look at the definition of semantic
function for different forms of Boolean expressions:

B[[true]]s = tt
B[[false]]s = ff

B[[e1 = e2]]s =

{
tt, if E [[e1]]s = E [[e2]]s

ff, otherwise

B[[e1 ≤ e2]]s =

{
tt, if E [[e1]]s ≤ E [[e2]]s

ff, otherwise

B[[¬b]]s =

{
tt, if B[[b]]s = ff
ff, otherwise

B[[b1 ∧ b2]]s =


tt, if B[[b1]]s = tt

and B[[b2]]s = tt
ff, otherwise

C. Definition of Structural Operational Semantics of our Lan-
guage

In operational semantics, the program analysis is repre-
sented in form of configurations. The single configuration will
look as follows:

〈S, s〉,

where S is a statement from set Statm and s is a state from
set State.
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Program execution is represented as a transition between
configurations, which may lead to two different results:
• 〈S, s〉 ⇒ s’ – transition from configuration 〈S, s〉 to the

resulting state s’,
• 〈S, s〉 ⇒ 〈S’, s’〉 – transition from the configuration 〈S, s〉

to the next configuration.
Inference rules will define, what will be the result of a

transition from one configuration to either a new configuration
or a new state.

The rules are in the following form:

< S, s >⇒ α,

where α can be:
• s′,
• < S′, s′ > .

Our syntactical domain for commands is Statm, and we
model a change of state by the following semantical function:

Sos : Stam→ State ⇀ State, (1)

which is defined as follows:

SosJSKs =

{
s′, if 〈S, s〉 ⇒∗ s′,
⊥, otherwise.

(2)

The function (2) is defined over the elements of the produc-
tion rule for statements (section IV-A) by the inference rules
below. An inference rule has the following shape:

transition1, . . . transitionn, condition

transition
(rule name). (3)

Axioms are written in a single line, as they don’t need any
condition or premises to be executed. We have the following
axioms:
• 〈x := e, s〉 ⇒ s[x 7→ E [[e]]s] (1os) – for assign

instruction,

• 〈skip, s〉 ⇒ s (2os) – for an empty statement.
Next, we have the inference rules for a sequence of statements:
• the first rule, for a situation, when statement S1 cannot

be executed in one step,

〈S1, s〉 ⇒ 〈S′1, s′〉
〈S1;S2, s〉 ⇒ 〈S′1;S2, s′〉

(31os),

• the second rule, for a situation, when statement S1 can
be executed in one step.

〈S1, s〉 ⇒ s′

〈S1;S2, s〉 ⇒ 〈S2, s′〉
(32os).

Then we have a conditional statement, for which we have two
inference rules, which depends on the condition are defined
as follows:
• True condition:

B[[b]]s = tt

〈if b then S1 else S2, s〉 ⇒ 〈S1, s〉
(4ttos).

• False condition:
B[[b]]s = ff

〈if b then S1 else S2, s〉 ⇒ 〈S2, s〉
(4ffos ).

The last inference rule is for the loop statement and in our
case, it will be transformed into a semantically equivalent
conditional statement:

〈while b do S, s〉 ⇒

〈if b then (S;while b do S) else skip〉 (5os)

V. PARSER GENERATOR

When we’re dealing with the translation of a program, there
is a lot of work to do, to fulfill a pretty common task, as there
are a lot of domain-specific languages, that require repeating
the whole process. As a result, tools like ANTLR [21] and
many others were developed to make solving the problem
much easier.

We can generate both lexical and syntactical analyzers just
by defining the grammar in the Backus-Naur form or the
Extended Backus-Naur form. Although, this will be true for
a whole bunch of tools, but the ANTLR’s main advantage is
that ANTLR offers a lot of useful examples, documentation,
and many guides, created by the community. Other tools like
JS/CC [22], Lapg [23], Peggy [24], etc. They just don’t have
the right amount of users to provide all that, as when a
tool constantly keeps updating, authors can’t always produce
enough documentation with it.

Another core property of a tool, that is worth considering
is performance. In our particular case, this won’t be such a
problem, as we’re not expecting very large input programs.
The reason for this is, that app was conceived as a learning
software.

The next important thing is the environment, that runs our
parser generator. In our case, it is either client-side or server-
side. Some tools support only server-side environments, which
is also a possible way of implementation. The point here is,
that ANTLR supports both client-side and server-side environ-
ments and there are not many other tools with such flexibility.
In addition, there are some other useful plugins and tools,
that ANTLR or its community offers. For example, ANTLR
grammar syntax highlighting plugins for different code editors
e.g. light ones VS Code [25], jEdit [26], proprietary IDEs like
Visual Studio [27], Intellij [28], or open source Eclipse [29].

Therefore, we have decided to use ANTLR. It takes as an
input the grammar of a language in the Extended Backus-Naur
form. Our grammar is defined in Fig. 1.

VI. USED TECHNOLOGIES

As has been already mentioned application was imple-
mented in a web environment, furthermore fully on the
client side. This strategy drastically reduces the number of
languages we can work with. There are only two languages
currently available for this type of project: JavaScript and
Typescript. There is the only language that will be running
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1 grammar Jane;
2
3 program: instructionSequence? EOF;
4
5 instructionSequence: instruction (Semicolon

instruction)*;
6
7 instruction: assign | cycle | branch | skip;
8
9 cycle: While stats Do (Lpar

instructionSequence Rpar | instruction);
10 branch:
11 If stats Then (Lpar instructionSequence

Rpar | instruction)
12 Else (Lpar instructionSequence Rpar |

instruction)
13 ;
14 assign: Id AssignSymbol expr;
15 skip: Skip;
16
17 stats: stat (And stat)*;
18 stat: expr (Leq expr | Eq expr) | Not? Lpar

stats Rpar;
19 expr: mul (Plus mul | Minus mul)*;
20 mul: term (Mult term)*;
21 term: Id | Value | (Lpar expr Rpar);
22
23 Whitespace: (’ ’ | ’\t’)+ -> skip;
24 Newline: (’\r’? ’\n’ | ’\r’)+ -> skip;
25
26 Skip: ’skip’;
27 Lpar: ’(’;
28 Rpar: ’)’;
29 And: ’and’;
30 AssignSymbol: ’:=’;
31 While: ’while’;
32 Do: ’do’;
33 Then: ’then’;
34 If: ’if’;
35 Else: ’else’;
36 Mult: ’*’;
37 Plus: ’+’;
38 Minus: ’-’;
39 Not: ’!’;
40 Leq: ’<=’;
41 Eq: ’=’;
42 Semicolon: ’;’;
43 Id: [A-Za-z][A-Za-z0-9]*;
44 Value: [1-9][0-9]* | [0-9];

Fig. 1. The language grammar in EBNF for ANTLR

in a web browser and it’s JavaScript, as Typescript compiles
into JavaScript. The current version of the app is implemented
using plain JavaScript, which is suitable for a project of this
size. In the future, it is worth considering switching the main
language to Typescript, as when a project grows bigger it gets
really hard to work with dynamic typing, which can also lead
to a large number of errors.

The language is one thing, but there are also some libraries
and frameworks for JavaScript, that are used a lot today, as
they provide us with solutions for the most general problems,

that we will face during development. For example, today we
have some widely used frameworks like Angular [30], Vue
[31], Svelte [32], and React library [33].

For this project, we selected a React library from the
available technologies for a couple of reasons:
• Vue and React are very similar in terms of the devel-

opment process, so really any of them could’ve been
used for this project. React was chosen only because of
a greater amount of users, a whole bunch of different
community guides, and Stack Overflow research, where
many professional developers told their opinions about
mentioned technologies. According to the survey [34],
professional developers were more satisfied with React
than Vue.

• Angular is a framework, that has a lot of boilerplate code
and is intended for use in systems with very sophisticated
architecture. Using Angular in a small project will give
us the same result as any other framework, but with more
lines of code.

• Svelte is a relatively new framework, that hasn’t yet been
tested enough and it also isn’t very popular and used by
developers for now.

VII. OUTPUT FORMATTING

First of all, we present the concept of the application before
designing the user interface and implementing the prototype
itself. Let’s take a look at the formatting we want to get as
our output, mainly the format of every single configuration
and state. Assume we have the following initial state and input
program:
s0 = [x→ 1]

1 i := 1;
2 while !(x = 1) do (
3 i := i*x;
4 x := x-1
5 )

Listing 1. Simple factorial counting program

As an output we expect to get the inference sequence and
states list in the following form:

Configurations:
α1 = 〈i := 1; while ¬(x = 1) do (i := i ∗ x; x :=

x− 1), s0〉 ⇒ α2

α2 = 〈 while ¬(x = 1) do (i := i ∗ x; x := x− 1), s1〉 ⇒
α3

α3 = 〈 if ¬(x = 1) then (i := i ∗ x; x :=
x − 1; while ¬(x = 1) do (i := i ∗ x; x :=
x− 1)) else (skip), s1〉 ⇒ α4, B[[¬(x = 1)]]s1 = ff

α4 = 〈skip, s1〉 ⇒ α5

α5 = s1

States:
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s0[ x 7→ 1 ]

s1 = s0[ i 7→ 1 ]

The above sequence was generated with the system export-
ing functionality of our application.

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION

We’re dealing with program analysis, so we somehow need
to get an input program. In order to do that, we will have a
code editor on our web page, which should also offer syntax
highlighting and optionally error highlighting(this sometimes
doesn’t work for mobile browsers). The next important thing
is the output, which we want to get after analysis. We expect
configurations and states in the form, that was presented
before.

We continue with our web page structure and discuss how
different parts of it were implemented. The page is divided
into two parts with the divider in the middle (later in the
text. we call them right and left part), which is used to
change the width of these parts and also some control elements
on top of the page, like program uploading, user manual,
and predefined example programs. The right part is for the
code editor, variables setting, and different appearance options.
The left part is for the output, including different modes of
visualization and exporting.

Now, we present the class diagram of this system, but it
does not contain some non-essential components, methods,
and properties, e.g. buttons, drop-down lists, etc.

In Figure 7, all entities with rounded corners are entities
that are used to display the interface (besides ANTLR). Other
entities contain only logic. Next, we describe the structure of
the application.

We start in the App component, which is a simple container
for our editor, output, and splitter. The Editor component
contains the code editor itself, a launch button, a drop-down
list for choosing the font size, and a button to switch the theme.
One can see, that it also includes the CodeEditor component.
This component initializes our selected code editor. That is,
if we run the written code, it goes to the App component
and from there to the Output component. In the Output
component, we have elements to control the display and
display the inference sequence.

Next, we have the Visualize component that creates the
MakeSequence class and passes configuration and state lists
to other components that are used to format the output
accordingly. Also, this component is used to show errors that
may have occurred during program analysis. It also, adds one
configuration at the end, as we want to see in our sequence
a notation of the type αi = sj , where i is the number of
the last configuration and j is the number of the last state
(as you can see in our motivating example in Section VII).
The other three components are for individual display modes.
The Instruction and State components are used to format
individual configurations and states.

We continue with the logic part of this system, where we
get a list of configurations and states. First, we look at the
janeVisit component. In this component, we have the lexical
and syntactic analysis running. Additionally, we will store
lexical, and syntax errors in an array, and then it will be sent to
an instance of the Visitor class, which will then add semantic
errors to that array as well. In this case, the semantic errors
will be uninitialized variables and infinite loops. In addition,
there will be an object of the Visitor class created here, which
will return the visited tree, thus executing all instructions and
providing individual instructions in a form suitable for further
formatting.

There are two groups of methods in the class Visitor:

• Methods that execute individual instructions, which
means they can change the state of the program.

• Methods that only visit the tree and do not execute
individual instructions, e.g. at the else branch of the if
command when the condition is true.

Our last class is the MakeSequence. Using the getSequence
method, we get a list of formatted instructions, states, and an
error array. Regarding the instructions, the main thing is the
text of the instruction and the restProgram attribute, which we
use to display other instructions that the program has yet to
execute. Here, we mention the inference rule for the while
command:

〈while b do S, s〉 ⇒

〈if b then (S;while b do S) else skip〉 (5os)

One can see that if the condition is true, the body of the loop
and again the loop itself is executed. Here, the restProgram
attribute will be used for this purpose. When the instruction for
the loop is analyzed, we call the pushRestInstructions method
for individual iterations, which will add the next iteration and
other instructions to the end of the loop body. We also use
this procedure for branching. In this case, we will also have a
conditional transition between branches. In those cases, we
will also store the value of the condition by adding it to
the statesConditions array with the number of the individual
configuration. Then we display the values of the conditions in
the derivation sequence.

In the end, we get an array, where we have the texts of
individual instructions, state numbers, and conditions in the
case of cycle and branch commands. We also get a list of
states, a set of variables, and a list of errors, from the Visitor
class.

The class diagram (Figure 7) shows the sequence of
transformation of our instructions and states. We start with
ANTLR. Then we have Visitor and MakeSequence. By this,
errors are passed from one entity to another. In ANTLR, we
get a list of lexical and syntactic errors, and in Visitor, we get
a list of semantic errors. There will be no further processing
in MakeSequence and an error array will be returned along
with configurations and states in the getSequence method.
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A. Editor and appearance controls

Now we start with the left part, in Fig. 2 sections are
numbered for convenience. As had already been mentioned
before, the application was created with React library, so we
used one of its tools called Context [35], which is the shared
storage. In this implementation, we used two contexts, one for
the theme(“ThemeContext“) and one for the input program and
variables(“InputContext“).

The first section contains a button for executing program
analysis, a drop-down menu for changing the editor font size
and the last element is a switch, that is used to change the
overall application theme. Elements of this type are pretty
common, so their implementation isn’t very important.

The second section is for the variables set. Sometimes
we want to have all needed variables in our initial state for
convenience, as otherwise our first couple of states will be
used just for variables declaring. This section is implemented
as a single component, that has a local array of variables, that
can be added with a “+“ button. When the user presses “Set
Variables“, all the variables from the local state will be moved
to the “InputContext“ and the user will see the variables count
below this section controls. By pressing the “-“ button the last
variable will be removed from the “InputContext“.

The last section is the code editor and, in this system, the
Monaco Editor [36] was used. Originally Ace Editor [37]
was used, but it turned out to be relatively hard to configure,
as it is very old, compared to Monaco Editor. For our code
editor, we have a component “CodeEditor“, where we defined
syntax highlighting rules, accordingly to our grammar, our
themes(light, dark, high contrast), errors highlighting, and
special symbols replacement logic.

Errors highlighting in code editor is a functionality, that
many IDEs and code editors offer today because it is very
convenient to see the errors before starting visualization. In
order to do that the web worker API [38] was used. A
web worker is running in another thread, so it won’t affect
interaction with the application. It receives the input program
and variables and then executes the program translation, which
includes lexical, syntactical, and semantic analysis. The first
two stages are performed by ANTLR and the last part is
implemented using the pattern Visitor, which was introduced
with ANTLR v.4. After the analysis, an array of errors will be
generated, so we can use it to highlight errors in the editor.

The editor supports two types of symbols – normal symbols
and special symbols. For example, a normal symbol here
means a symbol, that can be typed using a keyboard, and a
special symbol is a Unicode symbol, that can also be used by
typing a latex notation in the editor, like “\neg“ in case of ¬
symbol. When the notation is typed or pasted into the editor,
it will be replaced with a special symbol.

B. Output and exporting

Now we can move to the right side of the page, where
we have the output and exporting option. Let’s take a look
at the top menu (Fig. 3). The first thing we’ve got here is a
switch, that changes the visualization mode. Next, we have

Fig. 2. Left part of the web page

the “Export“ button, which opens the export window. The last
element is the “Show States“ button, which toggles the state’s
window and it will only be displayed in “WholeSequence“
and “StepByStep“ modes.

Fig. 3. Top controls in the output section

Our exporting functionality includes “PNG“ mode and
“Latex“ mode, so we can get a inference sequence with a
list of states in form of an image or in a suitable format for
LATEXenvironment.

Let’s move on to the visualization itself. The first and
probably the most important mode is “StepByStep“ (Fig. 4).
Here we can display and hide configurations with buttons
“Prev“ and “Next“. What we can also do is guess the next
configuration, from the place we’re in.

Fig. 4. “Step by Step“ mode

An important thing in this mode is configuration guessing,
which we can open by clicking the “Guess Next Configura-
tion“ button (Fig. 5). Here we can see the same code editor
we have on the left side of the page, but without validation,
so errors won’t be displayed. When we press “Make a Guess“
a message will appear below the editor, telling us if the guess
was right or not.

The second mode is “SingleInstruction“, where configura-
tions will be displayed one by one. In figure 6 we can see
some control elements like pagination and buttons “Prev“ and
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Fig. 5. Guessing the next configuration

“Next“ to switch between instructions. Below the controls, we
have state and instruction.

Fig. 6. “Single Instruction“ mode

The last mode is “WholeSequence“. This one is not very
different from “StepByStep“ mode, as here we have all the
configurations and states displayed instantly, so we don’t have
controls for hiding and showing them, as well as configuration
guessing, which we could’ve seen in Fig. 4.

IX. APPLICATION TESTING

The application testing was performed in 3 iterations, using
a standardized SUS usability scale [39]. This method was
chosen because it allows us to test the application quickly
and evaluate it quite generally. The method is very simple, as
it only requires answering 10 questions and therefore allows
gathering the views of different people in a short period, which
makes testing more objective.

The first two iterations of testing were performed in the
summer semester of 2021/2022 with our target group of users
– students in the 1st and 2nd year of engineering studies at
our department. All students were graduates of the subject
“Semantics of Programming Languages“. The subject is taught
in the winter semester. About 350 students were invited for
testing.

Testing was performed as follows. Users received two
use case scenarios with steps they had to follow. The steps
in these scenarios weren’t described very precisely, so we
could understand how intuitive the system is. Participants also
received a file with hints for the scenarios, so they can finish
them and give us as much feedback as possible. The use-case
scenarios
• Scenario 1:

1) The user enters the program in our language.
2) The user starts the visualization and selects the Step

by Step mode.

3) The user tries to guess the next configuration (the
user may not guess the configuration correctly).

• Scenario 2:
1) The user enters the program in our language.
2) The user starts the visualization.
3) The user downloads the exported image.

In the first iteration, the application was tested by 13
users and we received a SUS score of 77.1 points, which is
considered above the average. There were some significant
problems with usability and some bugs. After the 1st iteration
changes were applied in order to improve the system.

In the second iteration, the application was tested by 7
users and the SUS score was 85 points, which is considered
great and is better than 90% of the systems. In this iteration,
there weren’t any complaints about usability problems or bugs.
Overall results for the first two iteration’s testing are depicted
in TABLE I.

TABLE I
THE SUS EVALUATION RESULTS - 1ST AND 2ND ITERATIONS

1. iteration 2. iteration
No. of participants 13 7
SUS score 77,1 85

We have decided to deploy this tool in a teaching process in
the winter semester of 2022/2023. We had approximately 200
students taking the class. We have performed another iteration
of testing. We invited all current students to perform testing
with the same use case scenarios as before, and fill out the SUS
form. The results of the 3. iteration are depicted in TABLE II.

TABLE II
THE SUS EVALUATION RESULT - 3RD ITERATION

3. iteration
No. of participants 19
SUS score 85

There was no change in the tool after the second iteration
of testing. Therefore the interesting result is that we have
achieved the same SUS score of 85 in the 2nd and 3rd
iterations with completely different participants and a different
number of participants.

X. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have discussed several topics. We have
started with a motivation behind the development of visualiza-
tion teaching tools. Then we have described the development
of one specific tool dedicated to structural operational seman-
tics. We have started with the necessary theoretical background
and analyzed similar tools. After that we have described
the process of development, choose of specific technologies,
etc. In the end, we presented the results of the testing and
evaluation of our tool.

We have deployed this tool in the teaching process of the
subject ”Semantics of programming languages” in the winter
semester of 2022/2023. We have performed another round of
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testing and evaluation. We have received positive responses
from students, and the application itself received an excellent
SUS score of 85.

In the future, we plan to develop similar tools for the
simulation of all used semantical methods, that we teach. We
are working on the web portal, where we will deploy them
with examples and teaching materials.

APPENDIX - APPLICATION CLASS DIAGRAM

The application class diagram is depicted in Figure 7.
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